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Chapterr 1 

Introduction n 

Expectationss play an important role in economics. Many decisions by economic agents 

aree based on expectations or beliefs about the future state of the market. Expectations 

aboutt economic variables feed back into the actual realization of these same variables and 

thesee realizations affect agents expectations. 

Thee following example about the unexpected death of a famous Dutch painter illus-

tratess how expectations matter. After his passing away the demand for his paintings 

wentt up and as a result the prices of his paintings increased enormously. How can we 

explainn this sudden rise in prices? A pure economic explanation would be that because 

off  a change in the underlying fundamentals, the death of the artist, the demand increases 

whilee supply remains fixed. Overoptimistic beliefs about a price increase may reinforce 

thee increase in prices and in this way a speculative bubble may arise. An important 

questionn is whether prices in financial markets are also driven, at least partly, by market 

psychology. . 

Inn general, if traders expect the price of an asset to rise in the future, demand for that 

assett increases and as a result, by the law of supply and demand the price of the asset 

wil ll  then also increase. A good example nowadays are stocks of the ICT industry. New 

information-- and communication technologies will lead to economic growth in this sector. 

Duee to economic fundamentals, the price of ICT stocks will therefore increase. Many 

peoplee may have been overoptimistic about the growth of the ICT industry. This optimism 

resultedd in an excessively rapid growth of stock prices and market indices and resulted 

inn an overvaluation of the ICT stock prices. However, recently the prices have decreased 

sharply.. It seems that this rise and fall in the ICT stock prices cannot be explained by 

changess in the fundamental values alone, but that the "psychology of the market" is an 

importantt factor as well. From these examples it should be clear that the interaction 

betweenn the actual development of economic variables and the beliefs and expectations 

1 1 
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off  economic agents plays an important role in economic modeling. In fact, any dynamic 

economicc system is an expectations feedback system: expectations affect market outcome 

andd these outcomes lead to new expectations etc.. A theory of expectation formation is 

thereforee a crucial part of economic theory. In this thesis we will address the issue of 

expectationn formation in dynamic economic systems, in a laboratory setting. The thesis 

mayy be seen as an experimental testing of different expectation hypotheses. 

Thiss introduction is organized as follows. The next section delves deeper into the 

problemm of expectation formation in economics. Section 1.2 briefly reviews the history 

off  experimental economics and reports on some earlier work on expectation formation. 

Finally,, Section 1.3 provides an outline of the thesis. 

1.11 Expectation formation 

Lett us start with a simple economic example from labor economics to illustrate the role 

expectationss play in economics. We consider labor supply of engineers and assume that 

thee demand for engineers is fixed. The wage of engineers depends on the total supply 

off  engineers. If there are many engineers their wage will not be high; if there are few 

engineerss wages will be high. It takes four years to graduate from engineering school. 

Thee number of students entering engineering school depends upon the wage expectation. 

Iff  the current wages are high and students expect them to remain high, many students 

wil ll  enter engineering school, because they expect the future perspectives to be good. By 

thee time they graduate there is excessive supply and realized wages will be low. Few 

studentss will therefore at that time enter engineering school and after a couple of years 

theree is again a shortage of engineers and as a result wages will go up again. If people 

expectt the wage in 4 years (the minimum number of years to graduate) to be equal to 

thee wage today, cycles in wages, as discussed above, will emerge. On the other hand, 

iff  people understand this mechanism they may base their decisions on this and adapt 

theirr behavior, which might dampen the wage oscillations. From this simple example 

itt is obvious that expectations are crucial in economic markets. Figure 1.1 represents a 

dynamicc economic expectation feedback system. On the left side of Figure 1.1 we see 

thee economic system, for example the model of labor supply as explained above. On 

thee right side are the beliefs of the economic agents in the model. The economic agents 

havee to make decisions concerning the future. From observing the economic system the 

agentss "learn" and update their beliefs or expectations about the relevant variables in 

thee economic system. These beliefs about the variables of the economic system affect the 

realizationss and market outcomes, i.e. the beliefs feedback into the system. The whole 
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dynamicc environment may thus be viewed as an expectations feedback system. 

learningg behavior 

economic c 
system m 

beliefss of 
agents s 

expectations s 
feedback k 

Figuree 1.1: An economic expectation feedback system. 

Inn this thesis we will consider two different kinds of simple expectation feedback sys-

tems,, a cobweb type model and a dynamic asset pricing model. The cobweb type model 

feedbackk systems can be represented as follows: 

xxtt = T(Et_lXt), (1.1) ) 

wheree xt represents the economic variable of interest at time t, let us say a price. The 

pricee in period t is some decreasing function T(-) of the expectations about this periods 

price,, Et-\Xt formed at time t— 1. A high expected price now will lead to a low price next 

periodd (like the model of labor supply of engineers, explained above) and vice versa. We 

wil ll  refer to this kind of feedback systems as an expectations reversing feedback system. 

Forr analyzing models with expectations feedback we need to make assumptions about the 

expectationss of the agents in the model. Agents form expectations given the available 

information.. In the model of type (1.1) beliefs have the following general structure: 

Et-ixEt-ixtt = F(xt-u Xt-2, . Et-2Xt-u Et-zXt-v, .). (1.2) ) 

Thee information set of the agents contains all his previous predictions and all the past 

pricess upto period t — 1. 

Thee second type of expectation feedback system we study in this thesis, the dynamic 

assett pricing model, is of the form: 

xxtt = T{Et-ixt+i), (1.3) ) 

againn xt represents the economic variable of interest at time t, again, e.g. a price. However, 

thee price in period t is now an increasing function T(-) of the expectations about the 
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pricee in period t + 1, Et-\xt+i  formed at time t—1. This is a self-confirming expectations 

feedbackk system since a high expectation will result in a high realization. Notice that the 

informationn set of agents in models of form (1.3) differs from the agents in models of form 

(1.1).. The agents in the dynamic asset pricing models form expectations for the price at t 

givenn all previous predictions upto t — 1 and all previous realized prices upto period t — 2, 

thatt is 

Et-ixEt-ixt+t+ ii  = F(xt-uXt-2, , Et-2XU Et-3Xt-u  (1-4) 

Assumptionss have to be made about how people use the available information and reach 

theirr predictions. Until the sixties it was common practice to use simple habitual rule of 

thumbb predictors in modeling expectations. For example, agents with naive expectations 

expectt the price for tomorrow to equal today's price, Et-\xt — %t-i- Agents with naive ex-

pectationss in a simple model like (1.1) make systematic forecast errors as discussed in the 

modell  for the supply of engineers discussed above. Another simple expectations rule which 

wass quite popular in the sixties is adaptive expectations, Et-\Xt = (l~~w)Et-2Xt-i+wxt-\, 

wheree 0 < w < 1. This is a weighted average of the last observed price, xt-i} and the last 

expectedd price Et-2%t-\- Agents with adaptive expectations adapt their expectations in 

thee direction of the latest observed value. Notice that naive expectations is a special form 

off  adaptive expectations (i.e. where w = 1). An important (theoretical) criticism against 

simplee forecasting rules such as adaptive or naive expectations has been that agents make 

systematicsystematic forecast errors and do not learn from their mistakes. This criticism motivated 

Muthh (1961) to introduce a more sophisticated form of expectations: Rational Expec-

tationstations (RE). Since the pioneering work of Muth (1961) and Lucas (1971) the rational 

expectationss hypothesis (REH) has become (and currently still is) the dominating par-

adigmm in expectation formation in economics and finance. Muth (1961, p. 316) stated 

that: : 

Expectationss of firms (or, more generally, the subjective probability distribu-

tionn of outcomes) tend to be distributed, for the same information set, about 

thee prediction of the theory (or the "objective" probability distribution of 

outcomes). . 

Accordingg to the REH agents use all available information and their subjective expec-

tationn equals the mathematical expectation conditional upon available information. In 

implementingg the REH in dynamic economic models it is usually assumed that agents 

havee perfect knowledge about market equilibrium equations, i.e. the theory. The agents 

inn the model use these equations to compute their optimal predictions of future variables. 
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Underr rational expectations equilibrium forecasts coincide (on average) with realizations 

andd rational agents therefore make no systematic forecast errors. 

Thee rational expectations equilibrium price can be derived easily, when demand and 

supplysupply curves are known to the agents (and are linear). There seems to be general 

agreementt among economists that the REH assumes too much knowledge of the agents. 

Inn particular, the assumption that agents have perfect knowledge of underlying market 

equilibriumm equations is at odds with practice in real markets. In the last decade much 

theoreticall  work has been done on bounded rationality, in an attempt to back off from 

rationall  expectations. In the bounded rationality framework agents are assumed to form 

expectationss based upon time series observations. Recent surveys on bounded rationality 

inn expectation formation include Sargent (1993,1999), Evans and Honkapohja (2001) and 

Marimonn (1997). Sargent (1993, p. 3) writes: 

II  interpret a proposal to build models with 'boundedly rational' agents as a call 

too retreat from the second piece of rational expectations (mutual consistency 

off  perceptions) by expelling rational agents from our model environments and 

replacingg them with 'artificially intelligent' agents who behave like econome-

tricians. . 

Boundedd rational agents have some simple model of the world, the perceived law of motion, 

andd try to learn or optimize the parameters of their perceived law of motion, e.g. by an 

econometricc technique such as ordinary least squares, as additional observations become 

available. . 

AA number of papers have argued that simple learning rules based upon observations 

mayy enforce convergence to the unique RE steady state. If convergence occurs, RE would 

bee the market equilibrium outcome, at least in the long run, and this RE outcome could be 

attainedd without any knowledge of market equilibrium equations. Bray and Savin (1986) 

showw that if agents, in a cobweb framework, employ ordinary least squares (OLS) learning, 

pricess converge to the RE steady state. Bray (1982) shows that OLS-learning enforces 

REE in an asset pricing framework. Hommes and Sorger (1998), for the cobweb model, 

andd Pötzelberger and Sögner (2001), for an asset pricing model, have recently shown that, 

iff  agents simply learn the sample average and the first order sample autocorrelations in 

observedd past prices, convergence to the RE steady state occurs. These theoretical papers 

suggestt that learning simple forecasting rules may stabilize price fluctuations and enforce 

convergencee to the RE steady state. Theoretical work on bounded rationality thus seems 

too support the RE as a reasonable outcome, even when market equilibrium equations are 

unknown. . 
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Inn contrast, there is also theoretical work, e.g. in overlapping generations models, 

showingg that learning schemes do not necessarily enforce convergence to a RE steady state 

butt may lead to periodic (Bullard, 1994) or even chaotic price fluctuations (Schönhofer, 

2000).. Another example is Brock and Hommes (1997, 1998) who show for a heterogeneous 

beliefss cobweb model and a heterogeneous beliefs asset pricing model that evolutionary 

learningg in general need not converge to a RE steady state but may lead to endogenous 

fluctuations.fluctuations. Apparently both stable and unstable outcomes are possible in models with 

boundedlyy rational agents. But which of the learning rules or expectations hypotheses is 

ann accurate description of how people behave in real markets? Lucas (1986) proposed an 

experimentt to investigate how people behave. This thesis uses an experimental approach 

too investigate which theory of expectations yields the 'best' description of agents' forecasts 

inn dynamic economic systems. 

1.22 Expectations in the laboratory 

Itt is hard to observe or obtain detailed information about individual expectations in real 

markets.. One approach to obtain data on expectations is by survey data analysis, as done 

forr example by Turnovsky (1970) on expectations about the Consumers' Price Index and 

thee unemployment rate during the post-Korean war period. Prankel and Froot (1987) did 

aa survey on exchange rate expectations and Shiller (1989, 2000) on stock market data. 

However,, since in survey data research one can not control the underlying economic fun-

damentalss it is hard to measure the expectation rules in different circumstances. Another 

approachh is to study expectation formation in an experimental setting. We report the 

findingss of several laboratory experiments about expectation formation. In these exper-

imentss we ask the participants to give their expectation about next period's price of an 

unspecifiedd good. This experimental approach has two main advantages over survey data 

research.. The first advantage is that the experimenters have control over the underlying 

fundamentals.. Uncertainty about economic fundamentals affects expectations of agents 

inn real markets. In the experiment we can control the economic environment and the 

informationn subjects have about this environment. A second advantage is that we get 

explicitt information about individual expectations. Since in our setup there is no trade, 

ourr data is not disturbed by speculative trading behavior of the participants. Prior to 

thee experiment the only unknown to the experimenters is the way subjects form expec-

tations.. Hence, our experimental approach provides us with relatively 'clean' data on 

expectations. . 
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Histor yy of experimental economics 

Inn this section we give a short overview of the history of experimental economics (see 

Daviss and Holt (1993) and Kagel and Roth (1995) for a more elaborate overview). One 

off  the main advantages of experiments is the replicability, the possibility to reproduce the 

(economic)) experiments under exactly the same circumstances and to verify the outcomes. 

Experimentall  economics is a relatively new research area. The first reported market 

experimentt is an experiment of Chamberlin (1948). Since then the use of experimental 

methodss to evaluate economic theories has increased and nowadays it has become an 

acceptedd method for research in economics. 

Thee experimental literature can broadly be divided into three main research areas: (i) 

markett experiments (ii) game experiments and (iii ) individual choice experiments. The 

firstt kind of experiments, the market experiments, like the one of Chamberlin (1948) and 

laterr Smith (1962 and 1964) focus on the effects of institutions on market outcomes. In 

particular,, under what conditions market equilibrium prices emerge. The second type of 

experimentss are game experiments. For example, Sauerman and Selten (1959) and Siegel 

andd Fouraker (1996) studied cooperation in oligopoly situations. The duopoly pricing 

problemm can be seen as application of the well-known prisoners dilemma. In a duopoly, 

collusionn of the firms is best for both firms but each firm has an incentive to deviate 

fromm the cartel solution. More recently researchers have become more interested in more 

complexx applications of game theory but always in simple environments such that the 

implicationss of the theory can be derived explicitly. The third type of initial experiments, 

thee individual-choice experiments, are experiments about the theory of choice under un-

certainty.. However not all individual decision making experiments involve expected-utility 

theory.. For example, Williams (1987) designed an experiment to test whether subjects 

aree rational in forecasting market prices. 

Theree is a variety of objectives for running laboratory experiments. Three of the most 

commonn objectives are: (1) theory falsification, (2) sensitivity tests and (3) documenta-

tionn of empirical regularities. Theory falsification is probably the most common goal for 

laboratoryy experiments. By constructing a laboratory environment such that it satisfies 

thee theory's implications the experimenters can test whether the theoretic predictions 

holdd in a laboratory setting. The second objective are sensitivity tests, this means that 

itt is investigated whether the predictions of the theory hold under less restricted circum-

stances.. The third aim is documentation of empirical regularities, that is observe "stylized 

facts""  in experimental data. In this thesis all three objectives play a role. We compare 

somee theoretic expectations hypotheses with the outcomes of our experiments (theory fal-

sification).. Furthermore we investigate how the (in)stability of the cobweb model or the 
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presencee of fundamentalists in a financial market affects the prices and predictions (sen-

sitivityy test). Finally, we also investigate the main characteristics of the price dynamics 

andd report some regularities. 

Relatedd literatur e 

Att this point we would like to briefly discuss some related experimental literature. As 

statedd before, economic experiments are well suited for a detailed investigation of expec-

tationn formation in a controlled dynamic environment. Unfortunately, as for example 

pointedd out in Sunder (1995), only littl e experimental work on expectation formation has 

beenn done. Williams (1987) considers expectation formation in an experimental double 

auctionn market which varies from period to period, by small shifts in the market clearing 

price.. Participants predict the mean contract price for 4 or 5 consecutive periods. Adap-

tivee expectations turn out to be a better description of the forecast strategies than rational 

expectationss or extrapolative expectations. Also in Smith, Suchanek and Williams (1988) 

individuall  expectations have been investigated in this matter. There are some drawbacks 

too this approach to expectation formation. In particular, the data on expectation forma-

tionn are obtained in market experiments where participants also have to trade and where 

thee primary goal is to investigate behavior of market prices. For example, Hey (1994, p. 

330)) points out: 

InIn these studies the question of expectation formation has tended to be of 

ratherr peripheral concern, with the data on expectations elicited in a somewhat 

unsatisfactoryy and only partial motivated manner. 

Theree have also been a number of experiments that focus on expectation formation ex-

clusively.. Probably the first of these is Schmalensee (1976). He presents subjects with 

historicall  data on wheat prices and asks them to predict the mean wheat price for the 

nextt 5 periods. Participants' behavior turns out to be better explained by adaptive expec-

tationss than by extrapolative expectations and the speed of adjustment seems to decrease 

inn turning point periods. Two other noteworthy experiments on expectation formation 

aree Dwyer et al. (1993) and Hey (1994). In Dwyer et al. (1993) participants have to 

sequentiallyy predict a variable yt, where yt follows a random walk. Participants are paid 

accordingg to absolute forecast error. The variance of the forecast errors of the partic-

ipantt is larger than the rational forecast errors, but there is no evidence for a bias in 

participants'' forecasts. Both findings supports the notion of "rational expectations with 

error".. For half of the participants there is predictability in the forecast errors, which 

makess it inconsistent with "RE with error". Hey (1994) considers an experiment where 
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dataa are generated by a simple linear first order autoregressive process and participants 

havee to, sequentially, predict the next realization. Participants do not seem to give ra-

tionall  forecasts, but base their forecasts on the latest observation. Hey claims that their 

predictionn strategies are "rational in structure if not in detail", because their predictions 

seemss to be "broadly sensible". The drawbacks of the last two papers is that no economic 

contextt is given to the participants and, most importantly, the expectations feedback is 

ignored.. In Smith, Suchanek and Williams (1988) spot asset trading is studied and their 

mainn finding is that bubbles occur due to a lack of common expectations. Marimon and 

Sunderr (1993) and Evans, Honkapahja and Marimon (2001) report experiments with an 

overlappingg generations (OLG) model and show that agents behave adaptively. Further-

more,, Marimon, Spear and Sunder (1993) show the existence of sunspot equilibria when 

agentss use some adaptive learning rule. However, also in these experiments there is no 

expectationss feedback. In our experiments there is expectation feedback, i.e. realizations 

dependd upon expectations, and we obtain explicit information about expectations. 

AA disadvantage of laboratory experiments is that, because of the time constraint, 

subjectss only make a couple of dozen decisions. Therefore, the learning possibilities are 

limitedd (especially in complicated situations) and it is also hard to detect exactly which 

expectationexpectation formation rules subjects use (because of the relatively few decisions made 

byy the subjects). As a solution to this problem, Selten (1967) and Selten, Mitzkewitz 

andd Uhlich (1997, p. 517) describe a method of experimentation which makes strategies 

observable. . 

Thiss procedure, called the "strategy method", first exposes a group of subjects 

too the repeated play of a game, and then asks them to design strategies on 

thee basis of their experiences. 

Wheree a strategy is a complete description of all the decisions in all possible states of the 

world.. Only recently the strategy method has become a popular tool in experimental eco-

nomics.. In Selten, Mitzkewitz and Uhlich (1997) the participants have to make strategies 

inn a non-symmetric Cournot duopoly with linear cost functions. Typically, participants 

inn the final round make no attempt to predict the opponent's reactions and nothing is 

optimized.. Instead a cooperative goal is chosen by fairness considerations. Other studies 

thatt make use of the strategy method are Offerman et al. (2001), Sonnemans (1998), 

Brandtss and Schram (2001) and Keser (1992); see also the classic work of Axelrod (1984). 

Thiss "strategy method" approach seems to be well suited for our purposes to study expec-

tationn formation and learning. In this thesis we report the results of a strategy method 

experimentt about expectation formation with a cobweb model as well as an asset pricing 

model. . 
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1.33 Outlin e of thi s thesis 

Thiss thesis may be viewed as an experimental testing of the expectations hypothesis 

inn dynamic economic systems, where market equilibrium equations are unknown. Al l 

experimentss are conducted in the experimental laboratory of CREED1 at the Universiteit 

vann Amsterdam. The thesis is divided into two parts. In Part I (Chapters 2-5) we study 

expectationn formation in the cobweb or 'hog cycle' model while in Part II (Chapters 6-8) 

wee study expectation formation in a standard asset pricing model. In this section we give 

aa brief outline of the different chapters of this thesis. 

Inn Chapter 2 we give an overview of the theoretical work on price dynamics in the well-

knownn cobweb model with a production lag under various expectations hypotheses. In his 

classicall  paper Ezekiel (1938) developed the price dynamics under naive expectations and 

linearr demand and supply. In chapter 2 we focus on a different specification of the cobweb 

model,, i.e. we use a linear decreasing demand and a nonlinear monotonically increasing 

supplyy curve. The dynamics of the cobweb model depends on the expectations used. We 

discusss important benchmarks of expectation formation, including rational expectations, 

naivenaive expectations and adaptive expectations. We also discuss bounded rationality and 

heterogeneousheterogeneous expectations. Price fluctuations under each of these expectation schemes 

aree examined. In the cobweb model with these specification of demand and supply, 

periodicc and even erratic, chaotic price behavior can occur. 

Inn Chapters 3 and 4 we report the results of thee cobweb laboratory experiments2. Mar-

kett equilibrium equations are controlled and fixed during the experiment (although they 

aree subject to unexpected exogenous shocks and/or noise). Subjects are asked to predict 

pricess and their earnings are inversely related to their quadratic forecasting errors. Price 

realizationss depend upon subjects' price expectations. In the experiments we distinguish 

betweenn a single-agent treatment (Chapter 3), where the market equilibrium price depends 

onlyy upon the price expectation of a single subject, and a multi-agent treatment (Chap-

terr 4), where the market equilibrium price is based upon the expectations of a group of 

individuals.. Another distinction in the experimental setups is between a noise treatment, 

wheree the demand and supply curves are fixed but the model is buffeted with (small) ran-

domm noise in each time period, and a permanent shock treatment, where the demand curve 

Centerr for Research in Experimental Economics and political Decision-making at the Universiteit 

vann Amsterdam 
2Chapterr 3 is based upon the article 'Expectation formation in a cobweb economy: some one person 

experiments'' by Hommes, C.H., Sonnemans, J. and van de Velden, H. (2000). Chapter 4 is an extension 
off  an earlier working paper 'Expectations driven price volatility in an experimental cobweb economy' by 
Hommes,, C.H., Sonnemans, J., Tuinstra, J. and van de Velden, H. (1999). 
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iss shifted three times due to three unexpected, permanent shocks. As a consequence, in 

thee noise treatment, the experimental environment is stationary and the RE steady state 

iss fixed and constant over time. In contrast, in the permanent shock treatment, the ex-

perimentall  environment is non-stationary and the RE steady state changes three times 

(butt is fixed during the corresponding four subsamples). In the single-agent treatment, 

onlyy about 35% of the subjects is able to learn the unique RE equilibrium steady state; 

forr the remaining 65% of the subjects the prices keep fluctuating around the (unstable) 

REE steady state. In the multi-agent treatments forecasting errors are lower and conse-

quentlyy average earnings higher than in the single-agent treatments. However, although 

thee amplitude of the price fluctuations is significantly smaller than in the single-agent 

treatments,, in general prices do not converge to the RE steady state. Our experiments 

suggestt that dynamic economic expectation feedback systems can exhibit excess price 

volatilityy caused by the interaction of individual forecasts. 

InIn Chapter 5 we present a strategy experiment to investigate expectations and learning 

inn the cobweb model3. Participants in this experiment are asked to formulate a complete 

strategy,, that is, a description of all their forecasts in all possible states of the world (e.g. 

historyy of prices). In each period all strategies that participate in the market forecast the 

nextt price. There are six strategies in each market. The realized market equilibrium price 

iss then determined by a fixed, but unknown, (linear) demand curve, and (nonlinear) sup-

ply,, depending upon individual expected market prices, aggregated over all six producers. 

Subjectss gain experience in forecasting next period's price in an introductory experiment. 

Immediatelyy after this introductory experiment the subjects submit their first strategy. 

Thesee strategies are then programmed and markets are simulated. In each of the four 

roundss of the strategy experiment (as well as in the introductory experiment) financial 

incentives,, based upon prediction performance, are used to motivate the subjects. The 

strategyy approach provides us with information about the kind of rules individuals use 

inn forecasting prices. Furthermore, it enables us to do an analysis of the stability and 

instabilityy of the dynamic economic system. Over the rounds the strategies tend to get 

moree complicated. Only in 10% of all simulations the market converges to either a steady 

statee or a low periodic cycle. Moreover, the complexity of the price fluctuations increases 

overr the rounds. In round 4 in more than 60% of the cases chaotic price fluctuations 

aroundd an unstable RE steady state price arises. 

Inn Chapter 6 we discuss the theoretical background of the standard asset pricing model 
3Thiss chapter is based upon the working paper 'The instability of a heterogeneous cobweb economy: 

aa strategy experiment on expectation formation' by Sonnemans, J., Hommes, C.H., Tuinstra, J. and van 

dee Velden, H. (1999). 
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whichh is used throughout Part II of the thesis. The agents in this model have to choose 

betweenn investing in a risky and a risk free asset. The price of the risky asset is determined 

byy equilibrium between demand and supply of the risky asset given that the agents are 

meann variance optimizers. An important difference between the cobweb model and the 

assett pricing model is that the cobweb model has an unique RE steady state while the 

assett pricing model has multiple RE solutions, namely a constant fundamental price and 

infinitelyy many RE bubble solutions. Another difference between the cobweb model and 

thee asset pricing model is that (for the specifications we choose) the cobweb model is 

unstablee under naive expectations while the asset pricing model is stable under naive 

expectations. . 

Thee purpose of Chapter 7 is to investigate expectation formation in a controlled exper-

imentall  asset pricing model. Subject are asked to predict the price of a risky asset. They 

doo not have knowledge of the underlying market equilibrium equations, but they know all 

pastt realized prices and, of course, their own past predictions. Furthermore, they are also 

givenn enough information about the economic fundamentals to predict the RE fundamen-

tall  price. Their earnings are inversely related to the average prediction errors they make. 

Thee realized market equilibrium price is some function of the forecasts of the participants. 

Twoo different treatments are considered. In the first treatment (NoRobot treatment) the 

assett market is populated by six subjects. In the second treatment (Robot treatment) the 

markett is populated by six subjects and a robot trader. The robot trader expects that 

thee market price will be equal to the fundamental price. This robot trader may be seen 

ass a 'stabilizing force', since its influence on the market price increases as the difference 

betweenn the market price and the fundamental price increases. In both treatments we 

findd that the asset markets are (close to) informationally efficient but prices may deviate 

fromm the RE fundamental price. Participants seem to coordinate on a common prediction 

strategy.. In the NoRobot treatment speculative bubbles occur for a most groups while in 

thee Robot treatment we find oscillating asset prices in some groups and convergence to 

thee fundamental price in other groups. 

InIn Chapter 8 we use the strategy method to study expectation formation in the asset 

pricingg model. The experiment lasts 8 weeks and consists of four rounds. Every round 

thee subjects have to submit a strategy. The subjects gain experience in their forecasting 

taskk in a introductory experiment similar to the NoRobot treatment of Chapter 7. One 

off  the most striking results is that we do not find convergence to a steady state price in 

thee short run (first 50 periods). In contrast, in the long run in round 4 almost 80% of the 

simulationss converge to a steady state. However, only 40% of all simulations in round 4 

convergee to the fundamental price. The strategies thus have difficulty with learning the 
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correctt (fundamental) price level. 

Finally,, Chapter 9 summarizes the main results of both types of experiments and 

comparee the results. We end this thesis with some general conclusions we found in both 

kindss of experiments. 





Partt  I 

Expectationn Formation in the 
Cobwebb Model 





Chapterr 2 

Cobwebb Model 

2.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter we investigate the dynamics of the cobweb model, also known as the 'hog 

cycle'' model. In the experiments of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we use the cobweb model to study 

expectationn formation. In this chapter we recall some relevant theoretical facts concerning 

thee price dynamics in the cobweb model under different expectations hypotheses, including 

rationalrational expectations (RE), naive expectations, adaptive expectations (AE) and sample 

autocorrelationautocorrelation learning (SAC). These will be important benchmark cases in Chapters 3 

andd 4 for the reported experimental results. 

2.22 The cobweb model 

Thee cobweb model was first introduced in economic theory by Cheysson (1887). Other 

earlyy treatments include Tinbergen (1930) and Schultz (1930). Kaldor (1934) for the first 

timee used the term 'cobweb model', due to the appearance of the graphs of the dynamics 

off  the model (see e.g. Figure 2.2 below). Ezekiel (1938) discussed the price-quantity 

dynamicsdynamics of the cobweb model with linear supply and demand. Since then the cobweb 

modell  has been one of the benchmark models in economic dynamics. Rosser (2000) gives 

aa nice short overview of work on the cobweb model. 

Thee cobweb model describes the price behavior in a single market with one non-

storablee good (e.g. corn or hogs) taking one unit of time to produce. The demand, qf, for 

thee produced good depends upon the price of the good, pt. Since it takes one time period 

too produce the good the production decision of the suppliers depends on their expectation 

17 7 
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off  the price, p\, that wil l prevail in the market1. The actual price is determined by market 

clearing,, that is the equality of total supply and total demand. The model can thus be 

representedd by the following three equations: 

qfqf = Dipt) (2.1) 

qlql = Sifi) (2.2) 

(ft(ft = tf- (2.3) 

Hencee the market equilibrium price is given as 

PtPt = D-1{S{pD). (2.4) 

Throughoutt Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we will use the following specifications of demand and 

supplyy functions: 

D{pD{ptt)) = <h-bpu at,b>0 (2.5) 

Sipt)Sipt) = tanh(A($ - c)) + d, c, d, A > 0 (2.6) 

Thee demand curve is assumed to be linearly decreasing. Notice that the linear demand 

curvee contains a time dependent term at. For the moment at = a is assumed to be a fixed 

constant.. In some of the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 at changes over time, to allow for 

unanticipatedd demand shocks. The supply curve is nonlinear, S-shaped and monotonically 

increasing.. A convenient feature of this nonlinear supply curve is that price fluctuations 

wil ll  always remain bounded. In fact, the S-shaped supply curve allows for the possibility of 

periodicc or even chaotic endogenous price fluctuations as wil l be shown below. Figure 2.1 

showss the demand and supply curves (2.5) and (2.6). From the figure we find that there is 

aa unique equilibrium price, p = p* ~ 5.91, where demand and supply intersect. It is well 

knownn that a linearly decreasing demand curve can be derived from consumers' utilit y 

maximization.. Moreover, we emphasize that our nonlinear, increasing supply curve can 

bee derived from producers' expected profit maximization with a monotonically increasing 

andd convex cost curve2. The underlying market equilibrium equation in our cobweb 

economyy is thus reflecting rational individual behavior, that is, demand is consistent with 

Noticee that p\ = Et-ipt-
2Producers'' expected profit is peq — c(q), where c(q) represents production costs at produced quantity 

q.q. The first order condition of producers' expected profit maximization is pe — d{q) = 0, yielding 
qq = (cf)~l(pe) = S(pe). For any increasing supply curve 5, the inverse S- 1 = d is also increasing, and 
thereforee the corresponding cost curve will be convex; see also Hommes (2000) where an S-shaped supply 
curvee is derived from producers' profit maximization with a convex polynomial cost function of degree 4 
orr 6. 
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Figuree 2.1: The demand (2.5) and supply (2.6) curves with parameters: at = 2.3,6 = 

0.25,, c = 6, d = 1 and A = 2. Throughout Chapters 3 and 4 we will use these values for 

thee parameters. Note that the point of intersection is the steady state price, p*  w 5.91. 

consumerss maximizing their utility under a budget constraint and supply is consistent with 

producerss maximizing their profits given their price expectations. This setup enables us 

too test the expectations hypothesis in an expectations feedback system where consumers 

andd producers act as if they are maximizing utility and profits. In addition our choice for 

aa nonlinear, increasing supply curve enables us to investigate whether agents are able to 

learnn a RE steady state in a world where under simple forecasting rules periodic or even 

chaoticchaotic price cycles can arise. An important question for our experiments in the following 

chapterss is whether in the corresponding experimental cobweb economy agents are able 

too learn the (unstable) RE steady state price. 

Fromm (2.1-2.3), using demand (2.5) and supply (2.6), one easily finds that the market 

equilibriumm price pt is given by: 

p(( = - [ a( - t a n h ( A ( t f - c ) ) - d ]. (2.7) 

Fromm (2.7) it is clear that the realized market price, pt, depends upon the producers' 

pricee expectation, p\. In our experiments of Chapters 3 and 4 we add a noise term to this 

markett equilibrium equation, which is equivalent to adding the noise term bet directly on 

thee demand function (2.5). In the experimental cobweb economy prices will therefore be 

generatedd by the unknown market equilibrium price equation 

PtPt = r[at - tanh(A(p? - c)) - d] + et, (2.8) 

withh expectations, p', formed by the subjects and et an IID noise term with Eet = 0. In 

thee following we recall some theoretical results on price dynamics in the cobweb model. 
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Thee expectation hypotheses we study stem from the theoretical literature on economic 

dynamics. . 

2.2.11 Naive expectations 

Earlyy treatments of the cobweb model in the thirties (e.g. Ezekiel (1938)) used what is 

perhapss the simplest expectation rule, namely naive expectations. Naive price expecta-

tionss means that producers expect today's price to be equal to yesterday's price, that 

is, , 

fifi  = Pt-i. (2-9) 

Itt is well known that the cobweb model with naive expectations and monotonie demand 

andd supply curves yields only three types of long run dynamic behavior: (i) convergence 

too a stable steady state price, (ii)  convergence to a (stable) period two cycle or (iii) 

unboundedd price oscillations. In our setting, the latter possibility can not occur, since 

thee supply curve (2.6) is bounded. Figure 2.2 shows the dynamic behavior of the cobweb 

modell  under naive expectations for different values of A. From Figure 2.2 (a) we see 

thatt the RE steady state price is (globally) stable, i.e. for all initial prices, p0, the price 

convergess to the RE steady state price. In contrast Figure 2.2 (b) shows an example 

wheree the RE steady state is locally unstable and the price converges to a period 2-cycle. 

Itt is important to emphasize that, along the 2-cycle, agents make 'systematic forecast 

errors';; in the sense that the realized price will be high (low) when the expected price is 

loww (high). This is due to the economic mechanism of the cobweb model: when producers 

expectt tomorrows price, p\, to be high they produce a lot, which results in a large supply, 

qlql,, which then results in a low market equilibrium price, pt, in that period. An important 

questionn for our experiments is: are agents able to learn from their systematic forecasting 

errorss and coordinate on the RE steady state even when the market is unstable? 

Whetherr a model with naive expectations is 'stable', i.e. converges to a steady state, 

cann be deduced from the following well known stability condition3: 

-1<l^< 1''  <2' 10) 

wheree p* is the steady state price. That is, a cobweb model is (locally) stable if the ratio 
off  marginal supply over marginal demand at the steady state p* is between —1 and 1. For 

3Thiss stability condition can be found by looking at the derivative of equation 2.4 with respect to pt - i 

andd requires that the absolute value of this derivative is smaller than 1. 
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Figuree 2.2: Dynamic behavior of the cobweb model with naive price expectations. We 

fixedd the parameters to a = 2.3, b = 0.25, c = 6, d = 1 while A, the stability parameter, is 

0.222 in Figure (a) and A = 0.5 in Figure (b). 

ourr choice of demand and supply curves, the derivative of the market equilibrium price 
(2.7)) is given by: 

-16Ae2A^*- 6' ' 
g/A(P')=( 1 + e 2A ( p. -6 ) ) 2.. (2-11) 

withh parameters a = 2.3, b = 0.25, c = 6, d = 1. For different values of A we get different 

steadyy state prices p* and corresponding derivatives of the price (2.7) evaluated at the 

steadyy state price: 

 strongly unstable case , A = 2, p*  = 5.91 and #2(5-91) = —7.75 

 unstable case, A = 0.5, p*  = 5.73 and ^,5(5.73) = -1.96 

 stable case, A = 0.22, p' = 5.57 and ffa22(5-57) = -0.87 

Soo for A = 2 the model is strongly unstable (the ratio of marginal demand and supply is 

muchh smaller than 1). For A = 0.5 the model is unstable while for A = 0.22 the model is 

stable.. Throughout Part I of this thesis we will refer to the three different cases as : (1) 

thee strongly unstable (2) the unstable and (3) the stable case, respectively. In Chapters 3 

andd 4 we will report laboratory experiments with these values of A and we investigate 

howw the results depend on the stability of the model. An important motivation for the 
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differentt treatments of the experiment is the following question: how does the stability of 

thethe model affect price fluctuations in an experimental setting? 

2.2.22 Adaptive expectations 

Anotherr frequently used simple forecasting rule is adaptive expectations, meaning that 

today'ss expected price is obtained by adapting yesterday's expected price in the direction 

off  the latest observed price by a constant factor, or equivalently that the expected price 

forr today is a weighted average of yesterday's expected price and yesterday's price, that 

is, , 

p\p\ = (1 - w)pe
t_i + itfPt-i, 0 < w < 1. (2.12) 

Noticee that when w = 1 adaptive expectations coincides with naive expectations. Nerlove 

(1958)) introduced adaptive expectations into the linear cobweb model. A straightforward 

computationn shows that under adaptive expectations the steady state p* is locally stable 

, _ i < m < 1 .. (2.13) 
ww D'{p*)  v ' 

Sincee 0 < w < 1 this stability condition 2.13 is less stringent than the stability condition 

(2.10)) under naive expectations (w = 1). Adaptive expectations thus has a (locally) sta-

bilizingg effect on the price dynamics, as compared to naive expectations. More recently, 

Chiarellaa (1988) and Hommes (1994) investigated the global dynamics of the cobweb 

modell  with adaptive expectations and a nonlinear but monotonically increasing supply 

curve,, and show that price cycles of any period and even chaotic price fluctuations can oc-

curr under adaptive expectations. We use a bifurcation diagram to illustrate the dynamics 

off  the cobweb model under adaptive expectations. A bifurcation diagram shows the long 

runn price dynamics as a (multi-) valued function of one parameter. In the bifurcation 

diagram,, Figure 2.3 (a), we see that a shift of the demand curve (2.5), i.e. a change in 

thee parameter a, can result in a stable steady state price (for a < 1.7 and a > 3.2), a 

stablee A-cycle (k = 2,4,..) or even chaotic price oscillations (the small black regions in 

thee diagram). Figure 2.3 (b) shows the long run price dynamics as the weight factor, w, 

increasess from zero to one. This figure demonstrates that the introduction of adaptive 

expectationss into the cobweb model has a stabilizing effect, it dampens the amplitude 

off  the price oscillations. If we decrease w from 1 to 0 we first observe a 2-cycle with a 

largee amplitude (for w = 1) next we observe a medium amplitude 4-cycle then a small 

amplitudee 2-cycle and for w < 0.28 a stable steady state occurs. 
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Figuree 2.3: (a): Bifurcation diagram for cobweb model with adaptive expectations when 

shiftingg the demand curve upwards, i.e. for 1 < a < 4, with other parameters fixed at 

AA = 2, b = 0.25, c = 6,w = 0.5 and d = 1. (b): Bifurcation diagram for cobweb model with 

adaptivee expectations w.r.t the expectations weight factor w, 0 < w < 1, with the other 

parameterss fixed at a = 2, A = 2, b = 0.25, c = 6 and d = 1. 

Figuree 2.4 shows two bifurcation diagrams with respect to the adaptive expectations 

factorr w, one without noise (Figure 2.4 (a)) and one with noise (Figure 2.4 (b)) where 

eett ~ 7V(0,0.25) and all other parameters fixed. These bifurcation diagrams illustrate 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 2.4: (a-b): bifurcation diagrams w.r.t. the adaptive expectations weight factor w, 

withh other parameters fixed at A = 2, o = 1.9,6 = 0.25, c = 6 and d = 1; (a) without 

noise;; (b) with noise. 

howw the long run price dynamics changes as the weight factor w changes from zero to 

one.. For a = 1.9 (Figure 2.4 (a)) infinite cascades of period doubling bifurcations arise 

andd for intermediate values of w prices fluctuate chaotically. For the case with noise 
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(Figuree 2.4 (b)) we do not observe a stable steady state. For small values of w we observe 

noisyy fluctuations around the steady state and for larger values of w we observe noisy 

fluctuationsfluctuations around a period 2-cycle. An important motivation for the experiments is 

thee question: are agents able to learn and coordinate on the (unstable) steady state in an 

unknownunknown chaotic environment? 

Itt is important to note that, as the expectations factor w decreases from 1 to 0, price 

volatilityy decreases because the amplitude of the periodic (or chaotic) price fluctuations 

decreases.. Figure 2.5 (a-b) plots the (long run) sample variance of price fluctuations with 

noise,, for different values of a. Both Figure 2.5 (a) and (b) show that price volatility 

iss high for large values of w (i.e. close to the case of naive price expectations (w = 1)) 

andd price volatility gradually decreases when w decreases. For small values of w, say 

00 < w < 0.25 the price volatility becomes approximately equal to the noise variance 

off  = 0.25. For intermediate and large values of w excess price volatility is large. One 

couldd say that adaptive expectations leads to expectations driven excess price volatility. 

(«)) (b ) 

Figuree 2.5: (a-b): Sample variance of the price w.r.t. the adaptive weight factor w; (a) 

aa = 1.9, (b) a = 2.3. The other parameters are fixed at:A = 2, b = 0.25, c = 6 and d = 1. 

2.2.33 Rational expectations 

Lett us now consider the benchmark case of rational expectations (RE) in the cobweb 

model.. As is common practice under RE, we assume that agents know the underlying 

markett equilibrium equations. Rational expectations means that producers' subjective 

expectedd price equals the objective mathematical conditional expectation, i.e., 

ppee
tt = E^M, 
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wheree the timing Et-i reflects the fact that prices have to be predicted one period ahead. 

Whenn all producers have rational expectations, market equilibrium becomes4 

aa - bpt + bet = S(Et-ijH), (2.14) 

wheree S is the supply curve. In (2.14) we have fixed the parameter a for the moment, so 

thatt the (linear) demand curve is fixed over time. Taking conditional expectations Et-i 

onn both sides of (2.14) yields 

aa - bEt-iPt = SiEt-ipt). 

Hence,, the rational expectations prediction, Et-Xpt is simply the price p*  corresponding 

too the intersection point of the demand and supply curves. The RE forecast is thus given 

by y 

p\p\ = Et-iPt = p*. (2.15) 

Givenn that all producers have rational expectations with forecasts p\ = p* as in 2.15 the 

realizedd equilibrium price process (2.8) becomes 

PtPt = P* + ct- (2.16) 

Rationall  expectations are thus self-fulfilling. From (2.16) it follows immediately that the 

truee conditional expectation Et-ipt = p* coincides exactly with producers' expected price. 

Underr the benchmark of RE, the mean of the prices equals p*, whereas the price volatility 

ass measured by the variance of (2.16) coincides with the variance of of the noise. We will 

sayy that a market is biased if the mean of realized market prices is (significantly) different 

fromm the RE-mean p*. If the sample variance of realized market prices is (significantly) 

higherr than the RE-variance, we will say that the market exhibits excess volatility. 

Inn the experiments of Chapters 3 and 4 we consider two treatments: a noise treatment 

andd a permanent shock treatment. In the noise treatment the demand parameter a = 2.3 

iss fixed over time, so that the rational expectations steady state price is fixed during the 

entiree experiment at 

p*p*  « 5.91. 

Inn contrast, in the permanent shock treatment the demand parameter a changes over 

time,, representing a demand shock for a number of periods. The corresponding rational 
4Noticee that in our experimental setup we added the noise term tt directly to the price equation (2.7), 

whichh is equivalent to adding the noise term 6et on the LHS of the market equilibrium equation (2.3). 

Noisee may thus be interpreted as (small) demand shocks. 
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expectationss steady state price changes as follows: 

•• at = 2 1 < t < 15 

•• at = 3 16 < t < 28 

•• at = 1.25 29 < t < 40 

•• at = 2.5 41 < t < 50 

Twoo important questions for our experimental cobweb model thus are: (1) is an exper

imentalimental cobweb market biased? (2) does an experimental cobweb market exhibit excess 

volatility? volatility? 

2.2.44 Bounded rationalit y 

Thee RE steady state can only be derived under the assumption that producers have perfect 

knowledgee about underlying market equilibrium equations. It implies that all agents know 

thee economic environment they are in and that they are able to compute equilibria and 

solvee difficult optimization problems. In real markets this assumption seems to be highly 

unrealistic.. This point has been emphasized in recent work on bounded rationality. For an 

overvieww see e.g. Sargent (1993, 1999) and Evans and Honkapohja (2001). Sargent (1993) 

proposess that the agents in the model behave like econometricians and base their forecasts 

uponn t ime series observations. Evans and Honkapohja (2001) introduce a more specific 

formm of 'bounded rationality', i.e. adaptive learning. In that setup agents adjust their 

forecastt rule as new data become available over time. Before we present our experimental 

results,, it will be useful to recall some recent theoretical bounded rationality work. Recent 

workk on bounded rationality shows that in a cobweb economy, even if agents do not know 

markett equilibrium equations, the unique RE steady state might be learned over time 

fromm t ime series observations. For example, Bray and Savin (1986) show that under 

adaptivee ordinary least squares learning prices converge to the RE steady state price. 

Arifovicc (1994) obtains the same result when the learning process is modeled as a genetic 

algorithm.. Hommes and Sorger (1998) consider a learning scheme, based upon sample 

averagee and sample autocorrelations, and show that the RE steady state is the only 

equilibriumm where sample average and sample autocorrelations are correct5. Simply by 
5Hommess and Sorger (1998) call this a consistent expectations equilibrium (CEE), that is, an equilib

riumm where expectations are self-fulfilling in terms of sample average and sample autocorrelation. They 
showw that in general, a CEE may be a steady state, a stable cycle or a chaotic time series. For the cobweb 
modell with monotonie demand and supply, as in our experimental setup, the RE steady state is the only 
CEE.. Sample Autocorrelation learning is almost equivalent with Ordinary Least Squares learning. With 
SAC-learningg the agents constantly update the parameters of an AR(1) process by the sample mean and 
thee first order autocorrelation coefficient. 

p*p* « 5.76 

p*p* « 6.24 

p*p* « 4.90 

p*p* « 6.00 
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lookingg at the sample average and sample autocorrelations and adapting their forecasting 

rulee accordingly. Bounded rational agents may thus be able to learn the unique RE steady 

statee from time series observations. This theoretical result is relevant to our experimental 

cobwebb economy, because it suggests a simple and straightforward behavioral rule for 

learningg the RE steady state. For example, in the cobweb model the typical up and 

downn price fluctuations are characterized by strongly negative first order autocorrelations 

aroundd a constant mean. This regularity may be recognized from time series observations 

byy simply noting that if the price today is above average, the price tomorrow is likely 

too be below average. In theory, boundedly rational agents observing this regularity and 

carefullyy anticipating upon this negative first order autocorrelation should be able to learn 

thee RE steady state in the long run. Our experiment investigates whether this observation 

alsoo holds in practice. 

2.2.55 Heterogeneous expectations 

Modelss of bounded rationality assume that agents are not unboundedly rational. Some 

modelss of bounded rationality assume that agents use very simple rules of thumb in order 

too make decisions. An interesting issue then is which of these rules of thumb performs 

betterr than others and which will be imitated by other agents and drives out rules of 

thumbb that perform badly. This is the subject of evolutionary models. In this section 

wee briefly discuss an evolutionary heterogeneous agents framework. In the last decade 

heterogeneouss agents models have been proposed e.g. by Kirman (1991), DeGrauwe, 

DeWachterr and Embrechts (1993), Brock and Hommes (1997,1998), Droste, Hommes and 

Tuinstraa (2001), Frankel and Froot (1988) and De Long et al. (1990). In particular, 

Brockk and Hommes (1997) proposed an evolutionary heterogeneous agent framework for 

expectationn formation using the cobweb model. We briefly discuss an example here to 

illustratee how a heterogeneous agent framework may lead to complicated price fluctuations 

aroundd the RE steady state. We present an example where the producers can only choose 

betweenn two types of forecasting rules, namely a downward biased forecasting rule and 

naivee expectations. We consider the following two forecasting rules 

ffi(pffi(ptt-i)=p*-0.1-i)=p*-0.1 and ff2fo_i)=Pt-i. (2.17) 

Typee 1 always underpredicts the RE steady state p* by a small amount of 0.1, while 

thee prediction of type 2 is the last realized price. The linear demand function we use is 

D(pD(ptt)) = A — Bpt. Throughout this section we focus, for simplicity, on the case where 

thee supply curve is linear. The corresponding producers' cost function is then c(q) = 
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qq22/(2b)./(2b). Market equilibrium prices in the cobweb model with two trader types, with 

linearr predictors as in (2.17), is determined by6 

A-BpA-Bptt = ni, t_i6(p' - 0.1) + n2,t-ibpt-u (2.18) 

Thee fractions of producers using respectively forecasting rules H\ and /72, at the beginning 

off period t, are denoted by nij-i  and r^t- i - The choice of a prediction rule is based upon 

pastt performance, in this case past realized profits. The net realized profit in period t for 

producerss using predictor Hj is given by7 

TT,-,,, = bptHfa-i) ~ ^ ( # ; ( p t - i ) ) 2 . (2.19) 

Thee fractions of agents using predictor Hj in period t are given by the discrete choice 

'probabilities' ' 

n** = e M ^ \ Zt = j : exp(/fcrii4), (2.20) 

wheree Zt is a normalization factor such that all fractions add up to one. The key feature 

off the discrete choice model is that predictors with a higher evolutionary fitness attract 

moree followers. The parameter 0 is called the intensity of choice, measuring how fast 

producerss switch between different prediction strategies. For 0 = 0, all fractions are fixed 

overr time and for the two predictors case equal to 1/2, whereas for the other extreme 

00 = oo, in each period all producers choose the optimal predictor from the previous pe

riod.. Hence, the higher the intensity of choice, the faster agents switch to predictors that 

havee performed well in the recent past. The timing of predictor selection in (2.20) is im

portant.. In (2.18) the old fractions nt_i,i and n t_i2 determine the new equilibrium price 

pptt.. This new equilibrium price pt is used in the fitness measure for predictor choice and the 

neww fractions n t,i and nt>2 are updated according to (2.20). These new fractions are then 

usedd in determining the next equilibrium price Pt+i, etc.. Figure 2.6 shows the strange 

attractorr and corresponding chaotic price fluctuations for the case with two competing 

linearr forecasting rules. This example shows that the evolutionary competition between 

simplee linear forecasting rules can generate chaotic price fluctuations. In a heterogeneous 

worldd in which market equilibrium equations and the RE steady state price are unknown 

thee interaction between different forecasting rules may thus lead to irregular price fluctu

ations.. An important question for our experiments is whether in a heterogeneous setting 

agentsagents are able to coordinate on the RE steady state. 
6Inn our simulations we will work in deviations from the fundamental RE steady state price p', xt = 

Pt-P*-Pt-P*-
7Inn this example we do not consider any costs for obtaining the predictor. 
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Figuree 2.6: (a-b):Parameters: A = 0, B = 0.5, b = 1.35 and 0 = 18. (a): Strange attrac-

torr in the (xt,niit) phase space, where xt = pt—p* is the deviation from the fundamental 

steadyy state price, (b): chaotic time series of the deviation xt from the fundamental 

steadyy state due to evolutionary competition between downward biased forecast versus 

naivee expectations. 

2.33 Concluding remarks 

Inn this section we showed that the dynamic behavior of the cobweb model depends heav

ilyy on the expectation rule used. We showed that even with a simple forecasting rule 

likee adaptive expectations price cycles of any period can occur. An argument against 

mechanicall forecasting rules such as adaptive expectations is that agents learn from their 

systematicc forecasting errors and revise expectations accordingly. This argument is es

peciallyy valid in the case when prices converge to a stable low order periodic cycle, such 

ass the stable 2-cycle and the stable 4-cycle, occuring under adaptive expectations. An 

importantt question for our experiments is whether a single individual is able to learn from 

thesee cycles and coordinate on the RE steady state. Furthermore, we have seen that even 

whenn market equilibrium equations are unknown, boundedly rational agents may be able 

too learn the RE steady state price by looking at time series observations and updating 

theirr forecast parameters. 

Differentt theories of expectations thus produce stable or unstable outcomes. Lucas 

(1986)) already argues that experimental work on expectation formation may be useful 

too distinguish various expectations hypotheses. Our experimental cobweb economy in 

Chapterss 3, 4 and 5 may be seen as an experimental testing of the expectation hypothesis 

inn the simplest of all dynamic economic models, the cobweb model. Which of the expec-
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tationss hypotheses explains the participants behavior in the experiments? Moreover, how 

doo people in an experimental setting actually form expectations when market equilibrium 

equationss are unknown? 



Chapterr 3 

Single-agentt Treatment 

3.11 Introductio n 

Thee objective of this chapter is to investigate how individual agents form expectations 

inn an experimental cobweb economy, without knowledge of the underlying market equi

libriumm equations. In the experiment prices are generated by a nonlinear cobweb model, 

withh expectations formed by individual participants. The realized market price in this 

treatmentt is to a large extent (up to a small noise term and some unanticipated demand 

shocks)) determined by a single participants prediction, i.e. there is a one to one corre

spondencee between the prediction of the participant and the realized market price. The 

cobwebb economy in the experiment is unstable, i.e. under naive expectations prices diverge 

fromm the RE steady state and converge to a period 2-cycle. A motivation for conduct

ingg these single-agent experiments is that we use it as a benchmark for the multi-agent 

treatmentss of Chapter 4 where the realized market price is a function of the predictions 

off a group of individuals. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe 

thee experimental design and we explain the main differences between the four treatments. 

Thee experimental results are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 concludes and contains 

somee remarks about the next chapters. 

3.22 An experimental cobweb economy 

Thee experiment was conducted in the computer laboratory of CREED and consists of four 

differentt treatments: noise-NoInfo, noise-Info, permanent shock-NoInfo and the perma-

nentnent shock-Info. The subjects in the noise-NoInfo treatment and permanent shock-NoInfo 

treatmentt have to predict a 'value' between zero and ten while subjects in noise-Info treat-

31 1 
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mentt and permanent shock-Info treatment have to predict a 'price' between zero and ten. 

Thee participants in both Info treatments are also given some general information about 

thee market which will be explained in more detail below. Our objective for the distinction 

betweenn a Nolnfo and Info treatment is to investigate whether general market information 

improvess prediction accuracy. 

Wee start the experiment when everybody has finished reading their instructions (see 

Appendixx 3.A). The experiment lasts 50 periods and every period lasts 30 seconds. 

Throughoutt this chapter we will call the subjects' predictions the predicted value/ pre-

dicteddicted price and the realized value/price the real value. The subjects have no information 

aboutt how the real value is obtained. Neither do they know that the market price (2.8) 

dependss on their forecast of the price. They are informed that their prediction has to be 

betweenn zero and ten. At the end of every period the subjects are informed about their 

lastt periods earnings, their total earnings and the real value. A time series of the real value 

andd the predicted value is updated every period. Figure 3.1 shows the screen the subjects 

seee during the experiment. The earnings are negatively related to the prediction error, 

Figuree 3.1: Typical computer screen of a subject during the experiment (permanent shock-

Nolnfoo treatment). Time series of prediction and real values are plotted in different colors. 

i.e.. the better the subject predicts the price or value the more he earns. A maximum 

off 1300 points a period can be earned. The earnings are based upon a quadratic payoff 

function: : 

ITT = 1300 - 260pC - Y)2, (3.1) 

wheree Y is the predicted value and X is the real value. The expected value of this function 

iss maximized by Y = EX. Negative payoffs are not used; earnings are 0 if \X — Y\ > sfh. 

Att the end of the experiment the points are exchanged to Dutch guilders at a rate 1300 

pointss = 1 guilder (a guilder corresponds to approximately 0.45 Euro). The maximum 

totall earnings of a subject in the experiment is 50 guilders. At the end of every period 
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thee subjects' screen is updated. Subjects are not informed about the market equilibrium 

equationn that generates the real value as a function of the predicted value/price. The 

subjectss participate only once. The real value is the market equilibrium price (2.8) in the 

cobwebb model of Section 2.2, with expectations formed by a single subject, i.e., 

atat - tanh(2(Pj - 6)) - 1 , , 
PtPt = 025 + € t ' ( 3 , 2 ) 

wheree an (unknown) exogenous shock et is added. Notice that this is exactly the strongly 

unstablee treatment with A = 2 as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Table 3.1 reports the 

differencess in parameters between the treatments. 

treatment t 

permanentt shock-NoInfo 

noise-NoInfo o 

permanentt shock-Info 

noise-Info o 

periods s 

1-15 5 

att = 2 

aatt = 2.3 

aatt = 2 

aatt = 2.3 

16-28 8 

atat = 3 

aatt = 2.3 

att = 3 

atat = 2.3 

29-40 0 

aatt = 1.25 

atat = 2.3 

aatt = 1.25 

aatt = 2.3 

41-50 0 

aatt = 2.5 

aatt = 2.3 

aatt = 2.5 

a(( = 2.3 

shock k 

U(-0.1,0.1) ) 

N(0,0.25) ) 

U(-0.1,0.1) ) 

N(0,0.25) ) 

Tablee 3.1: Design parameters for the different treatments. The Nolnfo treatments are 

treatmentss without market information while subjects in the Info treatments are given 

somee general market information. 

Theree are three main differences between the treatments: 

•• difference in market information, 

•• fixed versus a time varying RE steady state price, 

•• difference in noise level. 

Firstlyy in the noise-Nolnfo treatment and permanent shock-Nolnfo treatment the subjects 

havee no market information at all. Subjects are asked to predict a 'value' or a 'number' 

betweenn 0 and 10 without knowledge where the 'value' comes from. In contrast, in the 

noise-Infoo and permanent shock-Info treatment the subjects have some general market 

information,, i.e. they are informed that they have to predict a price. They also know 

thatt the price in the experiment is determined by equilibrium of demand and supply and 

thatt there is some uncertainty on the supply side. Secondly, as can be seen in Table 3.1, 

inn both noise treatments the parameter a is fixed during the entire experiment. There 

aree no large demand shocks but only a medium size noise term et in each time period. 

AA motivation for this setup is that we wanted to see whether agents can learn the RE 
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steadyy state in a stationary environment. In contrast, in the other two treatments, the 

permanentt shock-NoInfo and permanent shock-Info treatments, four different values of 

thee parameter a are used, implying that there are three (large) demand shocks (three 

shiftss of the demand curve) within the 50 periods of the experiment. Each of these large 

demandd shocks is permanent in the sense that it lasts for 10 — 15 time periods until 

thee next demand shock occurs. Since the parameter a changes three times during these 

treatmentss the RE steady state price also changes three times, i.e. four different RE 

steadyy states have to be learned in 50 periods. The permanent shock treatment thus 

correspondss to a non-stationary world. Subjects have no information about any shocks 

occurring;; in fact, as stated before, subjects do not even know that the time series are 

generatedd by an underlying cobweb model with feedback from their own expectations. 

Thee third difference between the treatments is the difference in exogenous shocks. In the 

permanentt shock treatments there is small noise, et, drawn from a uniform distribution 

withh small variance a\ = 0.0033. In the noise treatments there is medium size noise, et, 

drawnn from a normal distribution with medium size variance, of = 0.25. The question 

noww arises how these differences in the treatments affect the subjects predictions. 

3.33 Experimental results 

Inn this section we report the results of the single-agent treatments. We show the differences 

andd similarities of the results between the different treatments. We first report the findings 

off the permanent shock-NoInfo and Info treatments. After that we give the results of both 

noisee treatments. 

3.3.11 Permanent shock treatments 

Thee most striking result is that there are large differences in the earnings of the subjects. 

Theree are subjects earning about 52000 points (40 guilders) while there are other subjects 

earningg about nothing. An obvious explanation for the large difference in earnings must 

bee that subjects use quite different kind of expectation rules. By looking at the time series 

off the predictions and realized prices we categorize the subjects in three categories. The 

timee series of the participants in the same category have qualitatively the same patterns. 

Wee obtain the following three categories: 

1.. subjects who seem to have some kind of adaptive expectations or AR(1) learning; 

ann example of a participant in this category is given in Figure 3.2 (a) and 3.3 (b) 
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2.. subjects who seem to have some special form of naive expectations, which we call 

markovv expectations; an example is given in Figure 3.3 (a) 

3.. subjects who do not seem to use a systematic forecasting rule 

Thee subjects with adaptive expectations or AR(1) learning constantly update their pre

dictionss in the direction of the last realized value. In contrast, the subjects with naive 

expectationss always predict the last realized value. Markov expectations means that a 

subjects'' predicted value is either his last predicted value or the last real value, with some 

(fixed)) probability of switching between these two options. A special form of markov 

expectationss is naive expectations. The subjects we could not classify as having adap

tivee or markov expectations are in category 3. Table 3.2 shows the average earnings of 

thee subjects in the permanent shock treatment for the different categories. In total 39 

subjectss participated in these treatments, on average earning 15 guilders. From Table 

Permanentt  Shock 

Nolnfo o 

subjects s 

averagee earn. 

Permanentt  Shock 

Inf o o 

subjects s 

averagee earn. 

categoryy 1 

(adaptive) ) 

8 8 

28.99 9 

categoryy 1 

(adaptive) ) 

4 4 

25.85 5 

categoryy 2 

(markov) ) 

5 5 

10.94 4 

categoryy 2 

(markov) ) 

11 1 

8.97 7 

categoryy 3 

(rest) ) 

7 7 

6.29 9 

categoryy 3 

(rest) ) 

4 4 

9.33 3 

total l 

20 0 

16.54 4 

total l 

19 9 

12.60 0 

Tablee 3.2: Earnings of subjects in the permanent shock treatments. The top half of the 

tablee shows the results of the permanent shock-NoInfo treatment whereas the bottom half 

showss the results for the permanent shock-Info treatment. The second and fourth row 

showw the number of subjects in the different categories and the corresponding average 

earnings. . 

3.22 we find that subjects in category 1 earned most money, while the difference in earn

ingss between subjects in categories 2 and 3 is less obvious. Even though the subjects in 

thee permanent shock-Info treatment had some general market information their average 

earningss are somewhat less than those of the subjects with the permanent shock-NoInfo 

treatment.. Overall this suggests that general market information does not improve predic

tionn performance. Note that the subjects with naive expectations or markov expectations 

whoo according to the theory will always make systematic forecasting errors did earn some 

money.. An explanation for this is that the theoretical cobweb model with naive expec

tationss and parameters as in the experiment, leads to the stable steady state value in 
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periodss 29-40. 
Figuree 3.2 (a) shows the time series of participant 311 (permanent shock-NoInfo treat

ment),, a typical example of a participant who we put in category 1. The dotted line 

representss the subjects' predicted value and the solid line represents the real value. Prom 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.2: (a): Time series of realized prices (solid line) and expectations (dotted line) of 

participantt 31. (b): Time series of a simulation under the adaptive expectation benchmark 

withh expectations weight factor w = 0.2. Except for the first periods the figures are 

strikinglyy similar. 

Figuree 3.2 (a) we see that around period eight the participants' prediction is close to 

thee RE steady state value. At period sixteen an (unexpected) exogenous shock occurs 

(thee parameter a changes from 2 to 3) causing the real value to become almost ten. At 

periodd 17 the participant adapts his predicted value too much in the direction of the real 

valuevalue causing the real value to decline sharply. But from that moment on he adapts with 

smallerr steps and within four periods he has 'learned' the new steady state. After the 

secondd (period 29) and the third (period 41) exogenous shock this participants finds the 

REE steady state value even faster. Participant 31 is able to learn the unique RE steady 

statee within 8 periods, without any knowledge of the market equilibrium equations. Even 

afterr a large unexpected exogenous shock, participant 31 is able to find the new RE steady 

statee quickly. Figure 3.2 (b) shows that an adaptive forecasting rule with weight factor 

ww = 0.2 generates a time series similar to the time series of participant 31 in the experi

ment.. The similarity between the two figures is striking and suggests that after 5 periods 

participantt 31 indeed uses some kind of adaptive expectations forecasting rule with a 

'Onn entering the laboratory we assigned a number to the subjects. With this number we can identify 

thee participants. The numbering of the participants is arbitrary. 
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smalll weight factor. Prom Table 3.2 we saw that only 12 of the 39 subjects use some 

kindd of adaptive strategy while 16 subjects are classified as having markov expectations. 

Lesss than one third of all subjects is thus able to learn the RE steady state in the non 

stationaryy environment. 

3.3.22 Noise treatments 

Thee difference between the noise treatments and the permanent shock treatments is that 

theree are no large shifts of the demand curve in the noise treatments. The parameter a is 

constantt and fixed for 50 periods. Furthermore, in the noise treatments there are medium 

sizee normally distributed exogenous shocks, et ~ ^(0,0.25), opposed to the small size 

uniformlyy distributed shocks in the permanent shock treatments. Table 3.3 shows the 

resultss for both noise treatments. From the table we find that subjects from category 

Noise e 

Nolnfo o 

subjects s 

averagee earn. 

Noise e 

Inf o o 

subjects s 

averagee earn. 

categoryy 1 

(adaptive) ) 

7 7 

21.63 3 

categoryy 1 

(adaptive) ) 

6 6 

29.18 8 

categoryy 2 

(markov) ) 

9 9 

0 0 

categoryy 2 

(markov) ) 

5 5 

0.32 2 

categoryy 3 

(rest) ) 

6 6 

4.63 3 

categoryy 3 

(rest) ) 

5 5 

6.96 6 

total l 

22 2 

8.14 4 

total l 

16 6 

13.22 2 

Tablee 3.3: Earnings of subjects in the noise treatments. The top half of the table shows 

thee results of the noise-NoInfo treatment whereas the bottom half shows the results for 

thee noise-Info treatment. The second and fourth row show the number of subjects in the 

differentt categories and the corresponding average earnings. 

11 earn most money while the average earnings of the subjects in category 2 are almost 

zero.. Notice that, in this case, general market information does lead to some prediction 

improvement:: the average earnings in the noise-Info treatment are higher than in the 

noise-NoInfoo treatment2. Furthermore, 13 of the 39 subjects are classified in category 

11 and are able to learn the RE steady state. In contrast, two third of the participants 

iss not able to learn the RE steady state in a strongly unstable stationary environment. 

Figuree 3.3 (a) shows the time series of participant 102 (noise-Info treatment), a typi

call example of a participant we put in category 2, with a markov forecasting strategy. 
aInn the next chapter we will no longer make a distinction between the single-agent Nolnfo and Info 

treatmentss since we did not find a significant effect. 
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Participantt 102 (almost) always expects either a high or a low price and consequently the 

10-,, , rrr, , 10. 

100 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 'g ' 10 15 20 25 3 0 " 35 40 45 50 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 3.3: (a): Time series of participant 102. (b): Time series of participant 110. 

Thee realized price is the solid line whereas the dotted line represents the participants 

prediction. . 

realizedd prices are always high/low. This subjects prediction is either his last prediction, 

p\p\ = pe
t_x, or the last realized price, p\ = pt-i- He never, not once in fifty periods, pre

dictss a price between 4 and 6 and since the RE steady state price is 5.91 this participant 

doess not earn any points. Apparently this participant does not learn from his systematic 

forecastingg errors. In contrast, participant 110 which we classified in category 1 predicts 

thee price very accurately as we can see from Figure 3.3 (b). We also did some simulations 

forr the noise treatment, Figure 3.4 (a) shows the simulation results for markov expecta

tions.. In this simulation markov expectations means that a subjects' predicted value is 

eitherr his last predicted value or the last real value, with some probability of switching 

betweenn these two options. This leads to the following time series, where the probability 

off predicting last price is equal to \ and the probability of not changing the prediction is 

equall to f. From a qualitative viewpoint, Figure 3.4 (a) is similar to the time series of 

participantt 102 in Figure 3.3 (a). Markov expectations seems to be a good description of 

thee forecasting rule participant 102 uses. Finally, Figure 3.4 (b) shows the time series of 

aa simulation with SAC-learning as briefly discussed in Section 2.2.4. Despite the medium 

sizee permanent demand shocks, the learning algorithm converges quickly to the unique 

steadyy state equilibrium. This time series is similar to the time series of participant 110 

(categoryy 1). SAC-learning thus seems to be a reasonable description of the behavior of 

somee of the participants in the experiment. 
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Figuree 3.4: Simulated time series with markov expectations (a). The transition probabili

tiess are | to predict last periods price and | to predict last periods prediction. Figure (b) 

showss the simulated time series with SAC-learning, a = 5.8 and /? = 0.5. The realized 

pricee is the solid line whereas the dotted line represents the participants prediction. 

3.44 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter we built an experimental environment to investigate expectation formation 

inn a cobweb economy. In particular we investigate whether agents are able to learn the 

rationall expectations steady state price in an unstable market when market equilibrium 

equationss are not known and where the realization of the market price depends upon 

theirr own prediction alone. We find that in what may be seen as the simplest unstable 

dynamicc economic expectations feedback system only about 35% of all individuals are 

ablee to learn the unique RE steady state. These subjects seem to use an adaptive learn

ingg rule. That is, they adapt their predictions with small steps into the direction of the 

realizedd price. Moreover, in some cases SAC-learning or OLS-learning describes expecta

tionn formation reasonably well. That a large fraction of the subjects is not able to learn 

thee unique rational expectations equilibrium price/value, not even within 50 time periods 

iss remarkable since we are dealing with what is perhaps the simplest dynamic economic 

model.. Although there is a unique rational expectations steady state about 65% of all 

individualss are not able to learn this steady state when market equilibrium equations are 

unknown.. Furthermore, information about the market situation does not improve the 

predictionn results much. 

Inn summary, we find that learning turned out to be quite difficult in an unstable 

cobwebb economy, only one third of the participants is able to learn the RE steady state 

price.. Furthermore, we observed a lot of convergence to the steady state price in the 
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permanentt shock treatments between periods 29 and 40 suggesting that learning is easier 

inn a stable cobweb economy. 
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3.AA Instruction s for  single-agent treatments (Info) 

Thiss experiment lasts for 50 periods. Every period you have to give a prediction of a 

pricee of an unspecified good. Your task is to predict the price. We do not inform you 

aboutt this price sequence. After you submitted your prediction, the computer reveals 

thee real price to you. We will explain everything later in more detail. Every period you 

havee 30 seconds to submit a prediction. Your prediction has to be between zero and ten. 

AA maximum of two decimals is possible. After the twenty seconds have elapsed the real 

pricee is revealed to you. After ten more seconds the next period starts. Every period you 

cann earn points. These points are convertible in to guilders at a rate of 1300 points is 1 

guilder.. The better your prediction the more you earn. On your desk is a pay-off table. 

Forr every possible prediction error the corresponding earnings are given. An example: 

yourr prediction is 3.42. The realized price turned out to be 2.13. Your prediction error 

thenn is: 3.42-2.13 = 1.29. From the table you can find that you have earned 867 points. 

Screen:: There are four blocks on your screen during the experiment. We will show 

themm one after another. In the upper left corner a time series of your prediction and the 

correspondingg realized price is shown. The realized price is in black while your prediction 

iss in red. At the end of every period this graph is updated. Just below the graph of the 

timee series is a block with information about last periods earnings, your total earnings and 

howw much time you have this period to give a prediction. At the right side of your screen 

yourr last twenty prediction and the corresponding prices is shown. At the left bottom 

cornerr a block is shown in which you have to submit your prediction. After twenty seconds 

thiss block disappears. 

Iff everybody has finished reading the instructions we will start the experiment. If you 

havee any questions, now or during the experiment please raise your hand. Somebody will 

comee and help you. Good luck. 



Single-agent Single-agent 

error r 

0 0 

0.01 1 

0.02 2 

0.03 3 

0.04 4 

0.05 5 

0.06 6 

0.07 7 

0.08 8 

0.09 9 

0.1 1 

0.11 1 

0.12 2 

0.13 3 

0.14 4 

0.15 5 

0.16 6 

0.17 7 

0.18 8 

0.19 9 

0.2 2 

0.21 1 

0.22 2 

0.23 3 

0.24 4 

0.25 5 

0.26 6 

0.27 7 

0.28 8 

0.29 9 

0.3 3 

0.31 1 

0.32 2 

0.33 3 

0.34 4 
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Chapterr 4 

Multi-agentt Treatment 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn the previous chapter we reported the findings of a controlled laboratory experiment 

wheree we entirely focus on single-agent treatments. In this chapter we report the findings 

off multi-agent treatments with the cobweb model. 

Markett equilibrium equations are controlled and fixed during the experiment (although 

theyy are subject to unexpected exogenous shocks and/or noise). Subjects are asked to 

predictt prices and their earnings are inversely related to their quadratic forecasting errors. 

Pricee realizations only depend upon subjects' price expectations. In the single-agent treat

mentss of Chapter 3, the market equilibrium price depends only upon the price expectation 

off a single subject. In the multi-agent treatments of this chapter market equilibrium price 

dependss upon the expectations of a group of individuals. As in the single-agent treat

mentss we distinguish between a noise and a permanent shock treatment. In the noise 

treatmentt the demand (and supply) curve is fixed but the model is buffeted with (small) 

randomm noise in each time period. In the permanent shock treatment the demand curve 

iss shifted three times due to three unexpected, permanent demand shocks. In the noise 

treatment,, the experimental environment is stationary and the RE steady state is fixed 

andd constant over time. In contrast, in the permanent shock treatment, the experimental 

environmentt is non-stationary and the RE steady state changes three times (but is fixed 

duringg the corresponding four subsamples). 

Inn the previous chapter we showed that general market information did not improve 

predictions.. In this chapter we will therefore not make a distinction between the Info 

andd Nolnfo treatments of the single-agent experiments. The subjects in the multi-agent 

treatmentt have the same limited market information as in the single-agent Info treat

ment.. We will use the single-agent treatments as described in the previous chapter as 

43 3 
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aa benchmark to address the issue whether aggregation of expectations has a stabilizing 

orr destabilizing effect on market price fluctuations. Aggregation in expectations has a 

stabilizing/destabilizingg effect on the market prices if the volatility of the price is decreas

ing/increasingg as the group size is increasing/decreasing. 

Usingg realized market prices from our experimental cobweb economy, three important 

questionss will be addressed: (1) are subjects in the experiments 'on average' able to learn 

thee unique RE steady state price, or can realized market prices be significantly upward 

orr downward biased? (2) is there evidence of excess price volatility, that is, is the price 

volatilityy (as measured by the variance) in the experiments significantly higher than the 

pricee volatility under RE? (3) is there still forecastable structure in realized market prices 

iff prices do not converge to the RE steady state price? 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the design of the experiment. 

Sectionn 4.3 presents the main experimental results, including statistics such as sample 

mean,, sample variance and sample autocorrelations. In Section 4.4 we investigate whether 

ourr results are robust with respect to the group size and the (in)stability of the underlying 

cobwebb model. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.5. 

4.22 Experimental design 

Thee design of the experiment consists of seven different treatments, the main differences 

are:: single-agent versus multi-agent treatment, noise versus permanent shock treatment 

andd stable versus unstable cobweb, as indicated in Table 4.1. 

A A 

size e 

KK = 6 

KK = 12 

Noisee Treatment 

stable e 

AA = 0.22 

36 6 

unstable e 

AA = 0.5 

36 6 

stronglyy unstable 

AA = 2 

38 8 

36 6 

72 2 

Permanen tt Shock Treatment 

stronglyy unstable 

AA = 2 

39 9 

36 6 

Tablee 4.1: Design of the experiments and the number of subjects participating in the 

differentt treatments. In total 293 subjects participated. 

InIn the single-agent treatments, as discussed in Chapter 3, realized market prices are 

onlyy affected by individual expectations of a single subject. In the multi-agent treatment, 

inn each period the realized market price depends upon the expectations of 6 or 12 subjects. 

InIn the noise treatment, in each period a random shock is added to the market equilibrium 
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equations.. In the permanent shock treatment, in three of the 50 periods the demand curve 

iss shifted causing a permanent (i.e. for say 15 periods) change in the RE steady state price. 

Eachh experiment lasted for 50 periods. In total there were 293 subjects participating 

inn the different treatments. Subjects (mostly undergraduates in economics, chemistry 

andd psychology) were recruited by means of announcements on information boards in 

universityy buildings. Subjects earned on average FL.26,- ( « 12 Euro) in approximately 

755 minutes. 

Inn the well known cobweb or 'hog cycle' model there is a fixed production lag and 

producerss have to forecast the market price one period ahead (see Chapter 2 for details 

onn the cobweb model). In the experimental cobweb economy, the subjects have to predict 

nextt periods price of a certain, unspecified, good. The subjects know that they are in a 

markett where the price is determined by equality of demand and supply. They also know 

thatt each period there is uncertainty with respect to the supply of the good. The price 

inn the experiment is determined by the following market equilibrium equation 

KK i= i 

wheree D{pt) is the demand for the good at price pt, K is the size of the group, S(-) denotes 

thee supply curve and p1t is the prediction of the price in period t, made at date t — 1 by 

subjectt i. Demand and supply curves D and S are fixed during all treatments (except 

forr the random demand shocks to be discussed below) and unknown to the subjects. In 

thee multi-agent treatment K = 6 for the moment, whereas in the single-agent treatment 

KK — 1; in Section 4.4.2 we will consider the case K = 12. Notice that on the righthand side 

off the market equilibrium equation (4.1) we take the average supplied quantity, in order 

too be able to compare the multi-agent treatment directly to the single-agent treatment. 

Inn this setup, when six subjects in one market have an identical forecasting function the 

pricee in the multi-agent treatment exactly coincides with the price in the single-agent 

treatmentt with a subject with that forecasting function. Solving (4.1) for the market 

equilibriumm price yields 

PtPt = D-1  (4.2) 
KK t= i 

Forr all treatments we use the following specification for demand and supply, as discussed 

inn Chapter 2: 
D{pD{ptt)) = at-bpt, at,b>0 
S(plS(pltt)) = tanh(A(pf)t - 6)) + 1 , A > 0. 

Givenn our demand and supply curves (4.3), the market equilibrium price is determined 
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by: : 

nn fl*-£E£iS(p£it) , 
PtPt = ~b + €t, (4.4) 

wheree we have added a noise term et to the realized market price. The composition of 

thee groups in the multi-agent treatment remained the same during the entire experiment. 

Subjectss are not informed about the identity of the other group members, the size of the 

groupp or the market equilibrium equation. They are not allowed to communicate. Recall 

thee following differences between the noise treatment and the permanent shock treatment: 

1.. In the noise treatment the demand curve is fixed, that is, at = a = 2.3 for all 50 

timee periods, resulting in a constant RE steady state price, p* ss 5.91. However, 

mediumm size noise tt is added to the market equilibrium price (4.4) in each period 

t,t, with the noise normally distributed, i.e. et ~ N(0,0.25). 

2.. In the permanent shock treatment there are three shifts in the demand curve, due 

too unexpected demand shocks at periods 16, 29 and 41. These shifts are permanent 

inn the sense that the demand curve is fixed until the next shift. More precisely: 

•• a = 2: 

•• o = 3: 

•• a- 1.25: 

•• a = 2.5: 

P* P* 

P* P* 

P* P* 

P"> P"> 

«« 5.76, 1 < t < 15, 

«« 6.24, 16 < t < 28, 

«« 4.90, 29 < t < 40, 

^^ 6.00, 41 < t < 50, 

Furthermore,, in the permanent shock treatment a small noise term is added in each 

period,, with et ~ t/(—0.1, 0.1). 

Thee noise treatment presents a stationary experimental environment with a fixed and 

constantt RE steady state. Learning this constant RE steady state is made more difficult 

duee to the noise. Adding noise is in fact equivalent to a relatively small demand shock 

inn each period, which may be interpreted as intrinsic uncertainty about economic fun

damentals.. The permanent shock treatment represents a non-stationary environment, in 

whichh the RE steady state is not constant over time, but changes three times leading to 

fourr different subsamples where the RE steady state is constant. Each of these four RE 

steadyy states is only subject to very small noise. 

Subjectss do not know market equilibrium equations, nor are they informed about the 

distributionss of any exogenous shocks to demand and/or supply. The subjects are told 

thatt they are advisors to producers of an unspecified good and that the price is determined 

byy market clearing. We mention that in a real market producers sometimes face market 
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uncertainties,, e.g. bad harvest because of extreme weather conditions. Based upon this 

informationn we ask the subjects to predict next periods price. The predicted price has to 

bee between 0 and 10 and the realized price is also always between 0 and 10. 

Thee subjects are also informed that their earnings depend on their prediction error. 

Thee better their prediction the higher their earnings will be. They can earn a maximum 

off 1300 points per period. The payment of each prediction is based upon the quadratic 

payofff function, 

nn = max{1300 - 260(p, - p*()
2,0}, (4.5) ) 

wheree p\t is subject i's prediction of the price and pt the realized market price. The 

expectedd value of this function is maximized by p\t = Ept. Negative payoffs are not 

possible;; earnings are 0 if (pt - pe
it)

2 > 5. At the end of the experiment the points are 

exchangedd to Dutch guilders at a rate 1300 points = 1 guilder (« 0.5 Euro). After every 

periodd the subjects are informed about the realized price in the experiment. Also a time 

seriess of the subjects own prediction and a time series of the realized price is shown on the 

screen,, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. At the beginning of each session the subjects are asked 

Number r 

I I 

7 7 
K K 
1 1 
4 4 

2 2 
1 1 

A A 
VV -A / I— t**K_MM -&* 
4 4 

1 1 

-*—-*— real number 

R R 
133 20 23 30 33 40 4 3 30 

Total l 

earnings! ! 

|| 10337 

earnings s 
thiss pariodi 

|| 1298 

Ulhell i t your predict ion 
thiss per iod? 

Yourr predict ion must 
baa betueen 0 end 10 

Round d 

1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
3 3 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 
14 4 
13 3 
1B B 
17 7 
18 8 
19 9 

P r e --
d i c t i o n n 

1.00 0 
4 .00 0 
3.60 0 
3.7Q Q 
3 .77 7 
3.GO O 
3 .60 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .70 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .00 0 
3 .60 0 
6 .43 3 
6 .30 0 
6 .22 2 

r e a l l 
v a l u e e 

7.93 3 
7.93 3 
6.38 8 
6.20 0 
3.63 3 
6 .3? ? 
6 .73 3 
7.76 6 
6.06 6 
7.92 2 
7.63 3 
7 .81 1 
7.93 3 
7.92 2 
7.79 9 

10.00 0 
3.23 3 
3.92 2 
6.3U U 

Figuree 4.1: Typical computer screen of a subject during the experiment (permanent shock 

treatment).. Time series of prediction and real values are plotted in different colors. 

too read the instructions carefully. Two control questions are put into the instructions to 

makee sure the subjects understand the experiment and the calculation of their earnings. 

Inn both the single-agent and the multi-agent treatment we do not inform the participants 

thatt the realized price depends upon their forecast of the price. 

Subjectss in the experiments thus have very little information about the price gener

atingg process and have to rely mainly upon time series observations of past prices and 

predictions.. The information in the experiment is therefore similar to the information as

sumptionn underlying much of the bounded rationality literature, namely that individuals 

formm expectations based upon time series observations. 
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4.33 Experimental results: strongly unstable case and 

groupp size K = 6 

Inn this section we report the results of the strongly unstable permanent shock and strongly 

unstablee noise treatments with a group size of 6 (K = 6). Subsection 4.3.1 considers the 

qualityy of the predictions of the multi-agent treatments and we compare the results to 

thosee of the single-agent treatments. In Subsection 4.3.2 we investigate whether or not 

convergencee to the rational expectations steady state price occurs. In particular we in

vestigate,, by comparing the sample mean to the RE steady state price, whether price 

realizationss are biased. Moreover, we study whether prices are excessively volatile by 

comparingg the sample variance of realized market prices to the RE variance. Finally we 

investigatee whether realized market prices are predictable by investigating sample auto

correlationn patterns. 

4.3.11 Quality of predictions 

AA direct way to measure the quality of predictions is to look at the earnings of the 

subjects.. Recall that the earnings are based upon the quadratic scoring rule: Earnings 

== max{0,1300 — 260(pt — PÏt)2}- Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the average earnings of 

thee subjects in the experiment in each of the four treatments, as well as for the benchmark 

casess of rational expectations (RE) and adaptive expectations (AE) with weight factor 

iuu = 0.2. 

Treatment t 

single-agentt (K = 1) 

multi-agentt (K = 6) 

Benchmark k 

RE E 

AEE {w = 0.2) 

Noisee Treatment 

1-25 5 
Average e 

3210 0 

12224 4 

Average e 

30653 3 

18694 4 

SD D 

5488 8 

5388 8 

SD D 

--

26-50 0 

Average e 

9943 3 

17616 6 

Average e 

30589 9 

19256 6 

SD D 

11674 4 

5234 4 

SD D 

. . 

1-50 0 

Average e 

13153 3 

29840 0 

Average e 

61242 2 

37950 0 

SD D 

16230 0 

8884 4 

SD D 

_ _ 

Tablee 4.2: Average earnings and standard deviations (SD) in points for the single-agent 

andd multi-agent noise treatment as well as for the benchmark cases of rational expectations 

(RE)) and adaptive expectations (AE). 

Ann immediate observation by comparing the last two rows in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 is that, 

overr the full sample of 50 time periods, the average earnings of the subjects in both 
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Treatment t 

single-agentt (K = 1) 

multi-agentt (K = 6) 

Benchmark k 

RE E 
AEE (w = 0.2) 

Permanentt  Shock Treatment 

1-25 5 
mean n 

4073 3 

13483 3 

Average e 

32475 5 

25209 9 

SD D 

7253 3 

3450 0 

SD D 

_ _ 

26-50 0 
mean n 

15334 4 

17284 4 

Average e 

32482 2 

29508 8 

SD D 

7658 8 

2937 7 

SD D 

*. . 

1-50 0 
mean n 

19406 6 

30767 7 

Average e 

64957 7 

54039 9 

SD D 

13647 7 

5618 8 

SD D 

--

Tablee 4.3: Average earnings and standard deviations (SD) in points for the single-agent 

andd multi-agent permanent shock treatment as well as for the benchmark cases of rational 

expectationss (RE) and adaptive expectations (AE). 

multi-agentt treatments are much higher than the average earnings in the corresponding 

single-agentt treatments. Moreover, the standard deviation of the earnings of the subjects 

inn the multi-agent treatments are much lower than the corresponding standard deviation 

inn the single-agent treatments. The results for the single-agent treatment have been 

summarizedd in Chapter 3 where it was found that about one third of the subjects earned 

almostt nothing whereas some of the subjects earned a lot (up to 50000 points or more). 

Inn contrast, in the multi-agent treatments the two extremes of almost no earnings or very 

highh earnings are relatively rare. Apparently, in a multi-agent treatment, it is hard to 

earnn a lot but at the same time it is unlikely to earn nothing. A possible explanation 

off this finding is the following. In the single-agent treatment a low (high) prediction 

immediatelyy leads to a high (low) realized price and therefore to a large forecasting error 

andd low earnings in that period. If the individual is not able to learn and improve price 

forecasts,, earnings remain low during the entire experiment. If on the other hand, the 

individuall is able to learn the RE steady state price, or is able to get close to the RE price 

withinn reasonable time, (very) high earnings can be achieved. In contrast, in a multi-

agentt treatment a 'low' (high) individual prediction will on average be compensated by 

thee other five individual predictions, leading to an intermediate realized market price and 

aa medium size forecasting error with positive earnings. Close to zero earnings are therefore 

unlikelyy in a multi-agent treatment. At the same time, in a multi-agent treatment high 

individuall earnings are also unlikely, because realized market prices are affected not only 

byy an individual's own prediction but also by the predictions of five other individuals. To 

paraphrasee Keynes' beauty contest, only if a subject knows or learns 'what average opinion 

expectsexpects average opinion to be', high earnings can be achieved. A general conclusion is thus 
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that,, when the realized market price is derived from multi-agent aggregation of individual 

forecasts,, average earnings increase and at the same time the distribution of earnings is 

closerr to its mean and extreme earnings become more unlikely. These results hold for 

bothh the noise and the permanent shock treatments. 

Comparingg the average earnings of the subjects in the experiment with average earn

ingss in the benchmark case of RE, as given in the first rows of Tables 4.2 and 4.3, it is 

immediatelyy clear that the earnings in the experiments are much lower. This is a first 

hintt that the rational expectations equilibrium can not be an accurate description of the 

experimentall results. This issue will be investigated in more detail in the next subsec

tion.. Average earnings in the experiments are also lower than average earnings in the 

benchmarkk case of AE with adaption weight factor w = 0.2. 

Thee second and the fourth columns in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show average earnings in the 

differentt treatments over the subsamples of the first 25 respectively the last 25 periods. In 

thee single-agent treatment, the average earnings in the last 25 periods are much higher, in 

factt more than tripled, than in the first 25 periods. It should be noted however that in the 

noisee treatment, at the same time the standard deviation is also doubled. Nevertheless, 

thesee results suggest some kind of learning effect in the single-agent treatments. For the 

multi-agentt treatments the sample mean of earnings over the last 25 periods is higher 

thann the sample mean over the first 25 periods (whereas the standard deviation decreases 

somewhat)) but the difference is not as strong as in the single-agent treatment. These 

resultss over the different subsamples suggest that, in the multi-agent treatment, some 

learningg does occur, but the learning effect seems to be limited and less strong than in 

thee single-agent treatment. 

4.3.22 Testing the rational expectations hypothesis 

Inn this section we investigate whether the RE hypothesis is an accurate description of 

agentss forecasting in our experiment. Stated differently, we investigate whether realized 

markett prices in the experiments converge to the RE steady state. Recall from Chapter 2 

thatt in the theoretical bounded rationality literature it has been shown that, even when 

markett equilibrium equations are unknown, several simple adaptive learning algorithms 

mayy enforce convergence to RE. We investigate the validity of RE by focusing on three 

importantt characteristics, namely whether realized market prices are biased, whether price 

fluctuationsfluctuations exhibit excess volatility and whether realized prices are predictable. It seems 

naturall to measure these characteristics by the mean, the variance and the autocorre

lationn patterns of realized market prices, and compare these to the corresponding RE 
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characteristics.. We investigate these characteristics for both the noise and the permanent 
shockk treatment. 

Noisee treatment 

Figuree 4.2 shows realized market prices for the benchmarks of RE, AE (w = 0.2) and 

SAC-learning,, and also for three groups of the strongly unstable multi-agent treatments. 

AA number of immediate observations can be made by eye inspection. In the case of ratio

nall expectations realized market prices are a truly random series, fluctuating irregularly 

aroundd a constant mean, the steady state RE price p* = 5.91, with small and constant 

variance,, the variance of the noise a\ = 0.25. Under adaptive expectations the ampli

tudee of the price fluctuations is larger and fluctuations are much more regular, with fairly 

regularr up and down price oscillations. Under SAC-learning the amplitude of the price 

oscillationss quickly decreases, and prices seem to converge to RE, with random fluctua

tionss around the constant RE steady state price after 10 time periods. The realized prices 

forr the three groups in the multi-agent treatment in Figures 4.2 (d - ƒ) all seem to fluc

tuatee irregularly without any clear pattern and with large amplitude. In the multi-agent 

treatmentt in Figure 4.2 (d), the amplitude of the price oscillation decreases over 50 time 

periods.. This treatment thus shows a tendency to converge to RE, although the conver

gencee seems to be much slower than in the SAC benchmark and even in the last 20 periods 

say,, the amplitude still seems somewhat higher than under the RE benchmark. For the 

otherr two groups in the multi-agent treatment in Figures 4.2 (e - ƒ), the amplitude of 

thee price oscillation is more or less constant and much larger than in the RE benchmark. 

Tablee 4.4 shows two important statistics of realized market prices, the sample mean 

andd the sample variance, over different subsamples for the benchmark cases of RE, AE and 

SAC-learning,, the averages over all single-agent as well as over all multi-agent treatments, 

andd for all multi-agent treatments separately. The average market price 5.69, of the full 

sample,, averaged over all single-agent treatments, is somewhat lower than the RE price 

5.91.. The average price 5.93, averaged over all multi-agent treatments, is remarkably 

closee to the RE price 5.91. Notice also that the average variance 11.76 of realized prices, 

averagedd over all single-agent treatments, is about 4.5 times higher than the average 

variancee 2.62, averaged over the six multi-agent treatments, which in turn is about ten 

timess higher than the variance under the RE benchmark. This result is in agreement with 

thee results concerning earnings in the previous subsection. Also notice that in both the 

single-agentt and the multi-agent treatments the average variance is decreasing over time 

andd lower in the subsample of the last 25 periods compared to the subsample of the first 

255 time periods. This suggests some kind of learning behavior of the subjects over the 
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(c)) SAC (d)) group 1 
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Figuree 4.2: Time series of realized prices for (a) RE, (b) AE (w = 0.2), (c) SAC-learning, 

(d)) group 1, (e) group 3 and (f) group 5. 
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Noisee Treatment 

Treatment t 

single-agent t 

multi-agent t 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

Benchmark k 

RE E 
AE E 

SAC C 

1-25 5 
sample e 

mean n 

5.52 2 

6.00 0 

5.92 2 

5.94 4 

6.07 7 

5.96 6 

6.12 2 

5.96 6 

sample e 
mean n 

5.91 1 

6.48 8 

5.98 8 

sample e 

variance e 

13.62 2 

3.51 1 

3.33 3 

6.58 8 

4.75 5 

1.44 4 

2.58 8 

2.37 7 

sample e 
variance e 

0.25 5 

3.00 0 

2.64 4 

26-50 0 
sample e 
mean n 

5.86 6 

5.86 6 

5.64 4 

6.07 7 

5.50 0 

6.01 1 

5.77 7 

6.18 8 

sample e 
mean n 

5.91 1 

5.88 8 

5.93 3 

sample e 
variance e 

9.92 2 

1.80 0 

0.66 6 

2.05 5 

3.32 2 

1.75 5 

2.06 6 

0.95 5 

sample e 
variance e 

0.25 5 

1.77 7 

0.37 7 

1-50 0 
sample e 
mean n 

5.69 9 

5.93 3 

5.78 8 

6.01 1 

5.79 9 

5.99 9 

5.95 5 

6.07 7 

sample e 
mean n 

5.91 1 

6.18 8 

5.96 6 

sample e 
variance e 

11.76 6 

2.62 2 

1.97 7 

4.23 3 

4.04 4 

1.56 6 

2.30 0 

1.64 4 

sample e 
variance e 

0.25 5 

2.43 3 

1.48 8 

Tablee 4.4: Sample mean and sample variance of realized market prices for noise treatment 
overr different subsamples. 

periods. . 

Nextt consider the sample statistics in the multi-agent treatments separately, as listed 

inn the last she rows of Table 4.4. Over the full sample of 50 periods, in the multi-agent 

treatmentss the sample mean of realized prices ranges from 5.78 to 6.07 and thus remains 

closee to the RE price. Table 4.4 also shows that, except for group 4, for five out of six 

multi-agentt treatments the sample variance of realized prices in the subsample of the last 

255 periods is lower than the sample variance in the subsample of the first 25 periods, 

suggestingg some kind of learning behavior. Especially for groups 1 and 2 a clear decline 

inn the sample variance can be observed. However the fifth column shows that the sample 

variancee of the prices in the last 25 periods ranges from 0.66 to 3.32 while the variance 

underr RE is 0.25: realized prices thus exhibit excess volatility. 

Tabless 4.5 and 4.6 show the results for statistical tests comparing the sample mean 

andd the sample variance of realized market prices to the theoretical RE-mean \x — 5.91, 

andd RE-variance a\ = 0.25. Using either the t-statistic or the Wilcoxon sign test, the null 

hypothesiss that the sample mean of realized market prices is equal to the RE steady state 
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pricee can not be rejected, not even at the 10%-level, for all six multi-agent treatments. 'On 

average'' the price level is thus predicted correctly and realized market prices are unbiased. 

Onee might say that the multi-agent treatment converges in mean to the RE steady state. 

Thee last two columns of Table 4.5 show the results for testing the null hypothesis that 

Noisee treatment 

multi-agent t 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

ftft = 5.91 

t-stat t 

-0.65 5 

0.33 3 

-0.43 3 

0.43 3 

0.17 7 

0.86 6 

p-value e 

0.52 2 

0.74 4 

0.67 7 

0.67 7 

0.86 6 

0.38 8 

a22 = 0.25 

var.. rati o 

387 7 

830 0 

791 1 

306 6 

451 1 

321 1 

p-value e 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

Noisee treatment 

multi-agent t 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

HH = 5.91 

Z-value e 

-0.536 6 

-0.439 9 

-0.227 7 

-0.082 2 

-0.333 -0.333 

-1.047 7 

p-value e 

0.592 2 

0.660 0 

0.821 1 

0.935 5 

0.739 9 

0.295 5 

Tablee 4.5: Mean and variance test. Table 4.6: Wilcoxon sign test 

thee sample variance of realized market prices in the multi-agent treatment is smaller than 

orr equal to the variance under RE. For all six multi-agent treatments the null hypothesis 

iss strongly rejected, at the 1% level. The earlier observation based upon the time series 

inn Figure 4.2, that in the multi-agent treatment the amplitude of price fluctuations is 

largerr than under the RE benchmark is thus statistically significant. All multi-agent 

treatmentss of the strongly unstable cobweb economy exhibit strongly significant excess 

priceprice volatility. Since, except for the noise, market equilibrium equations are constant 

overr time, this excess price volatility is driven by aggregated individual expectations. 

Finally,, we investigate whether in the multi-agent treatments there is still predictable 

structuree in realized market prices that might be exploited by subjects to improve their 

forecasts.. The simplest and perhaps most important form of predictability is linear pre

dictability,, as measured by sample autocorrelations. Figure 4.3 shows the sample autocor

relationn patterns of the benchmark cases RE, AE and SAC-learning. As expected, RE has 

noo strongly significant autocorrelations, except at lag 5 which is marginally significant. In 

contrast,, the AE benchmark exhibits the regular (—,+,-,+,...) autocorrelation pattern 

whichh is typical for the regular up and down cobweb 'hog-cycles', with the first 7 lags 

beingg significant. SAC-learning has significant negative autocorrelations at lags 2 and 3, 

butt this is mainly caused by the initial large amplitude price fluctuations; when restricted 

too the last 40 observations, i.e. after SAC-learning converges to the RE steady state, 

thesee significant autocorrelations disappear. Figure 4.4 shows the sample autocorrelation 

plotss of the six multi-agent treatments. An immediate and important observation is that 
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(b)) AE 
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(c)) SAC 

Figuree 4.3: Autocorrelation plots (with Bartlett 5% significance bands) for benchmark 

casess RE, AE and SAC-learning. 

fivee out of six groups show no clear autocorrelation pattern, with hardly any significant 

lags.. The only group exhibiting a clear and regular autocorrelation pattern is group 5, 

whichh is characterized by the regular (—,+,—,+,...) autocorrelation pattern that was 

alsoo observed for the AE benchmark. However, in contrast to AE, for group 5 only lags 

1,, 5, 7, 11, 15 and 16 are significant. We conclude that in the multi-agent treatments, 

ass for the RE benchmark, realized market prices exhibit (almost) no linear predictable 

structure. structure. 

Inn summary, realized market prices in the multi-agent-noise treatments share two 

importantt characteristics with the RE benchmark, namely the sample means are almost 

thee same and there is (almost) no linear predictability left in realized market prices. 

Markett prices are unbiased and unpredictable. In this sense, the RE benchmark is a good 
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(c)) group 3 
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1.0 0 
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0.0 0 
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-1.0 0 

(b)) group 2 
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(d)) group 4 
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(e)) group 5 (f) group 6 

Figuree 4.4: Autocorrelation plots (with Bartlett 5% significance bands) of the six multi-

agentt noise treatments. 
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descriptionn of aggregate market outcome. However, in the experiments an important third 

characteristicc of realized market prices, the sample variance, is significantly larger than 

forr the RE-benchmark. In the experimental unstable cobweb economy, realized market 

pricess converge in mean to RE, are hard to predict, and exhibit expectations driven excess 

pricee volatility. 

Permanentt  Shock Treatment 

Recalll that in the permanent shock treatment, the RE steady state price is not constant, 

butt varies as indicated in Section 4.2. The permanent shock treatment is thus a non-

stationarystationary system, and therefore we divide the fifty periods in four stationary subsamples 

inn which the RE steady state price is constant. Also recall that only a very small amount of 

uniformlyy distributed noise, with of = 0.0033, was added in each time period. Table 4.7 

showss the sample mean and the sample variance of realized market prices in the four 

subsamples,, for the benchmark case of RE, the averages of all single-agent as well as all 

multi-agentt treatments, and for all six multi-agent treatments separately. 

Permanentt  Shock Treatment 

RE E 

single-agent t 

multi-agent t 

groupp 7 

groupp 8 

groupp 9 

groupp 10 

groupp 11 

groupp 12 

1-15 5 

mean n 

5.76 6 

4.37 7 

5.32 2 

5.15 5 

4.60** * 

5.70 0 

5.33 3 

5.78 8 

5.40 0 

var. . 

0.0033 3 

12.84 4 

3.10 0 

5.01 1 

2.74 4 

3.09 9 

3.50 0 

2.69 9 

3.25 5 

16-28 8 

mean n 

6.24 4 

6.98 8 

7.16 6 

7.01* * 

7.74*** * 

6.56 6 

7.52*** * 

6.98* * 

7.13** * 

var. . 

0.0033 3 

6.51 1 

1.51 1 

1.67 7 

1.94 4 

0.99 9 

1.66 6 

1.57 7 

2.09 9 

29-40 0 

mean n 

4.90 0 

4.19 9 

3.83 3 

3.55** * 

4.42 2 

4.00** * 

3.76*** * 

3.87* * 

3.42*** * 

var. . 

0.0033 3 

2.44 4 

1.77 7 

2.60 0 

1.15 5 

1.73 3 

1.03 3 

3.06 6 

2.50 0 

41-50 0 

mean n 

6.00 0 

6.02 2 

6.52 2 

6.66 6 

6.63 3 

6.07 7 

6.63 3 

6.78 8 

6.38 8 

var. . 

0.0033 3 

10.33 3 

3.42 2 

5.10 0 

7.92 2 

3.21 1 

3.00 0 

4.25 5 

1.03 3 

Tablee 4.7: Sample mean (mean) and sample variance (var.) of price realizations for 

permanentt shock treatment. The asterisk represents the significance level for the two-

sidedd mean test; * 10 % significance, ** 5% significance and *** 1% significance. For 

alll groups for all subsamples all variances are significantly different from 0.0033 at the 

1%-level. . 

Ann immediate observation is that in most of the subsamples there is a considerable 

differencee between the RE benchmark and the sample mean of realized market prices. 

Averagedd over all (six) multi-agent treatments this (absolute) difference ranges from 0.44 
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inn subsample 1 —15 to 1.07 in subsample 29—40. Averaged over all single-agent treatments 

thiss difference ranges from 0.02 in subsample 41 — 50 (the only subsample where the 

differencee is small) to 1.39 in subsample 1 — 15. Apparently, it is difficult to learn the new 

REE steady state within each short stationary subsample. 

Tablee 4.7 also shows that the sample variance averaged over all single-agent treatments 

iss much higher than the sample variance averaged over all multi-agent treatments. In three 

outt of four subsamples the average sample variance for the multi-agent treatments is 

aboutt two times smaller than the average sample variance of the single-agent treatments. 

Thee only exception is subsample 29 - 40, where the average sample variances of the 

single-agentt and the multi-agent treatments are roughly the same. There is a simple 

explanationn for this exception. The shift of the demand curve has resulted in a stable 

cobwebb economy, that is, in subsample 29 — 40 the model parameters are such that the 

modell is stable under naive expectations. In Chapter 3 we showed that in the single-agent 

treatmentss several subjects are able to learn the RE steady state price in this subsample. 

Ann example for the single-agent treatment is illustrated in Figure 4.5, where predictions 

! ! 
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Figuree 4.5: Prediction (dotted line) and realized price (solid line) of subject 53 in the 

single-agentt permanent shock treatment. In 3 out of the 4 stationary subsamples earnings 

axee zero; in the third subsample, periods 29-40, convergence to RE occurs and earnings 

aree high. 

andd realizations coincide in subsample 29 — 40, while in the other subsamples the distance 

betweenn predictions and realizations is large. In the multi-agent treatments subsample 

299 — 40 is not very different from the other three subsamples, because learning of the 

(stable)) RE steady state remains difficult in a multi-agent market when realized prices 

aree affected by five other subjects predictions. 

Thee last six rows of Table 4.7 contain the sample statistics for the six multi-agent 
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treatmentss separately. In about half of the cases, the null hypothesis that the sample mean 

off the corresponding subsample equals the RE steady state price, is rejected. However, in 

thee final subsample 41 - 50, although all sample means are larger than the RE-price 6.00, 

forr none of the multi-agent treatments the null hypothesis that the sample average price 

iss equal to the RE price is rejected.1 Furthermore, in all multi-agent treatments and all 

subsampless the sample variance is much larger than the small noise variance, of = 0.0033. 

Alll multi-agent treatments thus exhibit significant excess price volatility.2 

Inn summary, the RE steady state price is difficult to learn after a permanent demand 

shock.. Moreover, although the sample variance in the multi-agent treatments is much 

smallerr than in the single-agent treatments the variance is still much larger than the 

variancee under RE. 

4.44 Robustness of the results 

Onee may ask how general the results obtained in the previous section are. Are conver

gencee to RE in the mean and excess volatility general features in dynamic markets with 

expectationss feedback, or can they only arise in special circumstances? First of all it 

shouldd be noted that the cobweb economy considered in Section 4.3 is strongly locally 

unstable,unstable, that is, naive expectations does not lead to the rational expectations equilib

riumm (see Section 2.2.1). This feature may be key for the observed excess price volatility. 

Therefore,, in this section, we investigate the robustness of our results with respect to the 

stabilityy of the model. We investigate whether in a stable experimental cobweb economy, 

heterogeneityy in forecasting can also lead to excess price volatility. Another explanation 

forr the observed excess volatility in an unstable market is the size of the group. One 

mayy argue that the size of the group is of great influence on the excess volatility. In the 

previouss sections we already showed that the volatility of the price decreases when the 

groupp size increases from 1 to 6. Therefore, we investigate in Section 4.4.2 the effect of 

thee size of the group on the results, that is, whether the parameter K has a stabilizing or 

destabilizingg effect on the price fluctuations when we double the size of the group from 6 

too 12. 

HtHt should be noted that the final subsample 41 - 50 is the shortest and contains only 10 time periods, 

whichh makes statistical hypothesis testing hard. 
2Sincee the stationary subsamples are short, ranging from 10 to 15 time periods it does not make sense 

too consider sample autocorrelations, so we omit the issue of (linear) predictability in the permanent shock 

treatment. . 
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4.4.11 The stable and unstable treatments 

Inn this section we will report the results of two new noise treatments. We compare the 

resultss of the strongly unstable noise treatment (where A = 2) of section 4.3.2 with a 

stablestable and an unstable treatment3. The only difference between the two new treatments 

andd the old strongly unstable treatment is the value of the parameter A. For the stable 

treatmentt we use A = 0.22 whereas for the unstable treatment we use A = 0.5. Recall, 

fromm Section 2.2.1 that the stability of the cobweb model depends on the choice of A. The 

cobwebb model is (locally) stable under naive expectations if the ratio of marginal supply 

overr marginal demand at the steady state is between —1 and 1. For our choice of the 

demandd and supply curves the stability condition becomes 

-16Ae2Afr'-6> > 

<< (l-|_e2A(p*-6))2 < L 

Forr the different values of A and steady states p* we get the following stability results: 

•• strongly unstable case , A = 2, p* = 5.91 and g'2(5.91) = —7.75 
•• unstable case, A = 0.5, p* = 5.73 and <7Ó.5(5.73) = —1-96 

•• stable case, A = 0.22, p* = 5.57 and ^Ó.MC5-57) = ~ 0 - 8 7 

InIn this section we will first compare the earnings of the participants over the different 

treatments.. Are the earnings of the participants in the stable treatment higher than 

inn the unstable treatments? After that we will investigate whether prices in the stable 

andd unstable treatment are biased and whether we still observe excess volatility in the 

prices.. We end this section by looking at the predictability of the prices measured by the 

autocorrelationn functions. 

Earnings s 

Tablee 4.8 shows the average earnings and standard deviation in points for the different 

treatmentss (note that 1300 points is equal to 1 guilder « 0.45 Euro). From Table 4.8 

wee find that the mean average earnings in the stable treatment are higher than the 

meann average earnings in both the strongly unstable and the unstable treatment. For all 

treatmentss the mean average earnings in the last 25 periods are higher than in the first 25 

periods.. While the total average earnings of the stable and the unstable treatments do not 

differr a lot (only 6000 points) the difference between the unstable and the strongly unstable 
3Sincee the permanent shock treatments are non-stationary the effect of stability is difficult to analyze. 

Wee therefore conduct the new treatments only with the noise treatment. 
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Earningss noise treatment 

Treatment t 

stronglyy unstable (A = 2) 

unstablee (A = 0.5) 

stablee (A = 0.22) 

RE E 

periodss 1-25 
mean n 

12224 4 

22246 6 

25649 9 

30653 3 

SD D 

5388 8 

2572 2 

2756 6 

--

periodss 26-50 
mean n 

17616 6 

27329 9 

29545 5 

30589 9 

SD D 

5234 4 

2822 2 

948 8 

--

periodss 1-50 
mean n 

29840 0 

49575 5 

55193 3 

61242 2 

SD D 

8884 4 

4940 0 

3430 0 

--

Tablee 4.8: Average earnings and standard deviation in points for the three treatments, 

wheree A = 2, A = 0.5 and A = 0.22 correspond to the strongly unstable, unstable and the 

stablee treatments, respectively. 

iss much bigger (almost 20000 points). More important, the average earnings in the stable 

treatmentt are close to the average earnings with the RE benchmark. Furthermore, the 

totall average standard deviation in the stable treatment is smallest. Moreover, in the last 

255 periods of the stable treatment the standard deviation is almost three times smaller 

thann in the first 25 periods. For both the unstable and the strongly unstable treatments 

thiss is not the case. To summarize, when the model becomes more stable the average 

earningss of the subjects increase while the difference in earnings decreases, that is the 

standardd deviation of the earnings decreases. 

Pricee dynamics 

Inn Section 4.3.2 we observed excess volatility in the prices for the strongly unstable treat

ment.. In this section we will compare the price dynamics of the stable and the unstable 

treatmentss with the results of the strongly unstable treatment of Section 4.3.2. Figures 4.6 

andd 4.7 show the time series of the prices of the groups in the stable (Figure 4.6) and the 

unstablee treatment (Figure 4.7). The reader should compare these figures with Figure 4.2 

forr the strongly unstable treatment and the benchmark of RE in Figure 4.2 (a). By eye 

inspectionn it seems that the amplitude of the price fluctuations in the stable treatment 

iss smaller than the amplitude of the price fluctuations in the unstable treatment. Fur

thermore,, the amplitude of price fluctuations in the stable treatment is almost constant 

overr time while the amplitude of price fluctuations in the unstable treatment decreases 

somewhatt over time. Moreover the amplitude of the prices of both the stable and the 

unstablee treatment is much smaller than in the strongly unstable treatment. 

Tablee 4.9 shows the sample mean and sample variance of the realized prices for the 

stable,, unstable and the strongly unstable treatment for the whole sample of 50 periods 
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Figuree 4.6: Time series of prices of the six groups in the stable treatment (A = 0.22). 
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Figuree 4.7: Time series of prices of the six groups in the unstable treatment (A = 0.5). 
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andd also for two subsamples of 25 periods. For both the unstable and stable treatment 

thee average prices over the whole subsample are somewhat higher than the RE prices 

off 5.73 and 5.57, respectively. The sample variance of both the unstable and the stable 

treatmentt is lower than the sample variance of the strongly unstable treatment but still 

somewhatt higher than the variance under RE. In the second subsample of 25 periods we 

findfind that the average sample variance in the stable treatment is very close to the variance 

underr RE. For the unstable treatment the variances are also closer to the variance under 

REE while the variance in the strongly unstable treatment is much higher than under RE. 

Tablee 4.10 shows the results for statistical tests comparing the sample mean of realized 

markett prices to the theoretical RE-mean price fi = 5.57 and /i = 5.73, respectively. Using 

thee t-statistic, the null hypothesis that the sample mean of realized market prices is equal 

too the RE steady state price can not be rejected for the six groups in the stable treatment. 

Forr the unstable treatment in five out of six groups the null hypothesis also can not be 

rejected;; only for one group, group 2, we have to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. 

Tablee 4.10 also shows the results for testing the null hypothesis that the sample variance 

off realized market prices in the stable and unstable treatment is equal to the variance 

underr RE over the full sample of 50 periods. For two groups in the stable treatment 

wee can not reject the null hypothesis at the 5% level. For one of these groups, group 

6,, we can not even reject at the 10% significance level. For the unstable treatment the 

nulll hypothesis is rejected for all groups at the 1% level. The observation that, over the 

fulll sample, the amplitude of price fluctuations is somewhat larger than under the RE 

benchmarkk is thus statistically significant in all unstable cases and also in 4 stable cases. 

Fromm Table 4.10 we find that the variance in the last subsample for both the unstable 

andd the stable treatment is close to the variance under RE. Therefore we do the same 

testss as before on the last subsample of 25 periods. Table 4.11 shows the results. For the 

stablee treatment the null hypothesis that the variance of the price is equal to the variance 

underr RE can not be rejected. For the unstable treatment the null is rejected at the 5% 

levell in 5 out of six cases. This suggests that in the stable treatment participants are on 

averagee able to learn the RE steady state price. In the unstable treatment we still observe 

significantt excess volatility in prices. 
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Noisee Treatment 

RE E 

single-agentt (av.) 

1-25 5 

sample e 

average e 

5.91 1 

5.52 2 

sample e 

variance e 

0.25 5 

13.62 2 

26-50 0 

sample e 

average e 

5.91 1 

5.86 6 

sample e 

variance e 

0.25 5 

9.92 2 

1-50 0 

sample e 

average e 

5.91 1 

5.69 9 

sample e 

variance e 

0.25 5 

11.76 6 

stronglyy unstable treatment (A = 2) 

RE E 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

5.91 1 

5.92 2 

5.94 4 

6.07 7 

5.96 6 

6.12 2 

5.96 6 

0.25 5 

3.33 3 

6.58 8 

4.75 5 

1.44 4 

2.58 8 

2.37 7 

5.91 1 

5.64 4 

6.07 7 

5.50 0 

6.01 1 

5.77 7 

6.18 8 

0.25 5 

0.66 6 

2.05 5 

3.32 2 

1.75 5 

2.06 6 

0.95 5 

5.91 1 

5.78 8 

6.01 1 

5.79 9 

5.99 9 

5.95 5 

6.07 7 

0.25 5 

1.97 7 

4.23 3 

4.04 4 

1.56 6 

2.30 0 

1.64 4 

unstablee treatment (A = 0.5) 

RE E 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

5.73 3 

5.87 7 

5.98 8 

5.93 3 

5.72 2 

5.86 6 

5.89 9 

0.25 5 

1.03 3 

0.67 7 

0.74 4 

0.92 2 

0.67 7 

1.01 1 

5.73 3 

5.71 1 

5.92 2 

5.85 5 

5.79 9 

5.78 8 

5.92 2 

0.25 5 

0.60 0 

0.26 6 

0.38 8 

0.53 3 

0.40 0 

0.46 6 

5.73 3 

5.79 9 

5.95 5 

5.89 9 

5.76 6 

5.82 2 

5.90 0 

0.25 5 

0.80 0 

0.46 6 

0.55 5 

0.71 1 

0.52 2 

0.72 2 

Stablee treatment (A = 0.22) 

RE E 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

5.57 7 

5.59 9 

5.61 1 

5.67 7 

5.69 9 

5.68 8 

5.63 3 

0.25 5 

0.44 4 

0.37 7 

0.45 5 

0.50 0 

0.37 7 

0.34 4 

5.57 7 

5.66 6 

5.65 5 

5.61 1 

5.69 9 

5.65 5 

5.57 7 

0.25 5 

0.29 9 

0.30 0 

0.32 2 

0.32 2 

0.32 2 

0.30 0 

5.57 7 

5.63 3 

5.63 3 

5.64 4 

5.69 9 

5.66 6 

5.60 0 

0.25 5 

0.36 6 

0.34 4 

0.38 8 

0.41 1 

0.35 5 

0.31 1 

Tablee 4.9: Mean and variance of realized market prices for the strongly unstable, unstable 

andd the stable noise treatment over different subsamples. 
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Noisee Treatment 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

ftft = 5.57 

t-stat t p-value e 

cr22 = 0.25 

var.. ratio p-value e 

Stablee treatment 

0.66 6 

0.69 9 

0.82 2 

1.34 4 

1.15 5 

0.38 8 

0.51 1 

0.49 9 

0.41 1 

0.19 9 

0.26 6 

0.71 1 

69.8 8 

65.7 7 

74.7 7 

79.1 1 

67.1 1 

60.9 9 

0.027 7 

0.055 5 

0.011 1 

0.004 4 

0.044 4 

0.118 8 

\x\x = 5.73 

t-stat t p-value e 

oo11 = 0.25 

var.. ratio p-value e 

Unstablee treatment 

0.50 0 

2.29 9 

1.53 3 

0.23 3 

0.88 8 

1.45 5 

0.62 2 

0.03 3 

0.13 3 

0.82 2 

0.39 9 

0.15 5 

157.21 1 

89.85 5 

107.54 4 

139.03 3 

102.49 9 

140.70 0 

0.000 0 

0.003 3 

0.000 0 

0.000 0 

0.000 0 

0.000 0 

Tablee 4.10: Mean and variance test, full sample of 50 periods. 

Noisee Treatment 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

/ii = 5.57 

t-stat t p-value e 

cr22 = 0.25 

var.. ratio p-value e 

Stablee treatment 

0.83 3 

0.71 1 

0.38 8 

1.09 9 

0.73 3 

0.02 2 

0.41 1 

0.49 9 

0.71 1 

0.29 9 

0.47 7 

0.99 9 

28.0 0 

29.4 4 

31.5 5 

31.3 3 

31.6 6 

28.8 8 

0.26 6 

0.21 1 

0.14 4 

0.15 5 

0.14 4 

0.23 3 

HH = 5.73 

t-stat t p-value e 

CTCT22 = 0.25 

var.. ratio p-value e 

Unstablee treatment 

-0.10 0 

1.85 5 

0.94 4 

0.42 2 

0.37 7 

1.40 0 

0.92 2 

0.08 8 

0.35 5 

0.68 8 

0.72 2 

0.17 7 

57.14 4 

25.26 6 

36.20 0 

50.66 6 

38.06 6 

43.84 4 

0.00 0 

0.39 9 

0.05 5 

0.00 0 

0.03 3 

0.01 1 

Tablee 4.11: Mean and variance test for the last subsample of 25 periods. 

Predictabilit yy of prices 

Finallyy we will investigate whether there is still linear predictability left in the prices. In 

Sectionn 4.3.2 we found that there is almost no linear predictability left in the prices in 

thee strongly unstable treatment. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the autocorrelation plots of 

alll groups of the stable and unstable treatment, respectively. For the stable treatment 

wee find hardly any significant lags. For the unstable treatment we find in four of the six 

groupss a significant first order autocorrelation while in the strongly unstable treatment 

theree are only two significant first order lags. 

Noww let us only consider the last 40 periods4. We now find no significant first order 
44 A reason for not considering the first 10 periods is that the subjects have no experience and have to 

learnn to predict and therefore act differently in the beginning of the experiment. 
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0.0 0 
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(d)) group 4 
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0.0 0 

-0.5 5 
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1.0 0 

0.5 5 

0.0 0 

-0.5 5 
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(e)) group 5 (f) group 6 

Figuree 4.8: Autocorrelation plots (with Bartlett 5% significance bands) of the six multi-

agentt stable treatments (A = 0.22) over the full subsample of 50 periods. 
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Figuree 4.9: Autocorrelation plots (with Bartlett 5% significance bands) of the six groups 

inn the multi-agent unstable treatment (A = 0.5) over the full subsample of 50 periods. 
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autocorrelationn in the stable treatment. In the unstable treatment only for group 4 we find 

aa significant first order autocorrelation. Summarizing, the stability of the model has some 

influencee on the price realizations. We find that the earnings in the stable treatment are 

higherr than in the strongly unstable treatment and a little bit higher than in the unstable 

treatmentt and almost equal to the earnings under RE. Furthermore, if we only consider 

thee last 25 periods we find that in the stable treatment prices converge to the RE steady 

statee price. More importantly, the variance of the price in the stable treatment is not 

significantlyy different from the variance under RE. For the stable treatment, in the long 

run,, RE is therefore a good description of market price fluctuations. In the unstable case 

REE is not a good description since there is significant excess volatility. Another result is 

thatt there is almost no linear predictability left in the prices in both the stable and the 

unstablee treatment. 

4.4.22 Large group treatment 

Thiss section investigates whether our results on excess volatility for the strongly unstable 

treatmentt depend on the group size. One could argue that the excess volatility is due to 

thee size of the group and that with a large enough group size there would be no excess 

volatility.. In Section 4.3 we show that the price fluctuations decrease, i.e. the price is less 

volatilee if the group size increases from one to six. This section presents the results of the 

stronglyy unstable treatment when the group size K = 12 is large. That is, the realized 

pricee is determined by the predictions of 12 subjects (K = 12). All other parameters 

aree the same as in the strongly unstable noise treatment. We compare the results of this 

treatmentt with the strongly unstable treatment of Section 4.3 and with the single-agent 

noisee treatment of Section 3.3. 

Earnings s 

Wee start again by investigating the average earnings of the subjects. Table 4.12 shows the 

averagee earnings and standard deviation in points for the different treatments. Recall that 

thee only difference between these treatments is the group size. One immediate observation 

iss that as the group size increases the total average earnings also increase and the total 

averagee standard deviation decreases. For the two subsamples of 25 periods we find similar 

results.. Although the average earnings in the large group size treatment {K = 12) are 

higherr than in the other two treatments the earnings are still far from the earnings under 

RE. . 
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Earningss noise treatment 

Treatment t 

K= l l 

K=6 6 

K=12 2 

RE E 

periodss 1-25 

mean n 

3210 0 

12224 4 

13713 3 

30653 3 

SD D 

5488 8 

5388 8 

4064 4 

--

periodss 26-50 

mean n 

9943 3 

17616 6 

23276 6 

30589 9 

SD D 

11674 4 

5234 4 

3632 2 

--

periodss 1-50 

mean n 

13153 3 

29840 0 

36989 9 

61242 2 

SD D 

16230 0 

8884 4 

6657 7 

--

Tablee 4.12: Average earnings and standard deviations in points for the whole sample and 

twoo subsamples of 25 periods in the strongly unstable treatment for K = 1, K = 6 and 

KK = 12. 

Pricee dynamics 

Inn this section we investigate what the effect of the group size is on the price dynamics. Do 

wee still observe excess volatility in prices or is there convergence to the RE steady state 

price?? Prom Section 4.3 we know that there is statistically significant excess volatility 

inn prices in the strongly unstable case when the group size is six (K = 6). Figure 4.10 

showss the time series of the price of all six groups in the strongly unstable large group 

sizee treatment. From Figure 4.10 we see that the prices fluctuate around the RE steady 

statee price of 5.91. The amplitude of the prices in Figure 4.10 seems to decrease over 

time.. Moreover, the prices in Figure 4.10 seem to be somewhat more stable than the 

pricess in Figure 4.2 of the strongly unstable treatment with K = 6. Especially, the prices 

inn Figures 4.10 (d), (e) and (f) seem to stay close to the RE steady state price of 5.91. On 

thee other hand the amplitude of the price fluctuations in Figure 4.10 seem to be larger 

thann for the RE benchmark in Figure 4.2 suggesting excess price volatility. 
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55 10 15 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 

(a)) group 1 

(c)) group 3 

100 15 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 50 

(b)) group 2 

55 10 15 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0 4 5 5 0 

(d)) group 4 

(e)) group 5 (f) group 6 

Figuree 4.10: Time series of prices of the 6 groups in the strongly unstable large group 
treatmentt (A = 2 and K = 12). 
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Tablee 4.13 shows the sample average and sample variance of the prices for the different 

groupss and treatments. Prom this table we find that the average prices in the large group 

treatmentt do not differ much from the strongly unstable treatment and the single-agent 

treatmentt and the RE benchmark. The variance of the prices in the large group treatment 

iss smaller than the variance in both the strongly unstable and the single agent treatment. 

Heree we also find that the sample variance of the large group treatment in the last 25 

periodss is lower than the variance in the first 25 periods. If we compare the sample 

variancee to the variance under rational expectations the variance is still larger but not 

ass large as in the case of the strongly unstable treatment (K = 6) and the single-agent 

treatment. . 

Noisee treatment 

average e 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

RE E 

1-25 5 

sample e 
average e 

sample e 
variance e 

26-50 0 

sample e 
average e 

sample e 
variance e 

1-50 0 

sample e 

average e 

sample e 

variance e 

single-agentt treatment, K = 1 

5.52 2 13.62 2 5.86 6 9.92 2 5.69 9 11.76 6 

stronglyy unstable treatment, K = 6 

5.92 2 

5.94 4 

6.07 7 

5.96 6 

6.12 2 

5.96 6 

3.33 3 

6.58 8 

4.75 5 

1.44 4 

2.58 8 

2.37 7 

5.64 4 

6.07 7 

5.50 0 

6.01 1 

5.77 7 

6.18 8 

0.66 6 

2.05 5 

3.32 2 

1.75 5 

2.06 6 

0.95 5 

5.78 8 

6.01 1 

5.79 9 

5.99 9 

5.95 5 

6.07 7 

1.97 7 

4.23 3 

4.04 4 

1.56 6 

2.30 0 

1.64 4 

stronglyy unstable treatment, K — \2 

6.11 1 

5.74 4 

5.67 7 

6.01 1 

5.94 4 

6.08 8 

5.91 1 

2.89 9 

2.82 2 

3.39 9 

1.61 1 

3.84 4 

1.72 2 

0.25 5 

6.06 6 

6.16 6 

5.83 3 

5.96 6 

5.79 9 

5.90 0 

5.91 1 

1.00 0 

1.28 8 

0.94 4 

0.44 4 

0.79 9 

0.71 1 

0.25 5 

6.08 8 

5.95 5 

5.75 5 

5.98 8 

5.87 7 

5.99 9 

5.91 1 

1.90 0 

2.07 7 

2.13 3 

1.00 0 

2.28 8 

1.19 9 

0.25 5 

Tablee 4.13: Mean and variance of realized market prices for noise treatment over different 

subsamples. . 
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Tablee 4.14 shows the results of hypothesis testing on rational expectations. Again we 

cann not reject the null hypothesis that the sample mean is equal to the RE steady state 

price.. Furthermore, the null that the sample variance is smaller than or equal to the 

variancee under RE is strongly rejected. In the strongly unstable treatment with large 

groupp size (K = 12) on average the prices are equal to the RE steady state price but the 

samplee variance is much larger than the variance under RE. The strongly unstable cobweb 

economyy with iarge group size K = 12 thus still exhibits significant excess volatility. 

Noisee treatment 

HH = 5.91 

t-stat t p-value e 
aa22 = 0.25 

var.. rati o 

stronglyy unstable treatment, K = 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

0.45 5 

0.97 7 

-0.42 2 

0.52 2 

-0.20 0 

0.52 2 

0.66 6 

0.84 4 

0.68 8 

0.60 0 

0.85 5 

0.61 1 

241 1 

404 4 

90.9 9 
198 8 

445 5 

233 3 

p-value e 

12 2 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

0.00 0 

Tablee 4.14: Mean and variance test. 

Forecastability y 

Inn this section we investigate whether there is still predictable structure left in realized 

pricess that might be exploited by subjects to improve their forecasts. As before we focus 

onn the simplest form of predictability, i.e. linear predictability measured by the autocorre

lationn function. If there are significant autocorrelations there is still predictability and the 

participantss have not used all available information. Recall that in the strongly unstable 

treatmentt we only find one group with a significant autocorrelation pattern. Whereas in 

thee unstable and stable treatment we did not find one group with a significant autocorre

lationn pattern. From Figure 4.11 we find that there is not much autocorrelation structure 

left.. For three groups we find a significant first order autocorrelation. If we correct for a 

tenn period learning phase (like we did in the previous section) there is little predictable 

structuree left in the prices. Only for group 6 we find a significant first order lag. 
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Figuree 4.11: Autocorrelation plots (with Bartlett 5% significance bands) for the six groups 

inn the strongly unstable large group K = 12 treatment over the full sample of 50 periods. 
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4.55 Concluding remarks 

Wee have investigated single as well as multi-agent experimental cobweb economies. In the 

single-agentt treatments the realized market price is completely determined by the price 

forecastss of a single individual. In the multi-agent treatments the realized market price is 

determinedd by aggregation over six or twelve individual price forecasts. Market equilib

riumm equations as well as distributions of exogenous shocks are unknown to subjects. The 

subjectss can only rely upon past observations of realized prices in forming expectations. 

Inn addition to the distinction between a single-agent and a multi-agent treatment another 

distinctionn between a noise treatment and a permanent shock treatment is made. In the 

noisee treatment the system is stationary with a constant RE price during the entire ex

periment.. In the permanent shock treatment, the system is non-stationary, with the RE 

pricee changing three times leading to four different (stationary) subsamples during the 

experiment.. A third distinction is made between a strongly unstable, an unstable and a 

stablee treatment. In the stable treatment naive expectations leads to the RE steady state 

pricee whereas in the unstable treatment prices diverge from the RE steady state, under 

naivee expectations, and converge to a 2-cycle. 

InIn the stationary case, i.e. the noise treatment, for all group treatments the null 

hypothesiss that the sample mean of realized market prices is different from the RE steady 

statee price can not be rejected. The cobweb experiments thus converge in the mean to 

REE steady state and price forecasts are on average correct. In the non-stationary case, 

i.e.. the permanent shock treatment, the results are mixed: in about half of the cases the 

nulll hypothesis that the sample mean of realized prices is different from the RE steady 

statee price was rejected, whereas in the other half of the cases the null hypothesis is 

nott rejected. One thus can say that in a stationary experimental cobweb economy price 

realizationss converge to the RE steady state price in the mean. This result remains true 

evenn for some of the subsamples in the non-stationary case, but non-stationarity due to 

aa simple shift in the demand curve may also lead to biased realized market prices during 

stationaryy subsamples. 

Ann important result that is obtained for all strongly unstable multi-agent treatments, 

bothh for group size K = 6 and K = 12, is the occurrence of excess price volatility, that 

is,, a higher price volatility than under RE. The null hypothesis that the sample variance 

off realized market prices is (smaller than or) equal to the sample variance under RE is 

stronglyy rejected. All strongly unstable multi-agent treatments thus exhibit significant 

expectationss driven excess price volatility. 

Forr the stationary case, i.e. for the noise treatment, predictability of realized market 
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pricess was investigated by sample autocorrelations. In almost all multi-agent treatments 

(almost)) no significant sample autocorrelations are found, i.e. there is little predictable 

structuree left that can be exploited. 

Thee experimental outcome for an unstable cobweb economy may thus be described as 

aa boundedly rational heterogeneous expectations equilibrium where price predictions are 

correctt on average, prices converge to RE in the mean and diversity of beliefs leads to 

excesss price volatility. 

Thee stability of the cobweb model is important. As we increase the stability of the 

modell the excess volatility decreases, i.e. the amplitude of the price fluctuations decreases. 

Forr a stable cobweb economy the null hypothesis can not be rejected and excess volatility 

hass disappeared. 

Wee also studied whether the group size has a stabilizing or destabilizing effect on the 

markett price fluctuations. In the single-agent treatment and multi-agent treatment with 

KK = 6 we find strongly significant excess price volatility. Increasing the group size from 6 

too 12 only has a relatively small effect. Although we still find strongly significant excess 

volatilityy for the treatment with a group size of twelve it is smaller than in the multi-

agentt group size six treatment and the single-agent treatment. Nevertheless volatility is 

stilll considerable larger than under RE. Our results thus show strongly significant excess 

volatilityy in a market with relatively few (large) producers, leaving open the issue whether 

excesss volatility may disappear as the number of producers goes to infinity. 

Butt what expectations hypothesis is a good description of realized market price fluc

tuations?? The answer on this question depends on the stability of the model: (i) if the 

markett is stable, RE is a fairly good description, at least after a relatively short learn

ingg phase. Hence, even when agents do not know market equilibrium equations the RE 

equilibriumm concept may be a useful description of aggregate market outcome, (ii) if the 

markett is unstable, RE is not a good description since we find significant excess price 

volatility.. Adaptive expectations is also not a good description, since this typically leads 

too fairly regular up and down price oscillations. Adaptive learning schemes such as Or

dinaryy Least Squares learning and SAC-learning are also not good descriptions of our 

experimentall outcomes since these schemes converge too quickly to RE. 

Itt should finally be noted that the classical cobweb model is perhaps the simplest of 

alll dynamic economic models. A distinguished feature of the model is that it has a unique 

REE steady state price. Our experiments show that even in this simplest benchmark model 

realizedd market prices do converge to the RE price in the mean, but do not convergence 

too RE in terms of the variance. A boundedly rational heterogenous agent equilibrium 

describess our experimental results probably best. 



Chapterr 5 

AA Strategy Approach to Expectation 
Formation n 

5.11 Introductio n 

Inn Chapters 3 and 4 we investigated expectations formation in an experimental cobweb 

economy.. In most of the treatments, especially where the cobweb is unstable under naive 

expectations,, prices do not converge to the unique rational expectations (RE) steady 

state,, but keep fluctuating irregularly in a neighborhood of the steady state, suggesting 

expectationss driven excess price volatility. In this chapter we are particularly concerned 

withh individuals who form expectations repeatedly and have ample opportunity to learn 

andd change prediction strategies. One of the main questions of this study is whether these 

learninglearning opportunities enforce convergence to the unique RE steady state. Most economic 

experimentss take less than 2 hours and subjects only make a couple of dozens decisions. 

Inn such experiments not only learning possibilities are limited (especially in complicated 

situations),, but it is also hard to detect exactly which expectation formation rules subjects 

usee (because of the relatively few decisions made by the subjects). A strategy experiment 

inn the spirit of Selten, Mitzkewitz and Uhlich (1997) seems to be well suited for our 

purposes.. The strategy method is becoming a popular tool in experimental economics, 

seee e.g. Brandts and Schram (2001), Keser (1992), Offerman, Potters and Verbon (2001), 

Sonnemanss (1998); see also the classic work of Axelrod (1984). 

Inn our cobweb strategy experiment, subjects are asked to formulate a complete strat

egy,, that is, a description of all their forecasts in all possible states of the world (e.g. 

historiess of prices). In each period all strategies that participate in the market forecast 

thee next price. The realized market equilibrium price is then determined by a fixed, but 

77 7 
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unknown,, (linear) demand curve and (nonlinear) supply, depending upon individual ex

pectedd market prices, aggregated over all producers. We fix the parameters in such a way 

thatt the strategy experiment corresponds to the strongly unstable case of Chapter 4 with 

KK = 6. The realized market price thus depends on all individual strategies. Subjects gain 

experiencee in forecasting next period's price in an introductory experiment before sub

mittingg their first strategy. These strategies are then programmed and simulated. After 

eachh round, subjects receive feedback about the relative performance of their strategy and 

thee outcomes of five randomly selected simulations in which their strategy is included. 

Subjectss have one week to revise their strategy for the next round. In each of the four 

roundss of the strategy experiment (as well as in the introductory experiment) financial 

incentives,, based upon prediction performance, are used to motivate the subjects. The 

wholee strategy experiment lasts 7 weeks. 

Thee main research questions of this chapter are: (1) What kind of strategies do sub

jectss use? (2) Will prices in markets with heterogeneous agents converge to the unique 

REE steady state or will market instability and price fluctuations prevail in a heteroge

neouss world? (3) How does learning affect the strategies and the price dynamics in the 

consecutivee rounds? (4) Can market stability or instability be attributed to characteris

ticss of individual strategies, or is heterogeneity the fundamental cause? This chapter is 

organizedd as follows. A summary of the information the subjects have, the underlying 

modell and the way we reward the subjects is given in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 investigates 

thee dynamics of the markets in detail, discussing the short run, medium run and long run 

dynamicss of the markets. In this section we show that different kinds of price dynamics 

occur:: convergence to a steady state, to a period 2 cycle, 3-cycle and we even observe 

chaoticc price dynamics. In Section 5.4 we investigate the exact cause of the observed 

chaoticc price sequences. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes. 

5.22 Experimental design 

InIn this section we give a short summary of the Cobweb model (for a more extensive 

overvieww see Chapter 2) and explain the differences between the model parameters in the 

previouss chapters and in this chapter. Furthermore, a short description of the experimen

tall procedures is given in this section. For a translation of the information given to the 

subjectss see Appendix 5.A. 

Sincee the experiment lasts seven weeks many subjects might be lost during the course of 

thee experiment if we recruit in the normal way (by advertisements and bulletin boards). 
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Thereforee we recruited subjects in a course " Dynamical Systems", a mathematical intro

ductionn to dynamical systems in the undergraduate econometrics program. Participation 

too the experiment is on a voluntary basis and unrelated to the course itself. Students have 

noo prior knowledge about dynamic economic systems. The cobweb model is only treated 

(briefly)) as an economic example in the last week of the course, after the experiment has 

finished;; this example is not treated in the textbook of the course. Subjects could hand 

inn their strategies after class. 

Inn the introductory experiment 29 subjects participated, earning on average 51 Dutch 

guilderr (23 Euro) in approximately 2 hours. All 29 students handed in a first strategy. 

Onee of the students left the course after the first week, so that 28 students handed in their 

secondd strategy. The third and fourth (final) strategies were handed in by respectively 21 

andd 24 subjects.1 

5.2.11 The cobweb economy 

Thee cobweb model underlying the experiment has a nonlinear, but monotonically in

creasingg supply curve, such that price fluctuations remain bounded and under simple 

forecastingg rules the model can generate stable price cycles as explained in Chapter 2. 

Inn particular, we have chosen the nonlinear supply curve such that, if all producers have 

naivee price expectations, i.e. expect tomorrow's price to equal today's price, the cobweb 

economyy is unstable and prices converge to a stable 2-cycle (the well known 'hog-cycle' 

withh constant up and down price oscillations). In this setup parameters have been fixed 

suchh that under adaptive expectations a stable 4-cycle is the most complicated dynamical 

behavior.2 2 

originallyy we also planned an experiment after subjects submitted their final, fourth strategies, but 

beforee they would receive the final results. The main goal of this planned experiment was to study the 

relationshipp between actual behavior of subjects and the strategy they submitted (e.g. Sonnemans (2000) 

andd Chapter 8). We announced this experiment in the class at which the students submitted their final 

strategiess and we asked the subjects not to talk about their strategies yet. Unfortunately some students 

whoo did not attend that class but had handed in their final strategies already before the class, were not 

informedd about this experiment and we had to cancel the experiment when we found out that many of 

thesee students, after handing in their fourth strategy, already heard about the successful strategies of the 

firstt three rounds. 
3Inn general, as the weight factor of the adaptive expectations scheme changes, for a nonlinear, S-shaped 

supplyy curve bifurcation routes to chaos may arise (see Hommes (1994) and Chapter 2). However, for 

ourr choice of the parameters in the strategy experiment only the first two bifurcations from a stable 

steadyy state to a stable 2-cycle and to a stable 4-cycle arise, and fully developed chaos does not arise. An 

importantt motivation for this setup was whether in a heterogeneous world the strategies would be able 

too detect the regularities along the stable cycles and stabilize the system and enforce prices to converge 
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AA market consists of six subjects (or strategies). There is no actual trade going on, 

butt the realized market price depends upon the (unknown) demand and supply curves 

andd individual expectations. The price forecast pe
it of subject i determines the supply of 

thatt subject as follows: 

355 + 35tanh(0.25(pf,t-C)) 
S{Pi,S{Pi,tt)) = Q . (5-1) 

wheree C is the parameter that determines the point of inflection of the nonlinear S-shaped 

supplyy curve. It is important to note that the S-shaped supply curve is consistent with 

producers'' expected profit maximization, since it can be derived from an increasing and 

convexx cost function. The demand curve is linear and given by: 

D{D{ PtPt)) = 20-pt + C. (5.2) 

Thee realized price is determined by market clearing, that is, by demand equals aggregate 

supply y 

£(Pf)) = £S( t f , t ) , (5-3) 
t= i i 

orr equivalently by 

ftft = 2 0 + C - £ $ ( # , , ) . (5.4) 
>=i i 

Figuree 5.1 shows the demand and supply curves. In order to generate different levels of 

REE steady state prices the parameter C is chosen randomly in each market, with C drawn 

fromm a uniform distribution over the interval [50,80]. This means that participants have 

too learn a different steady state price for each market they enter. Notice however that, as 

CC changes both the demand and supply curves are shifted horizontally. Hence, for simple 

forecastingg rules the dynamics around the steady state remains qualitatively the same in 

alll markets and only the price level differs. For our choice of the parameters, the derivative 

determiningg the local (in)stability at the steady state is given by: &%! = -7.47, which 

iss comparable to the strongly unstable cobweb experiments of Chapters 3 and 4. 

5.2.22 Incentive structur e 

AA good measure of the quality of a forecast is its quadratic forecasting error. In the 

introductoryy experiment subjects gained experience with this measure. In each market 

off 20 periods, subjects started with 25 Dutch guilders (approximately 11.35 Euro), and 

afterr each period an amount of 0.1 times the squared forecasting error (in cents) was 

too the RE steady state. 
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Figuree 5.1: The supply and demand curves of the cobweb model. The parameter C varies 

betweenn 50 and 80, so that the corresponding RE steady state varies between 48.39 and 

78.39. . 

subtractedd from this amount. At the beginning of every market the payoff function for 

eachh subject is: 2500 — 0.1(pt — p\t)
2. The payoff of a subject in a market of 20 periods is 

thee amount left after period 20 if it is positive and 0 otherwise. Three markets are played 

withh different (randomly drawn) parameter values C. Total earnings of a subject are the 

summ of the earnings in the three markets. 

Wee realize that a similar incentive structure in the strategy experiment as in the cob

webb experiments of Chapters 3 and 4 might stimulate the subjects to cooperate and share 

theirr strategies and private information. For example, all subjects benefit from a fast 

convergencee to the steady state. Therefore in the strategy experiment we employ a tour-

namentnament incentive structure: payment is based upon relative performance of the strategies. 

Thee performance is based upon the average squared prediction error of the strategy over 

alll simulations in that round. The strategy with the smallest average quadratic forecasting 

errorr receives 50 guilders (approximately 22.70 Euro) in rounds 1, 2 and 3 and in the final 

roundd three prizes of 250, 150 and 50 guilder (113.60, 68.20 and 22.70 Euro respectively) 

aree awarded. In addition to these prizes students receive a fiat fee of 5 guilder (2.25 Euro) 

everyy time they submit a strategy. 

AA possible disadvantage of payments based upon relative performance is that subjects 

mayy try to destabilize markets in order to make it haxder for the other market participants 

too forecast prices. However, it is easy to see that this cannot work. If all strategies 

predictt the steady state price except for one strategy that tries to destabilize the market 

byy predicting a higher (lower) price, the realized price will be lower (higher) than the 

steadyy state price. The destabilizing strategy will thus end up with a larger quadratic 
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errorr than the other strategies in that market. Even more importantly, one can only affect 

realizedd prices in the market in which the strategy participates; an increasingly unstable 

markett will cause a comparative advantage of the strategies active in the other markets. 

Noo subject ever mentioned (in the questionnaires or in class after the experiment ended) 

thatt he or she had tried to destabilize markets. 

5.2.33 Procedures 

Thee subjects participate first in an introductory experiment. The goal of this introductory 

experimentt is to give the subjects some experience in their forecasting task. The experi

mentt is completely computerized and took place in the CREED experimental laboratory. 

Understandingg of the instructions was checked by control questions. The forecasting task 

wass presented as follows: 

"Inn this experiment you are the adviser to a producer. The precise product that 

iss being produced by this producer is not relevant in this experiment. At the start 

off each period you make a prediction of the price of the product in that period. 

Thee producer you are coupled with decides how much to produce, based upon your 

predictionn of the price. 

Severall producers are active in one market. Every producer is coupled with ex

actlyy one adviser (participant in this experiment) and every adviser with exactly 

onee producer. The realized price is determined by the total production of all pro

ducerss in a market and the total consumer demand (the realized price is such that 

totall supply equals total demand). 

Inn this experiment all subjects have the role of adviser; a computer program plays 

thee role of both producers and consumers. After all predictions are collected, the 

computerr calculates the realized market price. There is a limited amount of infor

mationn you can use. You do NOT know: 

•• The number of producers which are active in the market of your producer; 

•• The predictions of the other participants; 

•• How producers determine their production based upon your prediction; 

•• How the price is determined by total demand and supply. 

Youu DO know the realized prices of the previous periods as well as how good your 

predictionn has been in these periods. 

Thee consumer demand and the way the production is determined by your prediction 
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mayy differ between markets. Therefore realized prices may also differ considerably 
betweenn markets. You can interpret this as follows: in every market of 20 periods 
youu are coupled with a different producer (who may have a different technology) 
whoo is active in another market than the previous producer you were coupled with." 

Subjectss participate in 3 consecutive markets of 20 periods with different parameters C. 

Afterr the third market they receive instructions for the strategy part of the experiment 

(seee Appendix 5.A). The subjects formulate their first strategy in the laboratory, im

mediatelyy after the introductory experiment. The experimenters check these strategies 

forr clarity, completeness (i.e. whether the strategy provides a prediction in all possi

blee situations), uniqueness (whether the strategy always provides exactly one prediction) 

andd informational correctness (whether the strategy does not use information that is not 

available,, such as future prices or previous predictions of other strategies). An example 

off a strategy form is included in Appendix 5.B. Together with the strategies the subjects 

handd in a questionnaire. In this questionnaire the subjects are asked about (among other 

things)) their considerations when changing their strategy, whether they have talked with 

otherr subjects about the experiment, how well they thought their new strategy would be 

andd the effect of the feedback upon their new strategy. One week after the strategies are 

submittedd the subjects are provided with feedback. The feedback consists of a general 

rankingg of the strategies by mean quadratic forecasting error (1 page) and two personal 

pagess containing for each subject 5 randomly chosen simulations in which his or her strat

egyy participates. An example of the feedback information is included in Appendix 5.C. 

Afterr the subjects receive feedback about their strategy, they have one week time to sub

mitt a new strategy. Subjects could hand in their strategies during class (twice a week) or 

givee them directly to one of the organizers. All strategies were checked immediately. 

5.33 Results 

Thiss section starts with a description of some characteristics of the submitted strategies. 

Thereafterr the short, medium and long run dynamics will be discussed. We find compli

catedd price fluctuations and evidence of chaotic behavior. In the final part of this section 

ann attempt is made to find the cause of this unstable behavior: is the instability caused 

byy individual strategies or is it due to interactions between strategies? 
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5.3.11 Characteristics of the strategies 

Inn most empirical studies in market dynamics researchers have only access to the sequence 

off realized prices but typically the exact underlying expectations rules used by the market 

participantss cannot be observed. One of the nice features of the present study is the 

availabilityy of the explicit strategies. Therefore we will first turn to the question: "what 

kindd of strategies do subjects use?" 

Ass can be seen in Table 5.1 a total of 102 strategies are submitted. The strategies 

aree all different, although some subjects made only minor changes between rounds. It is 

impossiblee to describe all strategies in detail, and therefore we will focus on some general 

characteristics.. All strategies use the same format (see Appendix 5.B). All start with a 

Round d 

Numberr of strategies 

Continuous s 

Simplee adaptive (^-conditionally 

simplee adaptive) 

Moree complicated adaptive ^condi

tionallyy complicated adaptive) 

Doo not include prediction (s) of 

previouss period(s) at all 

Includess (weighted) average 

off previous prices 

Complexity:: Mean number of code tines 

Simulationn time (round 1=100) 

1 1 

29 9 

16 6 

4(4-4) ) 

3 ( + l ) ) 

15 5 

16 6 

18.5 5 

100 0 

2 2 

28 8 

12 2 

33 (+3) 

6 6 

15 5 

12 2 

23.8 8 

100 0 

3 3 

21 1 

11 1 

22 (+3) 

5 ( + l ) ) 

8 8 

9 9 

26.6 6 

173 3 

4 4 

24 4 

12 2 

2 2 

55 (+5) 

12 2 

12 2 

28.1 1 

295 5 

Total l 

102 2 

51 1 

111 (+10) 

199 (+7) 

50 0 

49 9 

23.9 9 

Tablee 5.1: Characteristics of the strategies 

predictionn for the first period. Predictions in the subsequent periods can be conditional 

onn the period (many subjects use a strategy that differs in the first few periods from 

laterr periods) and can be conditional on the history (previous realized prices and own 

predictions).. Many strategies list conditions under which specific sub-strategies are to 

bee used. An example of such a strategy is "if the last two realized prices differ more 

thann 50, I will take the average of these prices, otherwise I will take the last price as 

myy prediction". Note that at the border between the two conditions (where the last 

twoo prices differ exactly 50) this strategy is discontinuous. Strategies are classified as 

continuouss if arbitrary small changes in the history always result in small changes in the 

prediction.. Only half of the strategies are continuous (see Table 5.1). However, note that 
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somee discontinuities may have little effect on the dynamics because in many markets some 

off the conditions are never satisfied. (See also Section 5.4 where we look at the relation 

betweenn stability of markets and characteristics of the participating strategies). 

AA simple form of adaptive expectations is the situation where the predicted price is a 

weightedd average of the previous predicted price and the previous realized price. Given 

thatt subjects have no information about the underlying model, such a simple adaptive 

strategyy seems natural. However, only about 10% of the strategies are adaptive in this 

sense,, while another 10% are conditionally adaptive (that is, the strategy is adaptive only 

iff the sequence of past prices and/or predictions fulfills certain conditions). Another 25% 

off the strategies seem to use a more complicated kind of adaptive expectations (some of 

themm conditionally)3. Half of the strategies do not include previous predictions at all. 

Approximatelyy half of the strategies use a weighted average of previous prices some

wheree in the strategy. Some of these strategies use all previous prices, whereas others only 

usee recent ones. Not all previous prices have the same weight if subjects try to anticipate 

cycles.. For example, a subject anticipating two-cycles may overweight the realized price 

off two periods back4. 

Finally,, strategies have a tendency to become more complicated during the experiment. 

AA rough but simple measure of the complexity of a strategy is the number of lines used 

inn the simulation program. The average number of lines increased from 18 in round 1 to 

288 lines in the final round.5 Another measure of complexity is the time needed for the 

computerr simulations which also increases (almost triples) over the four rounds. Both 

complexityy measures are displayed in the last row of Table 5.1. 

Itt would be interesting to know the relationship between the submitted strategies and 

thee actual behavior of subjects in an experiment. When the subjects submitted their 

firstfirst strategy, we asked in a questionnaire to what extent and in what way their strategy 

differedd from their behavior in the experiment. On a 7-point scale from completely dif

ferentt to exactly the same the average score was 5.136 . Some subjects were not satisfied 
3Forr example, the first strategy of subject 8 was as follows (for t > 2). IF (pt-2 < p\-i AND 

Pt-xPt-x < PUi) OR (p t_2 > p\_2 AND p ( _! > pU) THEN p\ = »-»+*-» ELSE p\ =  p , - + P t
4

3 + 2 p ' - V 
4Notee that a strategy that uses a weighted average of previous prices can behave very much like an 

adaptivee strategy. In an adaptive strategy the prediction in period t for period t + 1 will be pf+1 = 

{l-w)pf{l-w)pf + tvpt = (1 - w)2Pt-i + (! -w)wpt-i+wpt, etc, which is exactly the same as a weighted average 

off past prices with exponentially decreasing weights u/(l — w)k for Pt-k- However, one would expect a 

subjectt who wants to use an adaptive strategy to use the simple adaptive rule instead of a complicated 

weightedd average rule. 
6Thiss measure may underestimate the increasing complexity because during the experiment the pro

grammingg may have become more efficient due to increased experience of the programmer. 
6Onlyy two subjects indicated that their strategy was very different from their decisions in the exper-
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withh the results of the experiment and adapted their strategy accordingly, but the most 

commonn remark was that in the experiment decisions were based upon 'feeling' while the 

strategiess are (necessarily) based upon exact calculations. For example, a subject who 

usess an average in the strategy indicated that in the experiment she estimated but did 

nott calculate the average exactly. A strategy may thus be seen as an attempt to quantify 

thee more intuitive habitual rule of thumb used during the experiment. 

5.3.22 Short run dynamics and success of the strategies 

Thee incentives of the subjects are based upon the behavior of their strategies in the first 

200 periods. Therefore the first 20 periods are of special interest. How close do the realized 

pricess approach the RE steady state? Figure 5.2 shows the quadratic distance to the RE 

steadyy state over the periods for each of the four rounds. Recall that a different parameter 

CC is used in each market and therefore each market has a different RE steady state that 

hass to be learned again. Two important characteristics are seen in Figure 5.2. 

1.. The distance between the realized market price and the RE steady state is largest in 

periodd 1 and decreases afterwards (the exception is in round two, where the largest 

distancee is found in period 3). Almost no improvement is observed after the seventh 

period.. Hence, in each round a short learning phase of about 7 periods is needed to 

learnn the new 'price level', after which the average distance to the RE steady state 

remainss approximately constant. 

2.. There is clear evidence of learning between rounds; the prices in the third and fourth 

roundd fluctuate much closer to the RE steady state price than in the first two rounds. 

Moree experience thus leads to price fluctuations closer to the RE steady state. 

Tablee 5.2 summarizes the main results of the simulations in each of the four rounds. 

Thee mean quadratic forecasting error over all strategies decreases after round 2. Sub

jectss thus learn to make better forecasting strategies during the experiment7. The mean 

quadraticc error of the winner decreases over the rounds from about 160 to 100. 

Wee can compare the numbers of Table 5.2 with the results of homogeneous naive 

orr adaptive players. If all players in a market start with a prediction of 50 and for 

imentt (score 2 and 3 on the 7-point scale). The frequencies are: 2 (1), 3 (1), 4 (4), 5(12), 6 (9) and 7 

(2). . 
7Thee number of strategies is lower in rounds 3 and 4 than in the first two rounds. The relatively bad 

performancee in rounds 1 and 2 is not caused by subjects who left the experiment after round 2. The 

missingg subjects in round 3 and 4 did equally well in round 1 and 2 as the other subjects (based upon 

thee mean quadratic error). 
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ZZ 200 

Figuree 5.2: The mean quadratic distance between the price and the RE steady state in 
eachh period (620 simulations per round) 

thee next periods always predict the previous price, they very fast end up in a two-cycle 
(CC - 50, C + 20) with mean quadratic error 94.31 and sample variance of prices is 1290. 
Iff all market participants start with a prediction of 50 and use the adaptive rule pe(t) = 
pC-Wft-i)) the result is a four-cycle (C - 14.6, C + 18.2, C - 30.7, C + 20). In this case 
thee mean quadratic error is 24.90 and the variance of the prices 734. The adaptive rule 
p«( t )) = p(t-i)+3P ' (t-i) r e s u J t s i n a t w 0 _ c y c l e ( C _ 1 2 7 ) c + 1 9 ) w i t h m e a n q u a d r a t i c e r r o r 

43611 and price variance of 1448. Compared to these numbers the (winning) strategies of 

ourr subjects do very well. 

Bothh Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2 show that the strategies in round 1 perform somewhat 

betterr than the strategies in round 2. Additional analyzes are done to study this surprising 

increasee in forecasting errors from round 1 to 2. Only 5 subjects out of 28 had a lower 

averagee prediction error in round 2 than in round 1. Of course, the quality of a strategy 

dependss also on the other strategies involved. Therefore we investigate for each subject 

whetherr the results are better if that subject does not change the strategy from round 1 

too 2 (while the others do). For each subject we run simulations in which the strategy of 

thee first round is coupled with 5 strategies of the second round (of other subjects). For 

155 subjects the first round strategy has a lower average prediction error than the second 
8Thee exact mean quadratic errors and variance of the prices depend on C because of the first few 

forecastss (e.g. the first forecast of 50 is better if C = 50 than if C = 80). The variances and quadratic 

errorss presented here are for the case C = 65. 
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Round d 

Meann quadratic 

forecastingg error 

overr all strategies 

Mean n 

quadraticc error 

winner r 

Meann variance 

firstfirst 20 prices 

Winning g 

strategy y 

1 1 

332.4 4 

159.7 7 

158.9 9 

subjectt 15 

v\v\ = 
\P\-\\P\-\ + \Pt-i 

2 2 

443.9 9 

147.3 3 

179.75 5 

subjectt 14 

P\P\ = 
|p(_ii  - \pt-\ 

3 3 

230.4 4 

131.4 4 

102,57 7 

subjectt 15 

P\P\ = 

\PU\PU + \Pt-i vt vt 

4 4 

190.7 7 

100.8 8 

78.27 7 

subjectt 18 

P\P\ = 

yy + iPt-l-pU)1^ 

Tablee 5.2: Results of 620 simulations per round. In each simulation a market is formed 

withh 6 randomly drawn strategies of that round. The quadratic error of a strategy is 

thee total quadratic error in one market (20 periods), the mean quadratic error of a strat

egyy is calculated by averaging the total quadratic error in all simulations in which that 

strategyy participated over all 20 periods. The last row presents the prediction formulas 

off the winning strategies in the later periods (the predictions in the early periods are not 

displayed),, where pt-\ denotes the sample mean. 

roundd strategy, whereas for 13 subjects it is the other way around. In this sense the 

strategiess of round 2 are not (at least not statistically significant) of a lower quality than 

thee strategies of the first round. The errors in the simulations with one first round and five 

secondd round strategies are also compared with the errors of the first round simulations. 

Alll (29) first round strategies perform better when they are coupled with other first round 

strategiess than when they are coupled with second round strategies. We conclude that the 

increasingg errors from round 1 to round 2 are apparently due to interaction of strategies 

off round 2, which make prediction harder for any strategy. 

Thee third row of Table 5.2 shows the volatility of the prices, as measured by the sample 

variance,, over the rounds. Average forecasting errors are smaller when volatility is low, 

andd indeed, we see the same pattern as in the first row (quadratic errors). Volatility is 

muchh smaller in rounds three and four. Note that the volatility of the prices is very low 

comparedd with the case of a homogeneous population of naive or adaptive players and 

thee corresponding stable 2- or 4-cycles (see the discussion above). 

file:///p/-/
file:///Pt-i
file:///Pt-i
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Thee last row of Table 5.2 shows the formulas of the winning strategies in the later 

periods.. All winning strategies tend to be relatively simple. The winning strategy in 

roundd 1 and 3 is an adaptive strategy in which the prediction is adapted in the direction 

off the mean price. The winning strategy of round 2 anticipates 2-cycles and the winner 

off the final round uses an adaptive strategy that is much more adaptive in early periods 

thann later on. 

5.3.33 Medium run dynamics 

Inn many economic applications the short term is at least as important as the long term. 

Thee horizon of the subjects was 20 periods, and we sometimes observe convergence to a 

steadyy state or to cycles even in this very short term9. However, within the first 20 periods 

itt is hard to observe cycles of a period longer than two or three and it may be hard to 

seee whether what looks like a cycle will eventually converge to a steady state. Therefore 

thee medium run dynamics, periods 51 to 100, are studied. By our definition, a sequence 

off prices converges to a steady state if all prices in periods 51-100 are within a range of 

onee point. A similar criterion is used for cycles; for example in a 2-cycle the prices in all 

oddd periods are within a 1-point range and the prices for all even periods are within a 

1-pointt range (and we do not observe a steady state). Table 5.3 shows the percentages of 

Mediumm run dynamics, periods 51-100 

convergence e 

steadyy state 

2-cycle e 

3-cycle e 

44 to 10 cycle 

Noo convergence 

Roundd 1 

12.1% % 
20.3% % 

10.6% % 

12.3% % 

44.7% % 

Roundd 2 

4.8% % 

17.6% % 

5.2% % 

23.1% % 

49.4% % 

Roundd 3 

11.5% % 

12.4% % 

3.9% % 

6.3% % 

66.0% % 

Roundd 4 

13.9% % 

2.6% % 

1.9% % 

6.6% % 

75.0% % 

Tablee 5.3: Medium run convergence to a steady state or to a cycle. Based upon 620 

simulationss per round and periods 51-100. 

simulationss that converge to a steady state or to a cycle of period 2, period 3 or period 

4-10.. The first thing to notice is that convergence to a steady state price is relatively rare, 

andd occurs only in about 10% of all cases. Many low period cycles are observed, but the 

numberr of cycles decreases over the rounds. The percentage of simulations that do not 

convergee to a low period cycle at all increases from about 45% in round 1 to about 75% in 

*Forr example, in almost 5% of the simulations the prices of periods 16-20 are within a range of 1 

point.. The percentages for the rounds 1 to 4 are 5.5%, 1.9%, 5.5% and 6.1% respectively. 
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roundd 4. Note that, in contrast to the cobweb experiments in Chapters 3 and 4, there are 

noo demand shocks and/or noise in the strategy experiment. Given the strategies of market 

participants,, price fluctuations are generated by a deterministic nonlinear expectations 

feedbackk system. 

5.3.44 Long run dynamics 

Ourr results suggest that in most cases, prices do not converge to the RE steady state, 

nott even after 100 periods. There are two possible scenario's, both consistent with this 

observedd behavior. Either the RE steady state is stable but convergence of the learning 

processs is slow, or the RE steady state is intrinsically unstable and prices will never 

convergee to the RE steady state. Stated in dynamical systems terminology, either price 

oscillationss are a transient phenomenon and the underlying system has a stable steady 

state,, or the steady state is locally unstable and the long run dynamics is characterized 

byy a stable cycle or even by chaotic price fluctuations on an underlying complicated 

strangestrange attractor. In order to investigate which of the two scenario's explains the observed 

fluctuationsfluctuations in the short and medium run it is thus important to study the properties of 

thee long run dynamics, and in particular to study the attractors of the system. 

Inn order to obtain an accurate picture of the underlying attractors, we have focused 

onn periods 951 to 1000. Table 5.4 shows the results for the long run dynamics. Con

vergencee to a steady state price or a cycle is defined in the same way as in the medium 

runn analysis. As in the medium run analysis, convergence to a steady state price is rare 

andd occurs in less than 10% over all rounds. Compared with the medium run analysis 

convergencee to a low order stable cycle is observed more frequently, especially in round 

3.. The case of non-convergence and possible occurrence of chaos and strange attractors 

iss of special interest. In order to investigate whether the non-converging price fluctua

tionss are chaotic, the well-known Wolf algorithm (Wolf et al. (1985)) is used to estimate 

thee largest Lyapunov exponent (using prices in periods 1-1000)10. A positive Lyapunov 

exponentt implies that the system exhibits sensitive dependence upon initial conditions 

andd is chaotic. We find that almost 90% of the non-convergent price series has a positive 
10Inn applying the Wolf algorithm several parameters have to be selected, such as the embedding di

mension,, the maximum allowable distance between initial points and the separation time. In the results 
presentedd below we used an embedding dimension of 3, a maximum allowable distance of 0.5 and a sep
arationn time of 4, which are in the order of magnitude of what is commonly used; see the discussion in 
Wolff et al. (1985). For other values of these algorithm parameter values, similar results were obtained, 
andd in particular the fraction of positive largest Lyapunov exponents was roughly the same. 
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Longg run dynamics, periods 951-1000 

convergence e 

steadyy state 

2-cycle e 

3-cycle e 

44 to 10 cycle 

Noo convergence 

Noo convergence, LE <0 

Noo convergence, LE >0 

Roundd 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 

11.8%% 3.4% 16.1% 9.2% 

18.4%% 14.7% 23.7% 6.1% 

8.9%% 5.2% 8.5% 5.2% 

14.5%% 24.4% 16.0% 14.5% 

46.5%% 52.5% 35.6% 65.0% 

6.5%% 6.5% 5.0% 4.5% 

40.0%% 46.0% 30.6% 60.5% 

Tablee 5.4: Long run convergence to a steady state or to a cycle, based upon 620 sim

ulationss per round. The classification of steady states and cycles is based on periods 

951-1000.. Two different kinds of non convergence simulations are distinguished based 

uponn the estimated largest Lyapunov Exponent (LE) (1000 periods were used to estimate 

thee Lyapunov exponent). A positive Lyapunov exponent implies that the long run price 

fluctuationss are chaotic. 

Lyapunovv exponent11. It is important to note that each simulation, given the 6 predic

tionss strategies, is a completely deterministic system without any influences of external 

shockss or noise. The fact that in the final round more than 60% of all simulations yield a 

positivee Lyapunov exponent may thus be interpreted as strong evidence for chaos in our 

strategyy experiment. 

Inn summary, one may characterize these results by saying that the forecasting errors de

creasee significantly over the rounds, and that prices converge to some neighborhood of the 

REE steady state, while at the same time the price fluctuations become more complicated 

andd the fraction of chaotic price sequences increases. 

5.44 What causes chaos? 

Thee fact that so many price sequences are chaotic raises the question what exactly causes 

thiss chaotic behavior. First we focus on the role of heterogeneity. Next we study whether 

theree are specific strategies that are the 'rotten apples' that prevent convergence to a 

steadyy state or to a cycle. Finally we look whether continuity of the strategies plays a 

role. . 
n T h ee remaining 10% typically has a slightly negative Lyapunov exponent close to 0, indicating quasi-

periodicc behavior or periodic behavior with long period. 
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5.4.11 Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous agents 

Wee study the behavior of the individual strategies in a representative agent framework. 

Simulationss were run in which all 6 strategies in the market are the same (31 simulations 

weree run per strategy, one for each C from 50 to 80). In the non convergent simulations 

Lyapunovv exponents were calculated. 

Tablee 5.5 shows the results of these simulations. Compared to the simulations with 

heterogeneouss agents convergence to a steady state price occurs more often (around 30% 

versuss 10%), whereas the percentage of non convergence simulations is relatively small 

(approximatelyy 10% versus 50% in the heterogeneous agents simulations). In more than 

Longg run dynamics, homogeneous agent case, periods 951-1000 

steadyy state 

22 cycle 

33 cycle 

44 to 10 cycle 

Noo convergence, LE <0 

Noo convergence, LE >0 

Roundd 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 

33.8%% 23.0% 36.7% 29.0% 

19.1%% 30.2% 14.4% 20.8% 

25.4%% 17.9% 21.4% 8.9% 

13.6%% 20.7% 16.6% 28.6% 

0%% 3.5% 4.5% 4.0% 

8.1%% 4.7% 6.5% 8.6% 

Tablee 5.5: Long run convergence to a steady state or to a cycle of simulations of the 

homogeneouss agent case with markets with only one predicting strategy, based upon 31 

simulationss per individual strategy (C=50 to 80). The classification of steady states and 

cycless is based upon periods 951-1000. Two different kinds of non convergent simula

tionss are distinguished based upon the estimated largest Lyapunov Exponent (LE) (1000 

periodss were used to estimate the Lyapunov exponent). A positive Lyapunov exponent 

impliess that the long run price fluctuations are chaotic. 

50%% of the cases, an individual strategy leads to a stable cycle. No clear pattern of changes 

overr the rounds is observed. Apparently, the same strategies that so often lead to chaotic 

pricee dynamics in a heterogeneous agent situation typically cause prices to converge either 

too a steady state or to a stable periodic cycle in a homogeneous agent situation. 

Interestingly,, for 99 of the 102 strategies the mean quadratic error in the homogeneous 

marketss is larger than the mean in the heterogeneous markets. Strategies differ much more 

inn predicting quality in the homogeneous markets than in the heterogeneous markets. For 

example,, in round 1 the mean quadratic error of strategies in the homogeneous market 

iss between 2635 and 86486 (SD=23230) and in the heterogeneous market between 3194 

andd 10964 (SD=2515). A similar result is found in the cobweb laboratory experiments 
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off Chapters 3 and 4 where single-agent experiments yield a much higher mean quadratic 

forecastingg error than multi-agent experiments. The mean variance of the prices is also 

muchh larger in the homogeneous markets (593, 736, 609 and 593 in rounds 1 to 4 respec

tively,, versus 159, 180, 103 and 78 in the heterogeneous markets). In contrast to the 'close 

too the steady state chaos' of a typical heterogeneous market, many homogeneous agent 

marketss are characterized by 'far from the steady state stable cycles'.12 

5.4.22 Do specific strategies cause chaos? 

Nextt we study whether there are specific strategies that are the 'rotten apples' that 

preventt convergence to a steady state or to a cycle. Prime candidates are the strategies 

thatt lead to non convergent price sequences in the homogeneous market. If we discard 

alll heterogeneous agents simulations in which one of the participating strategies does not 

convergee to a steady state or to a stable cycle in a homogenous situation, the percentage 

off non convergence decreases only from 50% to 39%13. Apparently, chaos cannot be 

attributedd (only) to these strategies. In other words, even if all participating strategies 

aree stable in the sense that in the homogeneous situation prices would converge to a steady 

statee or to a stable cycle, the interaction of strategies leads to an unstable, non-converging 

outcomee in almost 40% of the cases. 

Anotherr way to look for the 'rotten apples' is to determine how often the prices 

convergee to a steady state, a cycle or not at all when a specific strategy participates 

inn the market, and to compare these numbers with the overall results. A strategy is 

definedd as a 'stabilizer' (a 'destabilizer') if the price sequences of markets in which this 

strategyy participates converge more (less) often to a steady state and does less (more) 

oftenn not converge at all14. In each round we find 2 destabilizers and between 1 and 

33 stabilizers. After removing the destabilizers from the simulations, we find (of course, 

almostt by construction) more convergence to a steady state (14.4% instead of 10.1%) and 

lesss non-convergence (38% instead of 50%), but these differences are not spectacular15 . 
13Notee that the strategies, as designed by the subjects, are intended for use in heterogenous markets, 

whichh may (partly) explain the lower quality of the forecasts in the corresponding homogenous markets. 
13Thee percentages of non convergence decreases in round 1 to 4 from 46.5 to 33.7, from 52.4 to 37.1, 

fromm 35.6 to 33.2 and from 65.0 to 54.7 respectively. These numbers are based upon the 1000 periods 

simulations. . 
14Basedd upon a 5% statistical significance. 
15Neww 1000-periods simulations were performed without the destabilizers. The percentages of non 

convergencee decreases in round 1 to 4 from 46.5 to 29.0, from 52.4 to 47.4, from 35.6 to 27.1 and from 

65.00 to 48.5, respectively. The percentages of convergence to a steady state increases in round 1 to 4 from 

11.88 to 15.6, from 3.4 to 3.7, from 16.1 to 22.3 and from 9.2 to 16.1, respectively. 
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Althoughh the destabilizers apparently are not the (only) source of non-convergence 

andd chaos, it may be interesting to take a closer look at some characteristics of these 

strategies.. First, the destabilizers are typically stable in the homogeneous situations16, 

whichh shows that it is the interaction with other strategies that causes the destabilizing 

forcee of these strategies. Second, the destabilizers are not significantly less successful (in 

thee heterogeneous markets) than the other strategies (the average ranking is somewhat 

underr the median, at the 67th percentile)17 . Third, returning to the general description 

off the strategies at the beginning of this section, we find that 7 of the 8 destabilizers are 

nott continuous, while 7 of the 8 stabilizers are continuous. This leads to the more general 

questionn which characteristics of the strategies are important for the price dynamics. 

5.4.33 Characteristics of individual strategies and price dynamics 

Overr all, half of the strategies is not continuous (see Table 5.1). Continuity of a strategy 

appearss to be unrelated to own average quadratic prediction errors and also unrelated 

too the average quadratic prediction errors of the other market participants. This last 

pointt means that a discontinuous strategy in a market does not make prediction harder 

forr the other participants. Most discontinuous strategies do not seem to be strange or 

unreasonable.. The discontinuity arises because the strategy tries to distinguish different 

situationss that call for a different kind of prediction rule, and the discontinuity occurs 

onlyy at the border of different situations. A good example is strategy 9 from round 4 (one 

off the destabilizers in that round): 

tt = 1 : p\ = 55 

ii = 2,3,4:p* = 1 + £_1 

tt > 4 : IF |pt_! - pf_3| < 10 AND |pt_2 - p t_4 | < 10 THEN p\ = pt.2 ELSE 

PtPt = \PI-I + \Pt-i 

Thiss strategy checks for two-cycles and is adaptive otherwise. Prices in a homogeneous 

markett converge to a four-cycle with \pt-\ — Pt-z\ < 10 and |pt_2 — PI-A\ < 10, but in 

thee heterogeneous simulations, prices do not converge in 78% of the simulations when 

thiss strategy is one of the participants (compare with 65% in all simulations in round 4). 
16Twoo of the 8 destabilizers converge for all C's to a steady state in the homogeneous situation, one to 

aa two-cycle, four to a four-cycle and only one does typically not converge. 
17Thee rankings of the destabilizers are in round 1 7 t h and 17 th out of 29, in round 2 14t/l and last out 

off 28, in round 3 12 th and 18 th out of 21 and in round 4 16 th and last out of 24. 

file:///pI-i
file:///Pt-i
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Apparently,, the interaction of this strategy with some other strategies leads to erratic and 

non-convergingg price fluctuations. 

Itt is an interesting exercise to redo the heterogeneous simulations with only continuous 

strategies.. We find much more convergence to a steady state (41.5% instead of 10.1%), 

fewerr cycles (only 23.5% instead of 40%) but still a considerable number of non-convergent 

pricee sequences (35% instead of 50%)18 . Again, we can only conclude that the main source 

off instability is not to be found in individual strategies, but in the interaction of different 

strategies. . 

5.55 Concluding remarks. 

Thee strategy method has proven to be a successful tool in studying expectation formation. 

Itt provides information about what kind of rules individuals use in forecasting prices and 

itit enables an analysis of the stability and instability of dynamic economic systems with 

expectationss feedback. Subjects use a wide variety of strategies and have a tendency to 

usee more complicated strategies when they gain more experience. In our simulations with 

heterogeneouss agents, for a strongly unstable cobweb economy, only in about 10% of all 

casess the market settles down to the unique RE steady state. After round 2, the mean 

quadraticc distance between the realized market price and the RE steady state decreases. 

However,, at the same time, the complexity of the price fluctuations increases. In the final 

round,, in more than 60% of the cases apparently chaotic price fluctuations around an 

unstablee RE steady state price arise. 

Inn order to investigate the causes of chaotic behavior, simulations of the same cobweb 

modell with homogeneous, individual strategies are run. In these simulations, convergence 

too the RE steady state price occurs in roughly 30% of all cases, stable periodic price 

fluctuationsfluctuations in about 60% of the cases, whereas chaos only arises in 10% of the cases. 

Moreover,, in the homogenous market simulations the mean squared forecasting errors and 

thee variance of the price fluctuations are significantly higher than in the heterogeneous 

markets.. Apparently, in a majority of cases the homogeneous markets converge to a 'far 

fromfrom the steady state stable cycle', whereas the heterogeneous strongly unstable markets 

convergee most likely to 'close to the steady state chaos'19. If we discard all heterogeneous 
I8Largee differences exist between rounds in these simulations. The results of the 3 r d round, with only 

111 continuous strategies, have a large impact on the overall results. In these simulations 84.4% of the 

pricee sequences converges to a steady state, only 4.4% to a cycle and 11.3% does not converge. 
19'Closee to the steady state' has a relative meaning here, compared to the large amplitude cycles in a 

typicall homogeneous market. Figure 5.2 for example shows that the mean quadratic distance to the RE 

pricee in the last 10 periods of round 4 is about 50, showing that deviations of at least +7 or -7 to the RE 
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situationn simulations in which one of the participating strategies would not converge in 

aa homogenous situation, the percentage of non-convergence decreases only from 50% to 

39%.. This means that, even if all participating strategies are stable in the homogeneous 

situationn (i.e., prices converge to a steady state or to a stable cycle), in the heterogeneous 

marketss the interaction of these different strategies still lead to an unstable outcome 

inn almost 40% of the cases. Finally, characteristics of the participating strategies, like 

continuity,, seem to influence the stability. However, no characteristic of the individual 

strategiess seems crucial for the stability or instability of the market. 

AA tentative explanation of these results is as follows. The S-shaped supply curve 

(seee Figure 5.1) is characterized by high marginal supply in a neighborhood of the RE 

steadyy state price, which may cause (local) instability, and by low marginal supply far 

awayy from the RE steady state price, which may cause stable periodic motion far from 

thee steady state. Consider for example the case where all strategies coincide with naive 

expectations,, or some other simple forecasting rule. An individual forecast below (above) 

thee RE steady state leads to a realized market price far above (below) the RE steady state, 

andd the system converges to a regular, large amplitude stable 2-cycle far from the RE 

steadyy state, with large and systematic forecasting errors. This can not be an equilibrium 

however,, since individual agents would have a strong incentive to improve their forecasts 

andd the cyclic pattern is sufficiently regular to learn from their systematic mistakes and 

exploree other, better prediction strategies. In a heterogeneous market individual forecasts 

willl typically be distributed over an interval containing the RE steady state price leading 

too a realized market price not too far away from the steady state. In the early stages of 

aa heterogeneous market this may lead to large amplitude (regular) price cycles around 

thee steady state, but as agents become more experienced they should be able to reduce 

theirr forecasting errors to a reasonable level thus pushing realized market prices closer 

too the RE steady state. However, as prices move closer to their steady state level, the 

cobwebb system moves to the steep part of the supply curve and enters the local instability 

region.. A decrease of the amplitude of the price fluctuations due to more experience is 

thuss accompanied by an increase of local instability apparently leading to small amplitude 

chaoticc price oscillations. This effect may be intensified by the increasing complexity of 

thee submitted strategies over the rounds. As prices get closer to the steady state and 

startt fluctuating chaotically, it becomes increasingly difficult for individuals to discover 

regularitiess in the observed patterns and to further improve forecasts. A heterogeneous 

markett may thus end up in a boundedly rational chaotic equilibrium in a neighborhood 

off the (unstable) RE steady state, with agents using simple strategies with forecasting 

steadyy state are no exception. 
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errorss which are both of reasonable size and non-systematic, that is, their structure is 

hardd to detect from time series observations. 

Thee interaction of the different strategies together with the local instability of the 

steadyy state is the main source of the complicated price fluctuations in the case with het

erogeneouss agents. These results seem to be in line with the Adaptive Rational Equilibrium 

DynamicsDynamics (A RED) introduced in Brock and Hommes (1997). The ARED is an evolu

tionaryy competition, based upon predictive success, between simple predictions strategies, 

whichh can lead to bifurcation routes to chaos and strange attractors (see Section 2.2.5 

forr an example). In the simplest of all dynamic economic expectations feedback systems, 

thee cobweb model, with a unique but locally unstable RE steady state and no exogenous 

randomm shocks, the interaction of boundedly rational agents can lead to instability and 

chaoss in a neighborhood of the RE steady state. 
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5.AA Instruction s for  formulatin g a strategy (trans-

latedd from Dutch) 

Yourr strategy has to predict prices in a situation that is much like the experiment in which 

youu participated. Therefore we first summarize the essential features of that situation. 

Thee situation 

Inn this experiment you are the adviser to a producer. The nature of the product that is 

beingg produced by this producer is not relevant in this experiment. At the start of each 

periodd you make a prediction of the price of the product in that period. The producer you 

aree coupled with decides how much to produce, based upon your prediction of the price. 

Severall producers are active in one market. Every producer is coupled with exactly one 

adviserr (participant in this experiment) and every adviser with exactly one producer. The 

realizedd price is determined by the total production of all producers in a market and the 

totall consumer demand (the realized price is such that total supply equals total demand). 

Inn this experiment all strategies have the role of adviser; a computer program plays the 

rolee of both producers and consumers. After all predictions are collected, the computer 

calculatess the realized market price. After that the next period starts. 

Informatio n n 

Theree is only a limited amount of information you (your strategy) can use. You do NOT 
know: : 

•• The number of producers that are active in the market of your producer; 

•• The predictions of the other participants; 

•• How producers determine their production based upon your prediction; 

•• How the price is determined by total demand and supply. 

•• You DO know the realized prices of the previous periods as well as how good your 

predictionn has been in these periods. 

Thee consumer demand and the way the production is determined by your prediction may 

differr between markets. Therefore realized prices may also differ considerably between 

markets.. You can interpret this as follows: every simulation (of 20 periods) your strategy 
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iss coupled with a different producer (who may have a different technology) who is active 

onn another market than the previous producer you were coupled with. 

Howw to formulat e a strategy 

AA strategy is a complete plan of action. If you would give your strategy to someone else, he 

orr she should be able to make exactly the predictions that you yourself would have made. 

Yourr strategy should comply with three requirements: your strategy should be complete, 

unambiguouss and informational correct. The requirement of completeness means that 

yourr strategy should provide a prediction in all possible situations. The requirement of 

unambiguousnesss means that your strategy should provide exactly one prediction that is 

aa real number between 0 and 100 in all possible situations. The requirement of informa

tionall correctness means that your strategy only uses information that is available at that 

moment. . 

ExampleExample of an incomplete strategy "In the first period my prediction is 40. In the next 

periodss my prediction is 60 if the previous price was larger than 50 and 40 if the previous 

pricee was lower than 50". 

Thiss strategy is not complete because it provides no prediction if the previous price 

wass exactly 50. 

ExampleExample of an ambiguous strategy "In the first period my prediction is 70. In the next 

periodss I will raise my prediction of the previous period with 10 if my previous predic

tionn was lower than the realized price, I will lower my prediction with 10 if my previous 

predictionn was higher than the previous price and I will maintain my prediction if my 

predictionn error in the previous period was less than 5." 

Thiss strategy is ambiguous because it is unclear what the prediction should be if the 

previouss prediction was (for example) 3 above the realized price: should the prediction be 

maintainedd or decreased by 10? By indicating which rule has priority this strategy can 

bee made unambiguous. 

ExampleExample of an informational incorrect strategy "In the first period my prediction is 45. 

Inn the other periods my prediction depends on the price in period 5. If the price in period 

55 was larger than 40 I predict 30 and otherwise I predict 70". 
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Thiss (rather strange) strategy is informational incorrect because in period 2 through 

55 it is unknown what the price in period 5 will be. 

Inn the examples above the strategies are described in words. However, it is easier to 

checkk whether a strategy complies to all requirements if everybody uses the same nota

tion. . 

Thee present period is indicated as t. The information you can use in period t are the 

realizedd prices of the previous periods p(i),l < i < t — 1 and the predictions of your 

strategyy in the previous periods V(i), 1 < i < t — 1. 

AA strategy consists of two columns. In the first column you put the periods in which 

thatt part of your strategy is valid, in column 2 you put your strategy for these periods. 

Youu can use conditions when describing your strategy, like in the example of a (not neces

sarilyy successful) strategy below. Explanation The prediction of the first period should be 

Periods: : 

tt = 1 

tt = 2 

tt > 2 

Prediction n 

V{t)V{t) = 70 

V{t)V{t) = 50 

iff |V(t - 1) - p{t - 1)| < 10 then V{t) = p{t - 1) else 
yn\yn\ - p(t-2)+V[t-i) 

aa number between 0 and 100 (because no information is yet available). In this example 

aa number is also given in period 2. In periods 3 to 20 this strategy first checks if the 

absolutee value of the error of the previous period (\V(t - 1) — p(t - 1)|) was less than 10. 

Iff that is the case, the prediction is the previous period's price. If that is not the case the 

predictionn is the mean of the price of two periods ago and the previous prediction. 

Notationn of more complicated strategies 

Iff you want to construct more complicated conditional strategies, you have to use brackets. 

Forr example the strategy "If \V{t - 1) - p{t - 1)| < 10 then (If p(t - 1) > 60 then 

V{t)V{t) = p{t - 1) else V{t) = V{t - 1)) else V{t) = (p{t - 2) + V(t - l))/2". In this strategy 

thee prediction depends on the previous price, if the absolute error in the previous period 

wass less than 10. If you have experience with programming in Pascal or Basic, you may 

alsoo use the regular IF-THEN-ELS E statements of Basic or Pascal. You may use all 
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usuall mathematical notations you need. If you are not sure whether your strategy will be 

clearr for our programmer you should tell us when you hand in your strategy, and we will 

checkk the strategy immediately. 

Howw to check a strategy 

Checkk the left column. Does the strategy predict a price in all periods? If not, your 

strategyy is not complete. Check the right column. For each cell in this column (each 

sub-strategy)) you should check the completeness and unambiguousness: is exactly one 

predictionn generated in each possible situation? Check also the information that is used 

inn each column: is this information indeed available? In the example above the sub-

strategyy in the bottom right cell uses the price of two periods ago, and such a strategy 

cann only work from period 3 onwards. 

Thee computer  simulations 

Alll submitted strategies will be programmed and simulated. Each simulation starts with 

thee random draw of some strategies, these strategies will form a market for 20 periods. 

Nextt some random parameters will be drawn which determine the demand and production 

curves.. The market is run for 20 periods and for each participating strategy the quadratic 

predictionn errors are calculated. After thousands of simulations for each strategy the mean 

quadraticc prediction error is calculated and a ranking is made. At the top of this list is the 

strategyy with the smallest mean quadratic error, and strategies below have an increasing 

meann quadratic error. 

Informatio nn about the simulations 

Ass soon as the simulations are run, the ranking list will be made public on the website of 

CeNDEF.. On this list all strategies are identified with a personal code. A printed version 

off the ranking list will be distributed at the Monday classes. All participants will then 

alsoo get a printout of the results of 5 simulations in which their strategy participated. 

Thesee 5 simulations are randomly chosen. 
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5.BB Example of a strategy form (translated from Dutch) 

Strategyy Form 

Yourr personal code: 

Yourr strategy: Please use the following notation: 

Periods: : 

tt = l 

Prediction n 

•• t period number 

•• p(t) realized price in period t 

•• V(t) your prediction in period t 

Thee information you can use in period t are the realized prices of the previous peri

odss p(i), 1 < i < t — 1 and the predictions of your strategy in the previous periods 

V(i),ll <i<t-  1. 

Wee will do the best we can, but in case you later find out that the programmer did not 

programm your strategy the way you meant it, there is nothing we can do about it. The re

sultss of the simulations are final. Therefore, be sure to make exactly clear what you want 

yourr strategy to be and please writ e legible. Don't forget to fill in the questionnaire! 
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5.CC Example of feedback (translated from Dutch) 

Thiss is the feedback subject 1 (who used an adaptive strategy) received after round 2. 

Resultss Strategy Experiment Round 2 

Beloww you find the ranking of the second round. The table displays for each student 

thee mean quadratic error over 20 periods. The student with code 14 has won the fifty 

guilderss of this round! On the next two pages you will find the results of 5 (randomly 

Strategy y 

214 4 

215 5 
227 7 

201 1 

213 3 

210 0 

216 6 

205 5 

209 9 

206 6 

229 9 

224 4 

211 1 

226 6 

223 3 

218 8 

225 5 

204 4 

221 1 

203 3 

219 9 

207 7 

228 8 

212 2 

208 8 

222 2 

202 2 

220 0 

Meann Quadratic Error 

2946.62 2 

3876.26 6 

4347.99 9 

5077.21 1 

5459.69 9 

5718.21 1 

5872.36 6 

5909.91 1 

6953.06 6 

7620.94 4 

7699.34 4 

7752.06 6 

7937.15 5 

8253.44 4 

8287.59 9 

8377.60 0 

8532.96 6 

8615.77 7 

8891.20 0 

9532.42 2 

9866.34 4 

10216.90 0 

10486.71 1 

11126.55 5 

14791.05 5 

16355.44 4 

17282.80 0 

20784.03 3 
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chosen)) simulations. This may help you to get an impression about the situations in 

whichh your strategy performed well or poor. You can hand in your third strategy during 

thee classes at Thursday February 4 and Monday February 8. We will then check your 

strategyy immediately. Please also hand in the short questionnaire. Only if you hand in 

bothh a strategy and a questionnaire you will earn the 5 guilders fee. You can also find 

thiss ranking and the ranking of the next rounds on internet: www.fee.uva.nl/cendef/ 

http://www.fee.uva.nl/cendef/
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Ann example of simulation results of strategy 201 is given below. Each participant 

obtainss 5 simulations after each round. 

Predictionn Realized Price Mean Quadratic Error 

46.777 10.41 

60.044 107.33 

33.100 310.15 

66.933 323.14 

16.788 1184.83 

71.066 583.97 

27.377 508.53 

62.900 249.62 

34.388 215.94 

65.400 330.07 

21.499 784.95 

70.100 580.65 

24.199 616.45 

65.944 400.99 

30.444 323.00 

65.700 381.28 

25.255 545.84 

68.811 534.58 

23.666 620.98 

67.433 482.37 

9095.11 1 

Strategy:: 201 

Period d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

Predicti i 

50.00 0 

49.68 8 

50.71 1 

48.95 5 

51.20 0 

46.90 0 

49.92 2 

47.10 0 

49.07 7 

47.24 4 

49.51 1 

46.01 1 

49.02 2 

45.91 1 

48.42 2 

46.17 7 

48.61 1 

45.69 9 

48.58 8 

45.47 7 
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Strategy:: 201 

Period d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

Prediction n 

50.00 0 

54.67 7 

57.48 8 

55.67 7 

59.26 6 

63.45 5 

61.64 4 

63.99 9 

67.69 9 

65.74 4 

66.68 8 

70.13 3 

68.96 6 

67.11 1 

70.42 2 

70.97 7 

68.49 9 

71.57 7 

73.67 7 

70.19 9 

Realizedd Price 

96.66 6 

82.84 4 

39.31 1 

84.41 1 

92.79 9 

48.94 4 

80.47 7 

93.56 6 

52.10 0 

73.28 8 

94.30 0 

60.78 8 

54.15 5 

93.58 8 

74.83 3 

51.10 0 

93.11 1 

88.36 6 

45.85 5 

85.69 9 

Meann Quadratic Error 

2176.73 3 

794.03 3 

330.33 3 

826.15 5 

1124.14 4 

210.65 5 

354.73 3 

874.42 2 

242.95 5 

56.95 5 

762.80 0 

87.40 0 

219.37 7 

700.40 0 

19.43 3 

394.99 9 

606.15 5 

282.04 4 

773.68 8 

240.41 1 

11077.76 6 
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Strategy:: 201 

Period d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

Predicti i 

50.00 0 

54.30 0 

56.18 8 

57.62 2 

59.12 2 

61.81 1 

61.67 7 

64.96 6 

61.69 9 

64.14 4 

65.93 3 

66.65 5 

66.76 6 

68.51 1 

66.87 7 

69.90 0 

65.76 6 

67.67 7 

69.22 2 

68.53 3 

Predictionn Realized Price Mean Quadratic Error 

93.000 1848.94 

73.111 353.63 

70.577 207.09 

69.633 144.23 

80.611 461.70 

60.733 1.16 

87.988 691.98 

38.777 685.85 

81.288 384.08 

78.522 206.81 

71.688 32.96 

67.533 0.77 

80.777 196.38 

55.411 171.79 

91.055 584.61 

36.822 1093.82 

81.022 232.77 

80.044 153.01 

63.755 29.92 

78.488 98.91 

7580.40 0 
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Strategy:: 201 

Period d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

Predicti i 

50.00 0 

52.64 4 

53.60 0 

54.60 0 

57.97 7 

55.65 5 

59.29 9 

59.39 9 

59.92 2 

63.06 6 

59.78 8 

62.65 5 

62.75 5 

62.61 1 

65.41 1 

62.04 4 

64.49 9 

64.35 5 

64.04 4 

66.60 0 

Predictionn Realized Price Mean Quadratic Error 

76.377 695.12 

62.266 92.57 

63.622 100.42 

81.522 724.46 

39.444 343.02 

84.799 848.89 

60.077 0.60 

63.666 18.21 

85.033 630.52 

36.822 688.41 

82.766 527.90 

63.411 0.57 

61.644 1.23 

85.000 501.56 

38.455 726.50 

81.655 384.41 

63.400 1.18 

61.844 6.30 

84.511 419.04 

37.755 832.43 

7543.34 4 
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Predictionn Realized Price Mean Quadratic Error 

83.399 1115.13 

71.133 316.53 

42.399 161.94 

72.433 345.25 

68.144 143.25 

62.566 23.93 

69.255 120.53 

52.177 55.99 

76.866 329.35 

55.222 33.17 

68.877 74.03 

61.711 0.14 

64.877 12.18 

60.855 0.94 

70.444 76.48 

53.299 90.38 

74.700 171.44 

54.144 82.89 

69.655 57.03 

60.277 7.73 

3218.32 2 

Strategy:: 201 

Period d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

Predicti i 

50.00 0 

53.34 4 

55.12 2 

53.85 5 

56.17 7 

57.66 6 

58.28 8 

59.65 5 

58.71 1 

60.98 8 

60.26 6 

61.34 4 

61.38 8 

61.82 2 

61.70 0 

62.79 9 

61.60 0 

63.24 4 

62.10 0 

63.05 5 
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Chapterr 6 

AA Simple Asset Pricing Model 

6.11 Introductio n 

Inn this chapter we introduce a standard dynamic asset pricing model (for more details 

aboutt this model see Cuthbertson (1996), Lucas (1978) and Brock and Hommes (1998)) 

whichh is the underlying price generating process in the experiments of Chapters 7 and 8. 

Firstt we derive the market equilibrium price of the risky asset in a world where agents 

havee to choose between investing in the risky asset and investing in a risk free asset. After 

thiss we consider the dynamics of the asset pricing model under the benchmark of rational 

expectations.. The asset pricing model has multiple RE solutions, namely a (constant) 

fundamentall RE price, given by the discounted sum of expected future dividends, as 

welll as rational bubble solutions, growing at a rate equal to the risk free rate of return. 

Wee also discuss asset pricing dynamics under simple forecasting rules such as naive and 

adaptivee expectations. Furthermore, we give an example of the asset pricing model with 

heterogeneouss agents. In the asset pricing model evolutionary competition between two 

simplee forecasting rules can lead to complicated, chaotic price dynamics. In Chapters 7 

andd 8 we report the results of experiments on expectation formation with this standard 

assett pricing model. 

6.22 An asset pricin g model 

Considerr an asset market with H trader types, indexed by h. Each trader can invest his 

moneyy in a risk free asset (e.g. a savings deposit) with a risk free gross rate of return 

RR = I + r, where r is the real interest rate, or he can invest his money in a risky asset 

withh price pt in period t paying an uncertain dividend yt in period t. We assume these 

113 3 
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dividendss to be independently and identically distributed (IID) with mean y and variance 

üy.üy. Denote by zht the number of shares of the risky asset purchased by trader type h in 

periodd t. The trader's realized wealth in period t + 1 is 

WWhh,t+i,t+i  = RWhit + (p t+i + yt+l - Rpt)zht. (6.1) 

Traderr type /i's subjective beliefs about the evolution of wealth are characterized by their 

subjectivee conditional mean Eht and subjective conditional variance Vht- Traders are 

mean-variancee optimizers, that is, their demand of shares corresponds to the solution of 

maxmaxZhtZht{E{Ehtht(W(Wt+1t+1)) - \aVht{Wt+,)} 

==  maxZht{zhtEht{pt+i  + yt+1 - Rpt) - \azltVht{pt+\ + yt+1 - Rpt)}, 

wheree a measures the degree of risk aversion (assumed to be the same for all traders). We 

assumee Vkt{pt+i + yt+i — Rpt) = c 2 , for all h, that is, traders believe that the conditional 

variancee of excess returns is constant (and the same for all traders). There is no harm in 

thiss assumption since we deal only with point predictions of traders and not with trader's 

beliefss about the distribution of returns. The actual demand for the risky asset by trader 

typee h is given by 
EhtJPt+iEhtJPt+i + i/t+i - Rpt) , c o v 

ZhtZht = 5 • (6.2) 

Noticee that trader h will supply the asset if he/she expects a (large) decrease in its 

price.. Besides the demand or supply of the mean-variance optimizers there is a random 

outsidee supply (or demand) of fit shares per trader, which is independently and identically 

distributedd with mean 0 and variance a^. The market equilibrium condition becomes 

HH \ H 

J2J2ZZ>*>*  = —2 S Eht(pt+i + yt+i - Rpt) = /**, (6.3) 
h=ih=i  a a h=i 

whichh can be written as 

11 A 
RRP*P* = 77 X, Eht(Pt+i +yt+i)+£u  (6-4) 

nn /i=i 

wheree et = — ^ - / J ( . The equilibrium condition (6.4) says that today's asset price is 

determinedd by beliefs about tomorrow's asset price and tomorrow's dividend and an extra 

noisee term. Notice that, when traders have to make a prediction for the price in period £+1 

theyy do not know the market price pt in period t yet, and they can only use information 

upp till time t — l l . 
1Inn our experiments of Chapters 7 and 8, when forecasting pt+i  subjects thus only have prices 

PiiP2tt ••••iPt-i in their information set. 
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Ann important feature of the asset pricing model is its self-confirming nature: if all 

traderss have a high/low prediction the realized price will also be high/low. This important 

featuree is characteristic for a speculative asset market: if traders expect a high price, the 

demandd for the risky asset will be high, and as a consequence the realized market price 

willl be high assuming that the supply is fixed. For the cobweb model with a production 

lagg we showed that a high prediction leads to a high supply which results in a low realized 

markett price. Whereas the cobweb model is an expectations reversing feedback system, 

thee asset pricing model is an expectations self-confirming feedback system. 

6.33 Expectations in the asset pricin g model 

Thee basic equilibrium price equation of the asset pricing model is equation (6.4). The 

developmentt of the asset price depends upon the (subjective) expectations of the traders. 

Inn this section we will consider the dynamics of the asset pricing model under rational 

expectationss as well as under boundedly rational prediction strategies. 

6.3.11 The fundamental solution and rational bubbles 

Underr rational expectations the subjective expectation Eht of trader h is equal to the 

objectivee mathematical conditional expectation Eu for all h. Equation (6.4) then reduces 

to o 

RpRptt = Et(pt+i  + yt+i)  + et. (6.5) 

Afterr K steps of repeated substitution we find 

EEtt(p(pt+Kt+K )) *Et(yt+k) 1 
VtVt - ~ W - + L —jjï— + j£u (6-6) 

wheree we have used EtEt+k(-) = Et{-) and Et+k(£t) = 0 for k > 0. In recent years, 

aa number of contributions have established that bubbles can occur under rational ex

pectations,, see e.g. Tirole (1982, 1985). There are two types of RE solutions. Some

timess the solution paths are required to satisfy the transversality or no-bubbles condition 

lim*-—ooo *t$K' = 0- Given this condition we have 

_~E_~Ett(y(yt+kt+k)) 1 
ftft -£~ï?~-£~ï?~++ïÉïÉeiei ''  (6-7) 

whichh equals the present discounted value of expected future dividends, plus a noise term. 

Thee first part of this solution is usually called the fundamental price pA For the IID 
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dividendd process with mean Eyt = y, the fundamental price is constant and given by 

// _ V _ V_ 
V' V' R-\ R-\ 

(6.8) ) 

Underr rational expectations when the transversality condition is satisfied and dividends 

aree IID, market equilibrium prices evolve according to pt = pf + ^et, i.e. prices are 

randomm fluctuations around the constant fundamental price p1. However, there is a priori 

noo convincing reason why the no-bubbles condition should hold. In fact, it can easily be 

checkedd that, when there is no noise, i.e. et = 0, any solution of the form 

Pt Pt 
bb = Rtc + p}=Rtc+^-, c >> 0 (6.9) ) 

iss an RE solution satisfying (6.4). These solutions are called rational bubbles. They 

groww with the gross rate of return R and a solution exists for each c > 0, with actual 

pricess evolving according to pt = p\ + ^et- Hence, under rational expectations there is a 

continuumm of (exploding) solution orbits. These bubble solutions are often ignored and 

attentionn is given primarily to the fundamental solution p1. Figure 6.1 (a) shows the 

fundamentall solution while Figure 6.1 (b) shows four bubble solutions. The parameters 

yy and r correspond to the values of the parameters in the experiments of Chapter 7. 

Importantt questions we try to answer is whether the participants in the experiment of 

p'== 40(1 05 j • 60 / 

// p'= 15(1.05)' + 6Q-"' 

- ' ' " '' . - - " ' PÏ" 5(1 OS)' • 60.. .-• 

p,== (1.05) +60 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 *0 45 50 55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(a)) fundamental solution (b) bubble solutions 

Figuree 6.1: (a): the RE fundamental solution, ps = 60, with y = 3 and r = 0.05. (b): 

fourr  RE bubble solutions (6.9), for c = 1, 5,15 and 40, with y = 3 and r = 0.05. 

Chapterr 7 will coordinate on the fundamental solution or on one of the rational bubbles 

solutions. . 

6.3.22 Boundedly rational prediction strategies 

Thee rational expectations hypothesis is quite demanding. It requires that traders know 

thee underlying asset pricing model and use this to compute the conditional expectation 
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forr the future price and that they do not make structural forecast errors. In particular, 

inn a heterogeneous world RE requires knowledge about the beliefs of all other traders. 

AA RE solution will only prevail when traders coordinate on one of the possible rational 

expectationss equilibria. In this section we investigate the price behavior when the agents 

inn the model use simple forecasting rules. They do not have (exact) knowledge of the 

underlyingg model, but have their own beliefs about the development of asset prices and 

usee this belief and the available time series observations to predict the price. The beliefs 

off the traders are sometimes called the perceived laws of motion. Given those perceived 

lawss of motion the underlying model (6.4) is then referred to as the implied actual law 

ofof motion. An important objective for this thesis is to get some insights into the nature 

off the perceived laws of motion people actually use. We assume that, when traders have 

too predict a price for time t + 1, they know the interest rate r (which is constant over 

time),, the realized price up to time t — 1 and their own price predictions up to time t. We 

assumee that the IID dividend process yt = y + St is common knowledge and Eh>tyt+1 = y 

forr all h. The market equilibrium price in (6.4) then simplifies to 

11 H v 1 
P*=RH^P*=RH^ Eht(pt+1ï + R + R£tl ( 6 ' 1 0 ) 

AA general form of traders forecasting rule or prediction strategy is 

EEhtht{Pt+i){Pt+i)  = Pe
h<t+i  = fht{pt-uPt-2, • • • ,PuPe

hvPh,t-u • • • .Pfti-fr r), (6.11) 

wheree fht can be any (possibly time-varying) function. There are no restrictions on the 

specificationn fht and the possibilities are therefore unbounded2. Given traders forecasting 

ruless (6.11), the implied actual law of motion becomes 

11 H ~ 1 
P*P* = JÏÜ £ ht(Pt-i,Pt~2, • • • ,Pi,Pfct,Pfc,t_i, • • • ,PM,J/, r) + - | + —et. (6.12) 

Thee actual dynamics of prices is to a great extent characterized by the prediction strategies 

usedd by the traders. In particular, if all traders use linear prediction strategies, the 

(deterministicc part of the) development of prices will also be linear. An important feature 

iss that the asset pricing model is stable in the sense that if traders (on average) do not 

expectt prices to diverge too fast the asset price will converge to a steady state. This can 

bee seen by rewriting (6.4) as 

»» - ? - r b « « - *> ) 
2Noticee that traders have all necessary information (the risk free rate of return r and the mean dividend 

y)y) to calculate the fundamental price pf = * and use this as their forecast. 
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wheree pf+l  = jj  Hh=iPh,t+i *s the average prediction for period t + 1 and where we have 

takenn et = 0 for convenience. It follows that the realized price will always lie between the 

averagee price prediction p t + i and the fundamental price p* = ^ . 

Itt is now easy to see that there are two types of perfect foresight solutions. The first 

arisess when all traders predict the fundamental price. 

PUi=PPUi=P ff-- (6-H) 

Givenn the fundamental forecast (6.14) the realized market price (6.13) becomes 

pptt=pf=pf = ^, (6.15) 

r r 

Thee second perfect foresight solution occurs when all traders believe that the price devi

ationn from the fundamental grows by the gross rate of return each period, i.e. 

ppee
t+lt+l =pi+{\=pi+{\  + r)\Pt_x-pl). (6.16) 

Iff all agents believe in exploding prices, (6.16), the implied actual law of motion (6.13) 

becomes s 

pptt-p-pff={l={l  + r){pt.1-p
f). (6.17) 

Thatt is, if agents expect the price deviation from the fundamental to grow each period 

withh the gross rate of return, the price will grow with the gross rate of return and this 

belieff is self-fulfilling. Hence, both these perfect foresight solutions are self-fulfilling in 

thee sense that what they expect will be realized. 

Bubbless can only occur in this framework if traders expect them to occur. For example, 

iff traders believe that 

plplt+1t+1 = #*_! , p>R (6.18) 

pricess grow (on average) with rate ^ > 1 and a speculative bubble emerges. This specu

lativee bubble coincides with the rational bubble if and only if (3 = R2. The asset pricing 

modell therefore has a self-confirming nature: if traders expect prices to explode, it is 

likelyy that prices will indeed explode. 

Thee simplest examples of this type of prediction strategies were already discussed in 

Chapterr 2 for the cobweb model and correspond to naive expectations, where 

ppee
hh,,t+1t+1=Pt-i.=Pt-i.  (6.19) 

Underr the assumption that all traders have naive expectations the price dynamics (6.13) 

reducess to a linear difference equation with steady state p* and slope -^, 

PtPt =  T^—(pt-i+rpf). (6.20) 
11 + r 
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Sincee the slope is 0-  ̂ lies between 0 and 1 prices converge monotonically to the steady 

state.. The asset pricing model is stable under naive expectations and there is (slow and 

monotonie)) convergence to the steady state because the slope is close to 1. 

Anotherr simple prediction strategy is adaptive expectations, where 

Pfc.t+ii = wPt-i + (1 - «OPL = Pit + W(JH-I - pe
ht) (6.21) 

andd 0 < w < 1 (notice that w = 1 corresponds to naive expectations). Intuitively, 

predictionn strategies where people try to learn the equilibrium price, for example by some 

kindd of recursive least squares learning process, will also converge monotonically to the 

fundamentall price. 

Noww suppose that traders use forecast errors to update their prediction, that is, their 

currentt prediction is their previous prediction adapted in the direction of the last obser

vation.. If the price lies above (below) the fundamental value, the predictions are above 

(below)) the price and on average the agents will adjust their predictions downward (up

ward).. For this type of prediction strategy the price will also monotonically converge to 

thee fundamental price. 

Wee conclude this discussion on boundedly rational prediction strategies by looking at 

thee class of linear autoregressive prediction strategies with 2 lags, that is 

Pfc,t+ii = ah + PhiPt-i + Ph2Pt-2- (6.22) 

Wee will refer to (6.22) as an AR(2) prediction rule. If all traders use an ^4^(2) prediction 

rule,, the implied actual law of motion (6.4) becomes 

pptt = -(or + Pipt-t + fopt-2) + | + jet (6.23) 

wheree a = jj  Y,h=\ Qh and fit = jj  E?=i 0M- Depending on the values of /?i and 02 one 

cann have different types of price dynamics. In particular, if 0\ + 4Rfo < 0 the price 

willl oscillate around the steady state price. These oscillations will converge to the steady 

statee if -R < fy < ^ , but they will explode when /32 < -R. On the other hand, if 

/3j22 + 4R/3? > 0, the prices move monotonically or jump up and down, one period below 

thee steady state and the next period above the steady state. If \(3\\ + |/?2| < R, these 

pricee movements converge to the steady state, otherwise they explode. In particular, for 

PiPi + 02 > R, a speculative bubble occurs. Hence, this simple class of prediction strategies 

cann already enforce many different types of dynamical behavior on the asset pricing model. 

Itt will be useful that the AR{2) prediction strategy can be rewritten as 

Pfc,t+ii = a + PPt-i + 6iPt-i ~ Pt-2), (6.24) 
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wheree (3 = (3\ + & and 5 = -02- Expressed in this way the AR(2) prediction strategy 

providess a nice intuition. Participants believe that the price will be determined by the 

lastt observation (the first two terms on the right-hand side) but they also try to follow 

thee trend in the prices (expressed in the third term): if 5 > 0 they believe that an upward 

movementt in prices will continue the next period, whereas if 5 < 0, they believe an upward 

movementt in the prices will be (partially) offset by a downward movement in prices in 

thee next period. 

6.44 The fundamental robot trader 

Brockk and Hommes (1998) investigated evolutionary dynamics in the asset pricing model 

withh heterogeneous beliefs. Each belief is used by a fraction riht of the population and 

thesee fractions, n^t of trader type /i, change over time. Market equilibrium price is given 

by: : 
H H 

RpRptt = Y, nhtEht(pt+i + Vt+i), (6-25) 
h=i h=i 

wheree there is a large population of traders but a finite set of prediction strategies 

Eht{pt+\),Eht{pt+\), h — 1 , . . . , i/- The fractions n^t of trader type h changes over time according 

too differences in profits generated by the different prediction strategies. More precisely, 

thee fractions are given by the discrete choice 'probabilities' 

ZtZt = ÖL i exp(/?7rw), (6.26) 

wheree Zt is a normalization factor such that all fractions add up to one and Xhit is the 

profitt generated in the recent past by forecasting strategy h. Brock and Hommes (1998) 

considerr some examples with only a few (2,3 or 4) prediction strategies. They show that 

ass evolutionary pressure, i.e. the intensity of choice parameter (3, increases the interac

tionn between heterogeneous forecasting rules and the evolutionary competition leads to 

complicatedd dynamics, possibly with asset prices and returns moving on a strange at-

tractor.. They distinguish between different types of traders, so-called fundamentalists 

andd technical analysts. The fundamentalists believe that the price is determined by the 

fundamentalss of the economy (in this case, the interest rate and the mean dividend). The 

technicall analysts try to predict the price by looking carefully at the time series of the 

assett price and by extrapolating price trends. In general, the presence of fundamentalists 

hass a stabilizing effect on the price, whereas technical analysts may destabilize the price 

byy self-fulfilling speculative bubbles. In a market with two of these opposing forces fluc

tuationss in the asset price arise naturally. It is interesting to note that the evolutionary 

n h tt = e x p ^ 
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dynamicss is characterized by switching between price fluctuations close to the RE funda

mentall price and temporary RE or speculative bubble solutions. Traders are boundedly 

rationall in the sense that most agents switch to strategies that have performed well in 

thee recent past. 

Inn one of the treatments of the experiment of Chapter 7 we use a specification of 

thee asset pricing model that incorporates evolving fractions. In this setup, besides the H 

differentt traders, there is a fundamentalist, called a "robot trader", who always expects the 

pricee to be equal to the fundamental price p*. The robot trader acts as a 'stabilizing force', 

pushingg prices in the direction of the fundamental price. See e.g. DeGrauwe, DeWachter 

andd Embrechts (1993) for a discussion of a similar 'stabilizing force' in an exchange rate 

modell with fundamentalists and chartists. Kyle and Xiong (2001) introduce a long-term 

investorr that holds a risky asset proportionally to the spread between the asset price and 

itss fundamental value. This is similar to our setup, where the amount the robot trader 

investss depends upon the distance between the price and the fundamental price. The 

largerr the distance between the market price and the fundamental price the more the 

traderr will invest. Market equilibrium price in the presence of such a robot trader is given 

by y 
11 H 1 1 1 

PtPt = RH ^ ( 1 " n t ^ h ' ( P t + 1 ) + RUtpf +~RV+ ~R£u ( 6 '2 7) 

wheree nt is given by 

nntt=l-=l-  exp(-A|p t-! - pf\). (6.28) 

Wee will refer to this fundamentalist trader as the robot trader. Figure 6.2 shows a picture 

off the weight of the robot trader, as a function of pt-i> for A = 0.005 and pf = 60, which 

aree the values that are used in the experiments in Chapter 7. Notice that the fraction 

off robot traders nt equals 0 when the market price pt equals pf. For prices pt close to 

thee fundamental price p* the fraction nt of robot traders will be small. The fraction nt 

willl increase when prices move further away from the fundamental. One interpretation of 

suchh a 'stabilizing force' is that when prices are far from the fundamental price it becomes 

moree likely that they will return to the fundamental. 

Theree are some important consequences of this robot trader. First, the system becomes 

nonlinear,, even if all traders use linear prediction strategies. This implies that in the 

presencee of a robot trader typical features such as endogenous fluctuations and multiplicity 

off equilibria may occur even when all other traders use linear forecasting rules. Second, 

speculativee bubbles diverging to infinity are excluded in the presence of the robot trader, 

sincee exploding prices will lead to an increasing weight of the robot trader, which stabilizes 

thee prices. Notice that in the presence of a robot trader, the RE fundamental solution 
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200 40 60 80 100 

Figuree 6.2: Weight of Robot trader as function of the price pt-\-

seemss more likely than a RE bubble solution due to the stabilizing force of the robot 

trader. . 

6.55 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter we showed the most important features of the asset pricing model. We 

showedd that there are multiple RE solutions, a constant RE fundamental price and infi

nitelyy many explosive rational bubble solutions. Furthermore, we show that even with very 

simplee boundedly rational prediction rules complicated price behavior can occur. How

ever,, simple rules such as naive expectations and adaptive expectations lead to monotonie 

convergencee to the steady state fundamental price. The asset pricing model is thus stable 

underr naive expectations. An important difference with the cobweb model is that the 

assett pricing model has a self-confirming nature. That is, if all traders believe a high/low 

pricee a high/low price will emerge. In Chapters 7 and 8 we use this asset pricing model 

too investigate expectation formation in the laboratory. 



Chapterr 7 

Speculativee Bubbles and 

Coordinationn in an Asset Pricing 

Experiment t 

7.11 Introductio n 

Inn the field of financial economics there are two opposing branches of research. The 

efficientt markets, rational expectations approach of Fama (1970) and many others and 

thee psychological approach of e.g. Shiller (1989). According to Fama (1970) a market 

iss efficient when there exist no systematic price patterns that allow arbitrage to yield a 

positivee expected net profit. Shiller (1989) argues that Fama (1970) ignores the psycho

logicall and possibly irrational behavior of traders. In this chapter we discuss asset pricing 

experimentss to investigate which of these two approaches is more relevant. 

Inn the previous chapter we showed that the dynamic asset pricing model has multiple 

REE solutions: a (constant) fundamental price and explosive rational bubbles. Further

more,, we showed that non-rational speculative bubbles emerge easily if subjects use trend 

followingg forecasting rules. 

Byy now there is quite a sizable literature on experimental asset markets (see Sunder 

(1995)) for an overview). In all of these experiments subjects have to trade in one or more 

assets.. Many of these experiments focus on asymmetric information between subjects 

(e.g.. the presence of insiders) and investigate the dissemination and aggregation of in

formationn in these experimental asset markets (see Sunder (1992) and Plott and Sunder 

(1988)).. The experimental study of bubbles and crashes started with a seminal paper by 

Smith,, Suchanek and Williams (1988). They investigated an experimental asset market 
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withh one asset that payed dividends for 15 periods. There are no asymmetries in their 

setup.. However, bubbles emerged in most of the experiments with prices increasing above 

thee fundamental value and collapsing towards the end of the 15 period experiments. The 

writerss explained this behavior by a lack of common expectations which induces specula

tionn and drives the emergence of asset bubbles. Smith, Suchanek and Williams (1988, p. 

832) ) 

. . .. the bubbles can occur when traders are uncertain that future prices will 

trackk the fundamental value, because they doubt the rationality of other 

traders,, and therefore speculate in the belief that there are opportunities for 

futuree capital gains. 

Laterr research corroborated the results in slightly different designs (King et al. (1993), 

Porterr and Smith (1995)). Recently Lei, Noussair and Plott (2001) showed that even 

iff speculation is prohibited (that is, a subject can only buy or only sell the asset, but 

subjectss are not able to trade in the asset to engage in capital gains) bubbles occur. They 

claimm that this is due to irrationality instead of a lack of common expectations. They 

alsoo conjecture that bubbles are partly due to the fact that subjects in an experiment 

aree biased to actively participate in the experiment. That is, participants believe that 

theyy have to do something in the experiment. Since the only thing they can do in these 

experimentss is to trade, they trade. Smith, van Boening and Wellford (2000) investigate 

thee effect of the dividend structure on the outcomes and show that the concentration of 

dividendd value in time helps to create common endogenous expectations. Noussair, Robin 

andd Ruffieux (2000) show that if the fundamental value of the asset is constant they also 

observee bubbles. 

InIn this chapter we investigate expectation formation in a controlled experimental asset 

pricingg environment. Subject are asked to predict the price of a risky asset. They do not 

havee knowledge of the underlying market equilibrium equations, but they know all past 

realizedd prices and, of course, their own past predictions. Their earnings are inversely 

relatedd to the average prediction error they make. The realized price is some function of 

thee forecasts of all market participants, Two different treatments are considered. In the 

firstt treatment the asset market is populated by six subjects. In the second treatment the 

markett is populated by six subjects and a robot trader which always expects the market 

pricee to be equal to the fundamental price. The influence of the robot trader increases 

ass the spread between the fundamental price and the realized price increases. The robot 

traderr can therefore be seen as a 'stabilizing force' which tries to push the market price 

backk to the fundamental price. 
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InIn the following we try to answer three important questions: (i) Does the rational 

expectationss hypothesis give a good description of realized market prices? (ii) How do 

agentss form predictions? In particular, do agents use simple (linear) forecasting rules? 

Iss there any learning behavior going on? (iii) What is the influence of the robot trader? 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 describes the design of the experiment. 

Sectionn 7.3 presents an analysis of the experimental results in the No Robot treatment and 

Sectionn 7.4 presents the results in the Robot treatment. Concluding remarks are given in 

Sectionn 7.5. The appendix contains some auxiliary information. 

7.22 Experimental design 

Wee consider two treatments: the NoRobot treatment and the Robot treatment. In the 

NoRobotNoRobot treatment an experimental asset market consists of 6 participants and lasts for 

500 periods. In total 36 subjects (6 groups) participated in this treatment. In the Robot 

treatmentt an experimental asset market consists of 6 participants and a robot trader and 

lastss for 51 periods. In total 42 subjects (7 groups) participated in this treatment. Sub

jectss (mostly undergraduates in economics, chemistry and psychology) were recruited by 

meanss of announcements on information boards in university buildings. The computer

izedd experiment was conducted in the CREED laboratory. It lasted for approximately 

1.55 hours and average earnings are 21.63 Dutch guilders (« 9.81 Euro) in the NoRobot 

treatmentt and 49.45 Dutch guilders (22.44 Euro) in the Robot treatment. 

Inn financial markets traders are involved in two related activities: prediction and 

trade.trade. They make a prediction concerning the future price of the stock, and given this 

prediction,, they make a trading decision. The experiment is aimed at investigating the 

wayy subjects form predictions. Given the predictions made by subjects the computer 

derivess individual demand from mean-variance maximization as given by the optimal 

demandd equation (6.2) in the previous chapter. Each subject therefore acts as an advisor 

orr a professional forecaster and is paired with one trader, which may be thought of as a 

largee pension fund. The subject has to make the most accurate prediction for this trader 

andd then the trader (i.e. the computer) decides how much to trade. The earnings of the 

subjectss in the experiment are determined by their prediction accuracy. 

Thee experiment is presented to the participants as follows. The participants are told 

thatt they are an advisor to a pension fund and that this pension fund can invest its money 

inn a risky asset (the stock market) or in a risk free asset (a bank account). The task of 

thee advisor (i.e. the participant) is to predict the price of the risky asset. Participants 

knoww that the price of the asset is determined by market equilibrium between demand and 
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supplyy of the asset. Although they do not know the exact underlying market equilibrium 

equationn they are informed that the higher their forecast is, the larger will be the fraction 

off money invested in the risky asset and the larger will be the demand for stocks. They do 

nott know the investment strategy of the pension fund they are advising and the investment 

strategiess of the other pension funds but they do know how many pension funds are in 

thiss market. The participants are not explicitly informed about the fact that the price of 

thee asset depends on their prediction and the prediction of the other participants. They 

alsoo do not know the identity of the other members of the group. 

Thee information for the participants is given in computerized instructions. Compre

hensionn of the instructions is checked by two control questions. At the beginning of the 

experimentt the participants are given two sheets of paper with a summary of all necessary 

information,, general information, information about the stock market, information about 

thee investment strategies of the pension funds, forecasting task of the financial advisor 

andd information about the earnings. The information on the handout summarizes the 

computerizedd instructions. The handout also contains information about the financial 

parameterss (mean dividend and risk free rate of return) with which an accurate predic

tionn of the fundamental price can be made. Finally they are given a table from which 

theyy can read, for a given forecast error, their earnings (see Appendix 7.B). Appendix 7. A 

containss an English translation of the information given to the participants. 

Inn every period t in the experiment the task of the participants is to predict the 

pricee of the risky asset in period t + 1, given the available information. This information 

consistt of past prices of the risky asset p t_1 )p f_2 , . . . ,pi and past individual predictions 

Pht>Ph,t-i>> • • • >PM- Participants also know the interest rate r and the mean y of the IID 

dividendd process. In periods 1 and 2 no information about past prices is available but 

thee subjects are told that their price forecast has to be between 0 and 100. At the end 

off period r, when all predictions for period t + 1 have been submitted, the participants 

aree informed about the realized market price in period t and earnings in that period are 

revealed.. Figure 7.1 shows an English translation of the computer screen the participants 

aree facing during the experiment. On the screen the subjects are informed about their 

earningss in the previous period, total earnings, a table of the last twenty prices and the 

correspondingg predictions and a time series of the prices and the predictions. Recall from 

Chapterr 6, equation (6.27), that the market equilibrium price is given by 

11 1 6 

PtPt = TT^ f i ^ ~ n<)?M+i + n*P f + V +  £t],  (7.1) 

wheree H = 6 is the number of subjects, nt = 0 in the NoRobot treatment and nt is 

givenn by (6.28), with A = 0.005, in the Robot treatment. The risk free rate of return, 
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Price e 
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64.31 1 
49.87 7 
44.44 1 
36.24 4 
34.32 2 
27.39 9 
28.32 2 
36.22 2 
43.64 4 
49.66 6 
37.92 2 
38.72 2 

Figuree 7.1: Typical computer screen of a subject during the experiment. Time series of 

predictionn and real values were plotted in different colors. 

rr = 0.05 and the mean dividend y — 3 so that p* = jf = 60. Recall from Chapter 6 that 

inn the Robot treatment nt will increase as the price pt moves away from the fundamental 

pricee p*. The earnings of the participants consist of a "show-up" fee of 10 Dutch guilders 

(11 Dutch guilder is approximately 0.45 Euro) and of the earnings from the experiment 

whichh depended upon their forecasting errors. The number of points earned in period t 

byy participant h is given by the quadratic scoring rule 

ehteht = max{1300 
1300 0 
49 9 (ft-A) a,o>, , (7.2) ) 

wheree 1300 points is equivalent to 1 Dutch guilder. Notice that earnings in period t are 

zeroo when \pt — p%t\ > 7. 

7.33 The NoRobot treatment 

Inn this section we discuss the results from the NoRobot treatment. The participants in 

thiss treatment are informed that their predictions in the first two periods have to lie 

betweenn 0 and 100. Furthermore, the program does not accept predictions above 1000 in 

anyy period, but the participants are not informed about this in advance. If, in a certain 

period,, a participant predicts a price higher than 1000, the computer screen will notify 

himm that predictions above 1000 are not accepted and that the participant has to submit 

aa new and lower prediction. Notice that in theory rational bubbles are excluded if it is 

publicc information that asset prices cannot exceed 1000. Notice also that the upper bound 

off 1000 is approximately 16 times the RE fundamental price pt = 60. Furthermore, there 

aree no random demand or supply shocks in the NoRobot treatment (et = 0, for all t). In 

Sectionn 7.3.1 the behavior of the realized asset prices is discussed, and in Section 7.3.2 
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thee individual prediction strategies of the participants are analyzed. 

7.3.11 Behavior  of the asset prices 

Figuree 7.2 gives the realized prices in the NoRobot treatment for the six different sessions. 

Thee most striking feature is that in 5 of the 6 groups the realized price approaches 1000 

andd subsequently drops, and hence a bubble seems to occur in these groups. In 4 of these 

55 groups the bubble "bursts" because price forecasts are restricted to be below 1000. In 

groupp 6, however, the bubble bursts earlier (the maximum value of the asset price in that 

groupp is 749.62 in period 29) which can, most likely, not be attributed to the existence of 

thee upper limit1. In group 1 the upper bound is not reached, but the maximum realized 

assett price is still a factor 3 or 4 larger than the fundamental price. 

Lett us now describe some other general features of the evolution of asset prices in the 

NoRobotNoRobot treatment. First consider the 'atypical' group 1, where no bubble occurs. In this 

groupp there are some sudden jumps in the asset price. These jumps are due to very high 

predictionss of individual participants2. Apart from these jumps, the time series of the 

realizedd prices moves towards the fundamental price of 60 in an oscillatory fashion (we 

alsoo encounter this type of dynamics in the Robot treatment, see the discussion in Section 

7.4).. Also for groups 5 and 6 prices seem to settle down in the first 20 periods, after which 

thee emergence of the bubble is "triggered". Now let us turn to groups 2 to 6 and consider 

whatt happens when prices approach the upper bound of 1000. Since there is an upper 

boundd on predictions, the realized price will eventually stop increasing.3 Predictions will 

decrease,, which will be followed by a decrease in realized prices. For all groups (except 

groupp 6) the price subsequently falls to the lowest value since the start of the experiment.4 

Afterr this minimum the price increases again and reaches another peak (except for group 

5),, which is typically rather high but not as high as the first peak. Subsequently the 

'Inn each of the groups 2,3,4 and 5 there are at least 4 participants with a highest prediction of 999 
orr 1000, whereas the highest prediction in group 6 is 906. 

2Forr period 7 participant 6 predicts a price of 448.70, for period 11 participant 1 predicts a price of 
10000 and for period 29 participant 6 predicts a price of 908.80. A similar sudden jump occurs in period 
144 in group 5, where participant 3 predicts a price of 1000 for period 15. 

3Actually,, the maximum possible value of the realized price is pmax = '1C^5 = 955^-. In groups 
2,, 3, 4 and 5 the price actually comes close to this maximum price (934.54, 931.11, 954.75, 940.16, with 
impliedd averages predictions of 978.27, 974.67,999.49 and 984.17, respectively) and in group 6 the highest 
realizedd price is 749.62, (with an implied average price of 784,1) which is also more than 12 times the RE 
fundamentall price. 

4Thee subsequent minimum prices for groups 2 - 6 are given by 36.95, 9.68, 9.21, 12.56 and 27.29, 
respectively. . 
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Figuree 7.2: The realized prices of the risky asset for the different groups in the NoRobot 

treatment. . 
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pricee decreases again (followed by yet another peak in group 4). This suggest that, after 

thee first exploding bubble hits the upper bound, the dynamics in most of the groups 

iss driven by the interaction between participants trying to extrapolate trends and the 

restrictionss on the price predictions of 0 and 1000. Also, since the height of the respective 

"booms"" decreases over time and the frequency with which these booms occur increases 

onee might conjecture that in the long run the realized prices will eventually converge to 

aa neighborhood of the fundamental price. We end the discussion of the behavior of the 

assett prices in the NoRobot treatment by addressing the following two questions: i) do 

thee observed bubbles correspond to rational bubbles? ii)  is the experimental asset market 

efficient? efficient? 

Thee nature of the experimental bubbles 

Alongg a rational bubble we have pt - pf + Rlc, i.e. prices grow with a constant rate, 

thee risk free gross rate of return R = 1 4- r. Now consider the series qt = ln(pt — pf). If 

pricess evolve according to a rational bubble we have qt = In c +1 In R and qt+i  — qt = In .ft. 

Figuree 7.3 plots qt+\  — qt against t for groups 2 — 6. A few remarks on the data we use are in 

order.. Since the upper bound on price predictions flattens the last part of the bubble, the 

lastt observation we take into account is the last one that satisfies pt — p£_i > pt_i — pt-i-

Onn the other hand, qt only exists when the price is above the fundamental value and since 

inn all experiments the price starts out below the fundamental value, p* = Jf = 60, we 

discardd the first observations. We also want to allow for some coordination and learning. 

Thereforee we use observations starting at period t = 7, except for groups 5 and 6 where 

aa bubble sets in after quite some time. The number of observations for the last two 

groupss is pretty small. From Figure 7.3 it follows that, although over some intervals 

qqt+t+ ii  —qt seems to be approximately constant, its value is much higher than InR « 0.0488. 

Fromm this we conclude that the bubbles observed in the experiment do not correspond to 

rationall bubbles, but seem to be speculative bubbles driven by the (boundedly rational) 

predictionn strategies of the participants. Table 7.1 shows, for each group, the average of 

<7t+ii — Qt along the bubble, the implied growth rate R and the theoretical growth rate 

RR of a rational bubble. In all groups, except for group 5, the mean value of qt+i  — qt is 

significantlyy different from In/? « 0.0488 at the 5% significance level. 

Lett us conclude this discussion about the bubbles with two observations. First, since 

theree are no demand or supply shocks in the model rational agents would make no forecast 

errorss along the rational bubble and hence have high earnings. Since the average earnings 

(seee Appendix 7.C) are fairly low this is not the case in the experiment. Secondly, given 

thatt the first price is below 100 and for a rational bubble the growth rate equals R, 
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Figuree 7.3: Graphs for qt+l  -qt, where qt = ln(pt -p
}) for the time interval corresponding 

too the first observed bubble. The dotted line indicates a rational bubble for which qt+\ -

qqtt = InR. The graph suggests that the bubbles are speculative rather than rational. 
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group p 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

9t+ii  - Qt 

0.222 2 

0.292 2 

0.310 0 

0.227 7 

0.271 1 

R R 

1.248 8 

1.339 9 

1.363 3 

1.255 5 

1.311 1 

R R 

1.050 0 

1.050 0 

1.050 0 

1.050 0 

1.050 0 

sample e 

7-26 6 

7-29 9 

7-21 1 

29-42 2 

23-29 9 

Tablee 7.1: The average growth rate of the bubble for the subsamples in Figure 7.3, the 

impliedd growth rate of the bubble, the theoretical growth rate and the sample period. 

alongg a rational bubble the price approaches 1000 not sooner than at t = 47, since 

1000 x 1.0546 * 943. 

Fromm this analysis we conclude that our laboratory asset pricing experiments exhibit 

endogenouslyy speculative bubbles. An explanation for this is that participants try to 

extrapolatee trends. If, by accident, prices increase a little and agents observe this increase, 

theyy tend to extrapolate this trend. This is also consistent with the results in groups 5 

andd 6. There it seems that the asset price is relatively stable for quite some time until 

itit starts to increase a little. This increase in the price is perceived by the participants as 

ann upward trend, which they subsequently extrapolate, leading to the explosion of prices. 

Thiss trend chasing fails to explain why the bubbles in groups 5 and 6 do not occur earlier 

andd why the bubble in group 6 bursts before reaching the upper bound. 

Efficiencyy and predictabilit y 

AA celebrated result from the theory on financial markets is the efficient market hypothesis. 

Thiss hypothesis claims that all information on an asset is incorporated in its price and it 

impliess that one cannot obtain above "normal" profits by trading on a financial market. 

AA testable implication of this hypothesis is that the excess returns xt = lnpf — lnpt-i 

aree uncorrelated with past information. In particular, the excess returns should not show 

seriall correlation, otherwise traders can improve their prediction of the excess return by 

usingg its past values. Figure 7.4 shows the excess returns for the six groups in the NoRobot 

treatment. . 

Forr groups 2 to 6, there appears to be serial correlation in the excess returns over 

thee full sample of 50 periods. However, this serial correlation in returns is mainly due 

too the large amplitude fluctuations in the last part of the return series, after the price 

seriess reaches its upper bound. Since the upper bound 1000 is in fact an artifact of our 

experimentall setup to stop an exploding asset price, it is more interesting to investigate 
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Figuree 7.4: Excess returns xt = ln(pt) — ln{pt-\) in NoRobot treatment 
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Figuree 7.5: Autocorrelation functions of the excess returns in NoRobot treatment on the 

bubble.. We consider the first 23, 26, 18, 27 and 28 observations in groups 2, 3, 4, 5 and 

6,, respectively. The lines in the plots of the autocorrelations are the two standard error 

boundss at the 5% significance level. 
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informationall (in)efficiency before the bubble reaches its upper bound. Furthermore, if 

wee only consider the first 23, 26, 18, 27 observations in groups 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively, 

wee find no significant autocorrelation. Figure 7.5 shows the first 10 lags of the autocor

relationn function where only observations along the first bubble are used. During the 

firstt part of the bubble the market seems to be approximately efficient, according to our 

autocorrelationn test. Notice that when forecasting the price or return at date t, only past 

pricess or returns up to date t — 2 are in the information set, so that a significant first 

orderr autocorrelation coefficient can not be exploited. Hence group 6, where all auto

correlationn coefficients of lags 2 — 10 are not significant is also informationally efficient. 

Onlyy group 3 is not fully informationally efficient, since it has a significant second order 

autocorrelationn coefficient. Moreover, the markets seem close to being informational ef

ficientt until the first bubble, after this bubble the market is not informationally efficient 

anymore.. Market efficiency is sometimes also defined in terms of whether prices reflect 

economicc fundamentals. Since in 5 out of 6 groups prices show large deviations from the 

REE fundamental price, our NoRobot asset pricing experiments are not efficient in this 

sense. . 

7.3.22 Individua l prediction strategies 

Wee now turn to the individual prediction strategies of the participants in the NoRobot 

treatment.. Figure 7.6 shows, per group, the predictions of all participants. Typically, 

thee differences between individual predictions within groups are small. This suggests 

thatt the different participants in a group coordinate on some common prediction strategy. 

Moreover,, the individual predictions of most of the participants lead the realized price, i.e. 

Ph,t+iPh,t+i 1S close to pt. These two features (coordination on a common prediction strategy 

andd predictions leading realized prices) are obtained in all groups. Table 7.2 shows values 

off some measures that quantify these features. 

group p 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

"forecastt e r ro r" 

32.26 6 

92.11 1 

91.57 7 

151.11 1 

68.38 8 

79.97 79.97 

" lead" " 

24.76 6 

33.80 0 

49.57 7 

73.79 9 

41.39 9 

43.14 4 

"coord ina t ion" " 

24.63 3 

28.61 1 

47.45 5 

68.88 8 

39.69 9 

41.97 7 

Tablee 7.2: Measures of the average "forecast error" [p\t — pt), the "lead" (p£t+1 —pt) and 

"coordination"" (p%t - pi). 
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Figuree 7.6: Individual predictions per group in the NoRobot treatment. These time series 

suggestt that participants coordinate on a common prediction strategy. 
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Where e 

and d 

"forecastt error" = d(pe
hvpt) = £ £ \pe

h -pt\, 
rtrtllJJ -to) h=lt=to+l 

"lead"=d(p£|t+ltft)) = * £) £ Kw-f t l 

ii  H T 

"coordination"" = d{pe
ht,fi) = £ £ \Ph,t ~ Pl\ 

UKUK11 -to) ft=it=«o+i 
aree measures of the (average) distance between p\t and pt and p%, where Pt = jj  T,h=iPht-

Noticee that these averages are computed with to = 10, in order to abstract from variations 

inn predictions and prices in the beginning of the experiment that are due to participants 

tryingg to learn how to predict prices accurately. The first measure, d(pe
ht,pt), gives, for 

eachh group, the absolute value of the forecast error, averaged over time and participants. 

Thee second measure, d(pe
ht+1,pt), gives, for each group, the distance (averaged over time 

andd over participants) between the individual prediction for time t + 1, p%t+1, and the 

realizedd price at time t, pt. The "lead" distance is a measure for the degree in which 

predictionss lead the realized prices. The third measure, d(p%t,pf), gives, for each group, 

thee distance between the individual prediction and the average prediction pi, averaged over 

timee and participants. This distance measures dispersion between individual predictions: 

dh{Pkt>Ptdh{Pkt>Pt)) equals 0 if and only if all participants use exactly the same prediction strategy. 

Hence,, this distance measures coordination on a common prediction strategy. When the 

coordinationn distance is small, almost by construction lead distance must be small. 

Fromm inspection of the table it is clear that, for all groups, the three consecutive 

measuress are decreasing in magnitude. Several features stand out. First, for all groups 

wee have 

"forecastt error" >> "coordination" 

thatt is, the dispersion of prediction strategies is much smaller than the average forecast 

errorr participants make. Recall that the participants have an incentive to minimize the 

forecastt error. Hence participants coordinate on a common prediction strategy. All par-

ticipantsticipants make significant forecasting errors, but they are alike in the way that they make 

thesethese forecasting errors. The other relationship that stands out is 

"forecastt error" >> "lead" 

Thee "lead" distance is small because the individual predictions for time t + 1 determine 

thee realized price at time t. Moreover, the only determinant of pt (outside exogenous 

constantss such as r and y) is the average prediction for the next period, p^+1, and indeed 
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thee distance between p^+1 and pt is very small for all groups. The inequality above says 

thatt the individual predictions for time t +1 give much more accurate predictions for time 

tt than for time t + 1. That is, in trying to predict p(+i, participants are very successful 

inn predicting pt. However, they do not seem to use this relationship to improve their 

predictions. . 

Thee analysis of Table 7.2 suggests that participants make structural forecast errors. 

However,, if participants are rational their forecast error should be uncorrelated with avail

ablee information. To test whether participants are rational in this sense, we computed, 

forr each participant, the first 10 lags of the autocorrelation function of the time series of 

forecastt errors pt — p 0̂ where we only used the last 40 observations. The significant lags 

aree presented in Table 7.3. Notice that the autocorrelation function of the forecast errors 

participantt 1 

participantt 2 

participantt 3 

participantt 4 

participantt 5 

participantt 6 

groupp 1 

--

--

--

1 1 

--

--

groupp 2 

1-4-5 5 

1-5-6 6 

1-4 4 

1-4-5 5 

1-4 4 

1-2-5-9 9 

groupp 3 

--

1 1 

1 1 

--

1-2 2 

1 1 

groupp 4 

1-3-4-10 0 

1-3-4-10 0 

1 1 

1-3-4 4 

1-3-4-10 0 

4 4 

groupp 5 

1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

--

1 1 

1 1 

groupp 6 

--

1-9-10 0 

1-2 2 

1-2-9 9 

1-9-10 0 

1-9-10 0 

Tablee 7.3: Significant lags of the autocorrelation function of the forecast error, pt — pe
ht 

forr the last 40 observations. 

forr many participants is significant at the first lag. However, participants do not have pt 

inn their information set, when predicting pt+\-  Hence, they are not able to exploit the first 

orderr structure in the forecast error to improve their predictions. Therefore we should 

focuss on higher order lags of the autocorrelation function. We thus find that for about half 

off the participants there is no exploitable structure in the forecast errors. Notice that, 

thee differences between autocorrelation patterns of participants within groups is much 

smallerr than the differences of the autocorrelation patterns between groups. Participants 

inn group 1 have almost no structure in their forecast errors, whereas most participants in 

groupss 3 and 5 only have significant autocorrelation at the first lag, which is innocuous. 

Theree is much more structure in the forecast errors of the participants from the other 

groups.. Half of the participants do not exploit all structure in the forecast errors. For 

thesee participants it might be the case that they are still in the process of exploiting this 

structuree by adapting his prediction strategy. The analysis of the individual prediction 

strategiess leads us to the conclusion that participants make structural forecasting errors 
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andd deviate from rationality, but they tend to deviate from rationality in a common way. 

However,, it is more interesting to only consider the observations along the first bubbles 

(thee first 23,26,18,27 and 28 observations for groups 2,3,4,5 and 6). We now only find for 

88 participants significant lags of the autocorrelation function of the forecast error. That 

is,, the participants do not make structural forecast errors until the price has reached its 

upperr bound. 

7.44 The Robot treatment 

Promm the previous section we know that speculative bubbles can arise in a simple experi

mentall asset market. It may be argued that when in real financial markets prices are far 

awayy from the fundamental value, 'fundamentalist' traders will take position and prices 

willl be forced back to the fundamental The Robot treatment experiment deals with this 

situation.. In this treatment participants are informed that price predictions have to be 

betweenn 0 and 100, for each period. Furthermore, the experimental market contains a 

robott trader (see Section 6.4). This robot trader always expects the price to be equal to 

thee fundamental price. Furthermore, the weight of the robot trader depends upon the 

distancee between the price and the fundamental. Finally, in the Robot treatment small 

IIDIID demand and supply shocks et, drawn from N(0,0.25), are added to the market price 

pptt.. In order to be able to compare the groups, we used the same realization of the demand 

andd supply shocks for each group. We discuss the behavior of the realized asset prices in 

Sectionn 7.4.1 and the individual predictions strategies in Section 7.4.2. 

7.4.11 Behavior  of asset prices 

Figuree 7.7 shows the realized asset prices in the Robot treatment. The last graph shows the 

realizedd price if all traders are rational. The realized price is then given by pt = 60 + ^et. 

Thee dotted line in the graphs corresponds to the fundamental price of pf = 60. The 

differencee with the realized prices in the NoRobot treatment is striking. In particular, no 

longg lasting bubbles occur. 

Wee can classify the different groups in three different categories: i) the price in groups 

22 and 5 seems to converge monotonically to the fundamental price from below; ii)  the 

pricee in groups 4 and 7 oscillates around the fundamental price but the amplitude of the 

oscillationss decreases over time indicating convergence to the fundamental price; and iii) 

thee price in groups 1 and 6 oscillates but the amplitude of this oscillations is more or 

lesss constant. In these groups there does not seem to be convergence to the fundamental 
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(a)) group 1 

100 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(c)) group 3 

100 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

66. . 

60. . 

55. . 

50. . 

45. . 

(e)) group 5 

" 5 "" V() 15 20 25 30' 35 4'0 45 50 

55 10 IS 20 25 30 3'5 40 4'5 50 

(b)) group 2 

100 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(d)) group 4 

5C C 

45--

65. . 

fct. fct. 

11 x-
50--

45--

" l l 

(f)) group 6 

"" 1ÏD ' " iS 20 25 30 3'é 40 45 50 

(g)) group 7 (h) Rational Expectations 

Figuree 7.7: The realized prices (solid line) and fundamental price (dotted line) for the 

differentt groups in the Robot treatment. Graph (h) shows the realized price under rational 

expectations. . 
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price.. Group 3 is more difficult to classify, it starts out with oscillations, but from a 

certainn period on there seems to be monotonie convergence to the fundamental price5. In 

thee following two subsections we will give a more detailed analysis of realized asset prices 

andd excess returns. 

Meann and variance of the realized prices 

Tablee 7.4 shows the sample average and sample variance of the prices for the whole interval 

off 51 periods and for two subintervals of 25 and 26 periods, for the 7 groups. The table 

alsoo reports averages and sample variances of three important benchmarks (denoted RE, 

Naivee and AR(2), respectively), with which the experimental results can be compared. 

Lett us first discuss the different benchmarks. RE corresponds to the price under rational 

Robott  treatment 

groupp 1 
groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

groupp 7 

RE E 

Naive e 

AR{2) AR{2) 

1-25 5 

sample e 

average e 

56.66 6 

54.44 4 

52.26 6 

60.64 4 

55.68 8 

58.43 3 

58.99 9 

59.95 5 

54.98 8 

59.88 8 

sample e 

variance e 

8.67 7 

3.20 0 

10.06 6 

408.15 5 

2.05 5 

3.65 5 

41.22 2 

0.23 3 

5.78 8 

35.03 3 

26-51 1 

sample e 
average e 

57.26 6 

56.88 8 

53.73 3 

54.19 9 

57.48 8 

59.81 1 

58.63 3 

59.97 7 

58.38 8 

59.76 6 

sample e 
variance e 

6.09 9 

0.43 3 

7.70 0 

162.39 9 

0.24 4 

10.82 2 

12.16 6 

0.24 4 

0.24 4 

12.59 9 

1-51 1 

sample e 
average e 

56.97 7 

55.68 8 

53.01 1 

57.35 5 

56.60 0 

59.13 3 

58.81 1 

59.96 6 

56.71 1 

59.77 7 

sample e 

variance e 

7.30 0 

3.28 8 

9.23 3 

287.70 0 

1.93 3 

7.65 5 

25.90 0 

0.23 3 

5.84 4 

23.12 2 

Tablee 7.4: Sample average and sample variance of the prices for two subsamples of 25 and 

266 periods and for the whole sample of 51 periods. 

expectations.. Under rational expectations participants know and predict the fundamental 

price,, that is, p\t = p* = 60 for all h and all t. The actual price will then be pt = pf + ^et, 
6Thee sudden fall of the asset price in group 3 from 55.10 in period 40 to 46.93 in period 41 is due to 

thee fact that one of the participants predicts 5.25 for period 42. It is likely that this corresponds to a 

typingg error (maybe his/her intention was to type 55.25), since this participants' 5 previous predictions 

alll were between 55.00 and 55.40, giving him/her the very high average earnings of 1292 out of 1300 

points. . 
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andd hence under rational expectations pt corresponds to independent drawings from the 

normall distribution with mean 60 and variance (4.R2)-1. The other two benchmarks 

correspondd to simple prediction strategies and have also been discussed in Section 6.3. 

NaiveNaive stands for naive expectations and corresponds to p%t+i = Pt-i, for t > 2, for all 

h,h, i.e. agents use the latest observation as their forecast. We know that under this type 

off prediction strategy the asset price will converge (slowly) to the fundamental price. As 

before,, AR{2) stands for a prediction strategy that uses two lagged values of the prices. In 

particular,, we have taken pe
hl = pe

h2 =  50 and pjj,t+i = 30+ \pt-i ~Pt-2 for t > 2, for all h. 

Figuree 7.8 shows the time series of realized prices that occur for these two benchmarks, 

wheree the same realization of the demand and supply shocks et as in the experiment 

iss used. The realized prices under naive expectations resemble the realized prices in 

700 T 

65--

60... . 

RR 55-

50-, , 

45--

5 1 00 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(a)) Naive expectation (b) AR(2) expectations 

Figuree 7.8: The price if all participants use Naive (a) or AR(2) (b) expectations. 

groupss 2 and 5 of the experiment remarkably well. On the other hand, if participants 

usee AR{2) prediction strategies, the realized price moves in an oscillatory fashion much 

likee the behavior of the realized price in groups 1,4,6 and 7 in the experiment. Hence, 

thee naive and AR(2) prediction strategies give a qualitatively much better description of 

whatt happens in the experiment than does the benchmark case of rational expectations. 

Thiss is also clear from the sample averages and variances reported in Table 7.4. 

Compaxingg the rational expectations benchmark with the 7 experimental groups, we 

seee for almost all (sub)intervals that the average price is lower and the sample variance is 

higherr in the experiment than under the rational expectations benchmark. From this we 

concludee that in this experimental asset market we have i) undervaluation of the asset; ii) 

excessexcess volatility of the asset prices. These features disappear, if we compare the average 

andd variance of the realized prices with naive and AR(2) expectations. In terms of sample 

file:///pt-i
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meann and sample variance naive and AR(2) expectations yield much better results. 

Thee undervaluation of the asset can be explained as follows. We have restricted prices 

too lie between 0 and 100. Since agents have no prior information about the price generating 

process,, many initial guesses lie around 50. Most of the initial guesses will therefore be 

smallerr than the fundamental price of 60. In fact the first realized price pi is 48.96 on 

averagee (averaged over groups), whereas the final realized price p  ̂ is 58.18 on average.6 

So,, the undervaluation actually (slowly) disappears as time goes by. Also the volatility 

off prices decreases over time. In particular for the groups where there is slow but steady 

convergencee to the fundamental price, the variance in the second subinterval approaches 

thee variance under rational expectations. 

Efficiencyy and predictabilit y 

Wee conclude the analysis on the behavior of the asset prices by looking at the excess 

returnss xt — lnpt — lnpt_i. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the time series and the autocor

relationn plots of the excess returns for the 7 groups in the Robot treatment and for the 3 

benchmarks. . 

55 10 15 2D 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(a)) group 1 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(c)) group 3 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(b)) group 2 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(d)) group 4 

8Ourr conjecture is that if we would have picked the interest rate and the mean dividend such that the 

fundamentall price would be below 50 the asset would be overvalued during the experiment. 
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=-- 0.1. 
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55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(e)) group 5 

(g)) group 7 

(f)) group 6 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(h)) RE 

55 10 15 20 25 X 35 40 45 50 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(i)) naive (j) AR(2) 

Figuree 7.9: Excess returns xt = ln(pt) — ln{pt-\) in Robot treatment. 

BHHa . . 

100 12 14 16 IB 20 

(a)) group 1 

22 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB 20 

(b)) group 2 
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(c)) group 3 
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(e)) group 5 
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(d)) group 4 

22 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB 20 

(f)) group 6 

.B^Eara a 
^^  H^ 

22 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB 20 

(h)) RE price 

22 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

(i)) naive (j) AR(2) 

Figuree 7.10: Autocorrelation functions of excess returns in Robot treatment for the seven 

groupss in the experiment and for the benchmark cases of rational expectations, naive 

expectationss and AR(2) expectations. The lines in the plots of the autocorrelations are 

thee two standard error bounds at the 5% significance level. 
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Recalll that, if the efficient market hypothesis holds, excess returns should be uncorre-

latedd with available information, such as past excess returns. Note that the first lag is not 

inn the information set. Therefore, the participants can not exploit any first order autocor

relationn structure. Figure 7.10 shows that only for groups 2 and 5 in the experiment there 

iss no serial correlation in the excess returns. For the other groups we find some significant 

higherr order lags due to oscillatory behavior. Notice that the autocorrelation structure of 

groupss 1, 6 and 7 is almost the same as for the benchmark of AR{2) expectations. 

7.4.22 Individual prediction strategies 

Figuree 7.11 shows, per group, the predictions of all participants. The individual predic

tionn strategies in the Robot treatment have the same two characteristics as the individual 

predictionn strategies in the No Robot treatment: i) in each group there seems to be coor-

dinationdination on a common prediction strategy; ii)  for each participant individual predictions 

leadlead the realized price, i.e. p^.t+i is close to pt. Hence, participants make forecast errors 

butbut they are alike in the way that they make these errors. Table 7.5 supports this claim. 

Recalll that the first measure, "forecast error", gives, for each group, the absolute value 

group p 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

'forecastt  error ' 

2.07 7 

0.70 0 

2.03 3 

14.00 0 

0.60 0 

1.84 4 

3.98 8 

'lead' ' 

0.95 5 

0.54 4 

1.45 5 

7.82 2 

0.50 0 

1.00 0 

2.35 5 

'coordination ' ' 

0.86 6 

0.28 8 

1.25 5 

6.96 6 

0.25 5 

0.88 8 

2.33 3 

Tablee 7.5: Measures of the average 'forecast error' (pe
ht - pt), the 'lead' (p%it+l  - pt) and 

'coordination'' (pe
ht — pi), for each group averaged over the last 40 observations and all 

participants. . 

off the forecast error, averaged over time and participants. The second measure, "lead", 

gives,, for each group, the distance (averaged over time and over participants) between the 

individuall prediction for time t + 1 and the realized price at time t. The third measure, 

"coordination",, gives, for each group, the distance between the individual prediction and 

thee average prediction, averaged over time and participants again. The ordering of the 
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1 1 
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(a)) group 1 

(c)) group 3 
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(e)) group 5 

(b)) group 2 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

(d)) group 4 

(f)) group 6 

è""ib""15"2bb 2s'"ab' 35" 4'd"45' 

(g)) group 7 

Figuree 7.11: Individual predictions per group in the Robot treatment. 
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differentt measures is almost the same for all groups. 

"forecastt error" >> "coordination" 

thatt is, the dispersion between individual prediction strategies is much smaller than the 

averagee forecast error. This indicates that participants are coordinating on a common 

predictionn strategy.7 We also have 

"forecastt error" >> "lead" 

forr all groups. Participants are much more successful in predicting pt than in predicting 

p t + i ,, but they do not seem to exploit this to improve their forecasts. These two inequalities 

corroboratee our conclusion that participants coordinate on a common prediction strat

egy.. Table 7.6 show for each individual the lags in the autocorrelation function that are 

significant.. Only for 14 of the 42 participants there is no evidence for autocorrelation in 

participantt 1 

participantt 2 

participantt 3 

participantt 4 

participantt 5 

participantt 6 

groupp 1 

1-3-4-7-8 8 

1-3-4-8 8 

1-3-4-5 5 

1-3-4-7.8 8 

1-3-4-7 7 

1-3-4-5-7-8 8 

groupp 2 

1-2 2 

--
1 1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 2 

groupp 3 

--
--
1 1 

1-2 2 

1 1 

1 1 

groupp 4 

1-3-4 4 

1-3-4 4 

1-3-6 6 

1-3-4-6 6 

1-3-4 4 

1-3-8 8 

groupp 5 

1 1 

2 2 

--
--
2 2 

1-8 8 

groupp 6 

1-4-5-6-9-10 0 

1-4-5-6-9-10 0 

1-4-5-6-10 0 

1-4-5-10 0 

1-4-5-6-9-10 0 

1-4-5-6-9-10 0 

groupp 7 

1 1 

1-2-3 3 

1-2-3-8 8 

1-3-4-8 8 

1-2-3 3 

1-3-4-8 8 

Tablee 7.6: Significant lags of the autocorrelation function of the forecast error, pt - p%it. 

thee forecast errors (we ignore the first order autocorrelation since the participants cannot 

exploitt this structure because when predicting pt+i, the price pt is not in the informa

tionn set). Notice that most structure in the forecast errors can be found in the groups 

wheree the realized price oscillates around the fundamental price. Furthermore, there is 

muchh similarity between the structure of participants within a group, again indicating 

thatt participants in the same group seem to coordinate on a common prediction strategy. 

Wee will now try to go a little further in characterizing the individual prediction strate

gies.. Some participants try to extrapolate certain trends and by doing so overreact and 

predictt too high. Other participants are more cautious when submitting predictions. 

Whenn prices are rising (declining) they usually predict a price lower (higher) than the 

actuall price. Examples of the latter are participant 1 in group 2, participant 6 in group 6 
7Anotherr indication for this result is provided by the observation that for most groups d(pf,p t) is 

nott much smaller than d/,(p£ t,Pt), implying that the forecast errors tend to have the same sign across 

individuals. . 
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andd participant 4 in group 7 in Figure 7.12 (a)-(c). Figure 7.12 (d)-(f) shows three exam

pless of trend followers, participant 3 in group 4, participant 2 in group 6 and participant 3 

inn group 7. These prediction strategies exhibit an overreaction of predictions with respect 

too trends in the prices. Table 7.7 shows, for each group, the average absolute (one-period) 
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(e)) participant 2 group 6 (f) participant 3 group 7 

Figuree 7.12: Predictions of participants in the Robot treatment. The dotted line repre

sentss the prediction while the solid line is the realized price. 

changee in predictions of participant h, Ae
h = jA  ̂ £L<0+i \Pht ~ Ph,t-i\ a n d the average 

changee in the price, A = ^ Hj=to+ i \Pt~Pt-i\, where t0 = 10 and A" = jj  J2h=i A£ the 

averagee change in prediction in the group. The table measures the "degree of overreac

tion".. For a majority of participants in groups 1, 3, 4, 6 and 7 the changes in predictions 

aree higher than the changes in the realized prices. Oscillatory behavior is thus caused by 
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Af f 
Ae

2 2 

AI I 
A: : 

A! ! 
Ae e 

A6 6 

A A 

groupp 1 

2.34 4 

1.60 0 

2.20 0 

1.65 5 

2.56 6 

2.24 4 

2.10 0 

1.83 3 

groupp 2 

0.17 7 

0.65 5 

0.37 7 

0.45 5 

0.41 1 

0.57 7 

0.44 4 

0.43 3 

groupp 3 

2.96 6 

2.39 9 

1.63 3 

0.62 2 

1.31 1 

1.44 4 

1.73 3 

0.97 7 

groupp 4 

13.10 0 

11.37 7 

16.98 8 

16.26 6 

12.80 0 

13.78 8 

14.05 5 

10.39 9 

groupp 5 

0.27 7 

0.49 9 

0.30 0 

0.30 0 

0.53 3 

0.46 6 

0.39 9 

0.47 7 

groupp 6 

1.57 7 

2.27 7 

1.92 2 

1.72 2 

1.78 8 

1.31 1 

1.76 6 

1.44 4 

groupp 7 

2.89 9 

3.63 3 

6.01 1 

2.99 9 

4.88 8 

4.07 7 

4.08 8 

3.09 9 

Tablee 7.7: The average absolute change in predictions of participant h, A%, the average 

pricee change A and the average absolute change in prediction over all participants in one 

groupp Ae. 

overreactionn by a majority of agents. In groups 2 and 5 the changes in predictions are 

similarr to the changes in prices. Convergence to the fundamental price occurs when a 

majorityy of traders is 'cautious'. 

Thee final step in our analysis of the individual prediction strategies is to try to estimate 

simplee forecasting rules. The prediction strategies of all 42 participants can be described 

byy the following general simple linear model 

44 3 

PM+II = a*  + E PhiPt-i + Yi 7hjPlt-j + vu (7.3) 

wheree vt is an independently and identically distributed noise term. Notice that this 

generall structure includes several interesting special cases: i) naive expectations (Phi = 1, 

alll other coefficients equal to 0); ii)  adaptive expectations (Phi +  7M) = 1, all other 

coefficientss equal to 0) and Hi) AR(L) processes (all coefficients are equal to 0, except a/,, 

Phi,Phi, • • •. PHL)- We estimated (7.3) for all 42 participants, using observations from t = 11 

too t = 51. The estimation results can be found in Table 7. A. 12 in Appendix 7.D. These 

resultss are qualitatively summarized in Table 7.8. Here B{k,l) refers to a prediction 

strategyy where the first fc lags of the price and the first I lags of the prediction are 

significantt in the regression. It is surprising that we get many significant parameters 

byy fitting a simple linear model on the data. We find 9 participants with AR(1) beliefs 

(off which 3 participants use naive expectations), 21 participants with AR(2) beliefs, 2 

participantss with AR(3) beliefs and 3 participants with adaptive beliefs8. The remaining 

77 participants use more complicated prediction rules. Notice that the AR(1) and adaptive 
8Wee arrive at the naive and adaptive expectations strategies in the following way. For the AR(l) 
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groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

groupp 7 

AR(1)) (Naive) 

0 0 

4(3) ) 

2 2 

0 0 

3 3 

0 0 

0 0 

AR(2) ) 

5 5 

0 0 

3 3 

3 3 

1 1 

5 5 

4 4 

AR(3) ) 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

1 1 

Adaptiv e e 

0 0 

1 1 

1 1 

0 0 

1 1 

0 0 

0 0 

Other r 

0(4,2) ) 

5(1,2) ) 

--

5(3,1),, £(4,3) 

5(2,1) ) 

5(2,2) ) 

5(1,2) ) 

Tablee 7.8: Classification of the prediction rules the participants used in the Robot treat

ment,, see Appendix 7.D for detailed estimation results. 

ruless are all found in groups 2, 3 and 5, and the AR{2) and AR(3) rules are all found in 

groupss 1 ,3, 4, 6 and 7. This is consistent with the finding that in groups 2 and 5 the 

pricee seems to converge monotonically to the fundamental price and that in groups 1, 4, 

66 and 7 the price oscillates around some steady state. Group 3 takes a somewhat special 

position,, starting out with oscillations and ending with monotonie convergence to the 

fundamentall price. Prediction strategies within groups are more similar than strategies 

betweenn groups which is consistent with the finding that participants within one group 

seemm to coordinate on a common prediction strategy. 

Thee AR{2) prediction strategy can be rewritten as a trend following rule, 

Ph,t+iPh,t+i = och + 0hPt-\ + &h{Pt-\ - Pt~2)y (7.4) 

wheree 0h = 0h\ + 0h2 and Sh = -PHI- For all of the 18 AR{2) prediction strategies in the 

"oscillating"" groups (1, 4, 6 and 7) we have 0h\ > 0 and 0h2 < 0. The latter inequality is 

equivalentt with 5h > 0, which implies that all these participants try to follow the trend: 

theyy expect that a recent upward (or downward) movement in prices will continue in the 

nearr future. Another interesting feature is that for the estimated AR(2) strategies in the 

(oscillating)) groups the variation in 0h\ + 0h2 seems to be lower than the variation in 0h2-

Thiss suggest that participants within a group have the same value of 0 = 0\ + 0i but 

havee different values of the trend coefficient 5. We tested this hypothesis for the 5 relevant 

groups.. Only for groups 1 and 4 we cannot reject the hypothesis that 0h = 0h\ + 0h2 is 

thee same for all h. 

processess we tested the joint hypothesis a  ̂ = 0 and Phi = I (naive expectations). For processes where 

onlyy the coefficients on pt-1 and pht are significant we tested the joint hypothesis ah = 0 and /3^i +7/,o = 0. 

(adaptivee expectations). 
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Inn order to characterize the different estimated prediction strategies, we can determine, 

forr each of them, what happens if all participants in a group use that estimated prediction 

strategy.. Recall that the Robot treatment is, even if all participants use linear prediction 

rules,, a nonlinear system because the weight nt of the Robot trader changes over time. 

Wee find that 6 of the estimated AR(2) prediction strategies (2 in group 1, 1 in group 4, 

22 in group 6 and 1 in group 7) lead to persisting oscillations in the asset prices, if used 

byy all participants in a group. Two of the AR(1) rules (1 in group 2 and 1 in group 3) 

aree unstable in the sense that they lead to a very different steady state price when used 

byy all participants in a group in the Robot treatment. Moreover, if these rules would be 

usedd by all participants in a group in the No Robot treatment, exploding bubbles emerge. 

Thee estimated rules can also be used to get some insight in the following questions: 

whatt happens i) in the long run; and ii)  in the absence of the robot trader. Computer 

simulationss with the estimated rules show that in both the long run as well as in the 

absencee of the robot trader the price will converge to a steady state close to the funda

mentall price. Of course, analyses like this have to be considered with care, since we use 

thee estimated prediction strategies in a different context. 

Onee final remark is in order. From the estimation results we should not draw the 

conclusionn that these prediction strategies are typical for the different individuals, in 

thee sense that these individuals will use the same rule in another context. Actually, 

participantss coordinate on a certain kind of behavior and this behavior becomes self-

fulfilling:: the estimated relationships are consistent with that behavior. 

7.55 Concluding remarks 

Theree are some important similarities and differences between the Robot and NoRobot 

treatment.. We will discuss them briefly in this section. Let us start with the similarities. 

Thee analysis of the autocorrelation function of the excess returns in Sections 7.3.1 and 

7.4.11 shows that in both treatments the experimental asset markets are, in general, not 

(informationally)) efficient. However, if we only consider the observations until the bubble 

burstss for the first time we find almost no significant autocorrelation structures in the 

excesss returns of the NoRobot treatment. In this sense the asset market is informationally 

efficient. . 

Att an individual level, the analysis in Sections 7.3.2 and 7.4.2 has revealed that most 

participantss are not rational in forming predictions, but make structural forecast errors 

instead.. More interestingly, in both treatments we find that participants seem to coordi

natee on a common prediction strategy and that their predictions tend to lead the realized 
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price. . 

Clearly,, there are also some important differences. In the NoRobot treatment spec

ulativee bubbles leading to large deviations from the fundamental occur in most of the 

groups.. On the other hand, in the Robot treatment we observe oscillating asset prices in 

somee groups and convergence to the fundamental price in others. Important questions 

are:: i) can oscillatory and converging price behavior occur in the NoRobot treatment and 

iff so why don't we observe it then? ii)  can the absence of bubbles in the Robot treat

mentt be attributed to the presence of the robot trader alone, or does the upper bound on 

predictionss play a more important role? 

Lett us start out with the first question. In group 1 in the NoRobot treatment no bubble 

occurss and apart from the sudden jumps the realized price seems to oscillate around the 

fundamentall price. This group therefore seems to be similar to some of the groups in 

thee Robot treatment9. Two other interesting groups in this respect are groups 5 and 6 in 

thee NoRobot treatment. In those groups a bubble does occur, but only after a relatively 

longg time. Before the bubble sets in prices seem to fluctuate around the fundamental 

price.. Again this is consistent with the results from the Robot treatment. As discussed 

before,, the bubble might be triggered because trend chasing participants extrapolate a 

smalll price increase, after which this price increase becomes self-enforcing. 

Noww consider the second question. In order to discuss the influence of the robot trader 

wee should know how the weight of the robot trader varies over time and in the different 

groups.. In all groups but group 4 the maximum weight of the robot trader is below 0.087, 

implyingg that the weight of the participants fluctuates between 0.167 and 0.152. For 

mostt of this groups the weight takes its maximum value at the start of the experiment. 

Onlyy in group 4 the robot trader seems to have a significant impact. In period 13 (at the 

firstt peak) its weight is 0.136 and in period 19 (at the first trough) its weight is 0.191, 

decreasingg the individual weights of the other traders to 0.135. Hence, in this group at 

timess the weight of the robot is similar in magnitude to the weights of the participants 

andd the robot might have actively stabilized the dynamics in this group. In the absence 

off the robot trader and the restriction on predictions a speculative bubble might have 

emergedd in this group. In all other groups the impact of the robot trader is likely to be 

small.. Nonetheless, in Section 7.4.2 it was argued that the oscillations in the groups in 
9Largee jumps in the NoRobot treatment occur because participants submit very high predictions. As 

notedd before, the reason for this might be that participants want to experiment with the underlying model 

orr because they are dissatisfied with their earnings. In contrast: average earnings in the Robot treatment 

aree much higher than average earnings in the NoRobot treatment and indeed in the Robot treatment we 

seldomm observe sudden extreme predictions close to the upper bound on predictions. 
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thee Robot treatment seems to be consistent with the same trend chasing behavior that 

mightt be the source of the speculative bubbles in the NoRobot treatment. 
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7.AA Informatio n for  Participants 

Generall  informatio n 

Youu are a financial advisor  to a pension fund that wants to optimally invest a large 

amountt of money. The pension fund has two investment options: a risk free investment 

andd a risky investment. The risk free investment is putting money on a bank account 

payingg a fixed interest rate. The alternative risky investment is an investment in the stock 

market.. In each time period the pension fund has to decide which fraction of their money 

too put on the bank account and which fraction of the money to spend on buying stocks. 

Inn order to make an optimal investment decision the pension fund needs an accurate pre

dictionn of the price pt of stocks. As their financial advisor, you have to predict the stock 

markett price pt (in guilders) during 51 subsequent time periods. Your earnings during the 

experimentt depend upon your forecasting accuracy. The smaller your forecasting errors 

inn each period, the higher your total earnings. 

Informatio nn about the stock market 

Thee stock market price pt is determined by equilibrium between demand and supply of 

stocks.. The supply of stocks is fixed during the experiment. The demand for stocks is 

mainlyy determined by the aggregate demand of 7 different pension funds active in the 

stockk market. There is also some uncertain, small demand for stocks by private investors 

butt the effect of private investors upon the stock market equilibrium price is small. The 

pricee pt of the stocks is determined by market equilibrium, that is, the stock market price 

pptt in period t will be the price for which aggregate demand equals supply. 

Informatio nn about the investment strategies of the pension funds 
Thee precise investment strategy of the pension fund that you are advising and the invest

mentt strategies of the other pension funds are unknown. The bank account of the risk 

freee investment pays a fixed interest rate of 5% per time period. The holder of the stocks 

receivess an uncertain dividend payment in each time period. These dividend payments 

aree uncertain however and vary over time. Economic experts of the pension funds have 

computedd that the average dividend payments are 3 guilder per time period. The return 

off the stock market per time period is uncertain and depends upon (unknown) dividend 

paymentss as well as upon price changes of the stock. As the financial advisor of a pension 

fundd you are not asked to forecast dividends, but you are only asked to forecast the price 

off the stock in each time period. Based upon your stock market price forecast, your pen

sionn fund will make an optimal investment decision. The higher your price forecast the 
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largerr will be the fraction of money invested by your pension fund in the stock market, 

soo the larger will be their demand for stocks. 

Forecastingg task of the financial advisor 
Thee only task of the financial advisors in this experiment is to forecast the stock market 

indexx pt in each time period as accurate as possible. The price pt of the stock will always 

bee between 0 and 100 guilder10. The stock price has to be predicted two time periods 

ahead.. At the beginning of the experiment begins, you have to predict the stock price 

inn the first two periods, that is, you have to give predictions p\ and p\ f°r ^ m e periods 

11 and 2. After all participants have given their predictions for the first two periods, the 

stockk market price p\ in the first period will be revealed and based upon your forecasting 

errorr p\ — p\ your earnings for period 1 will be given. After that you have to give your 

predictionn p\ for the stock market index in the third period. After all participants have 

givenn their predictions for period 3, the stock market index pi in the second period will 

bee revealed and, based upon your forecasting error p2 — p\ your earnings for period 2 will 

bee given. This process continues for 51 time periods. To forecast the stock price pt in 

periodd t, the available information thus consists of: 

•• past prices up to period t — 2 {pt-2,Pt-2, • • • ,Pi} 

•• past predictions up to period t - 1 {Pt_i,Pt_2> •••>/>!} 

•• past earnings up to period t — 2 

Earnings s 
Earningss will depend upon forecasting accuracy only. The better you predict the stock 

markett price in each period, the higher your aggregate earnings. Earnings will be accord

ingg to the following earnings table. If you are the best advisor in the experiment, you can 

earnn an additional bonus of DFL 50,-. This bonus will be given to the financial with 

thee smallest average prediction error during the experiment. 

10Thiss is for the Robot treatment. In the NoRobot treatment only the prices and predictions in the 
firstfirst two periods have to be between 0 and 100. 
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7.BB Payoff Table 

error r 

0.1 1 

0.15 5 

0.2 2 

0.25 5 

0.3 3 

0.35 5 

0.4 4 

0.45 5 

0.5 5 

0.55 5 

0.6 6 

0.65 5 

0.7 7 

0.75 5 

0.8 8 

0.85 5 

0.9 9 

0.95 5 

1 1 

1.05 5 

1.1 1 

1.15 5 

1.2 2 

1.25 5 

1.3 3 

1.35 5 

1.4 4 

1.45 5 

points s 

1300 0 

1299 9 

1299 9 

1298 8 

1298 8 

1297 7 

1296 6 

1295 5 

1293 3 

1292 2 

1290 0 

1289 9 

1287 7 

1285 5 

1283 3 

1281 1 

1279 9 

1276 6 

1273 3 

1271 1 

1268 8 

1265 5 

1262 2 

1259 9 

1255 5 

1252 2 

1248 8 

1244 4 

error r 

1.5 5 

1.55 5 

1.6 6 

1.65 5 

1.7 7 

1.75 5 

1.8 8 

1.85 5 

1.9 9 

1.95 5 

2 2 

2.05 5 

2.1 1 

2.15 5 

2.2 2 

2.25 5 

2.3 3 

2.35 5 

2.4 4 

2.45 5 

2.6 6 

2.65 5 

2.7 7 

2.75 5 

2.8 8 

2.85 5 

2.9 9 

2.95 5 

Payofff table 

13000 points equal 

points s 

1240 0 

1236 6 

1232 2 

1228 8 

1223 3 

1219 9 

1214 4 

1209 9 

1204 4 

1199 9 

1194 4 

1189 9 

1183 3 

1177 7 

1172 2 

1166 6 

1160 0 

1153 3 

1147 7 

1141 1 

1121 1 

1114 4 

1107 7 

1099 9 

1092 2 

1085 5 

1077 7 

1069 9 

error r 

3 3 

3.05 5 

3.1 1 

3.15 5 

3.2 2 

3.25 5 

3.3 3 

3.35 5 

3.4 4 

3.45 5 

3.5 5 

3.55 5 

3.6 6 

3.65 5 

3.7 7 

3.75 5 

3.8 8 

3.85 5 

3.9 9 

3.95 5 

4 4 

4.05 5 

4.1 1 

4.15 5 

4.2 2 

4.25 5 

4.3 3 

4.35 5 

points s 

1061 1 

1053 3 

1045 5 

1037 7 

1028 8 

1020 0 

1011 1 

1002 2 

993 3 

984 4 

975 5 

966 6 

956 6 

947 7 

937 7 

927 7 

917 7 

907 7 

896 6 

886 6 

876 6 

865 5 

854 4 

843 3 

832 2 

821 1 

809 9 

798 8 

11 guild 

error r 

4.4 4 

4.45 5 

4.5 5 

4.55 5 

4.6 6 

4.65 5 

4.7 7 

4.75 5 

4.8 8 

4.85 5 

4.9 9 

4.95 5 

5 5 

5.05 5 

5.1 1 

5.15 5 

5.2 2 

5.25 5 

5.3 3 

5.35 5 

5.4 4 

5.45 5 

5.5 5 

5.55 5 

5.6 6 

5.65 5 

5.7 7 

5.75 5 

er r 

points s 

786 6 

775 5 

763 3 

751 1 

739 9 

726 6 

714 4 

701 1 

689 9 

676 6 

663 3 

650 0 

637 7 

623 3 

610 0 

596 6 

583 3 

569 9 

555 5 

541 1 

526 6 

512 2 

497 7 

483 3 

468 8 

453 3 

438 8 

423 3 

error r 

5.8 8 

5.85 5 

5.9 9 

5.95 5 

6 6 

6.05 5 

6.1 1 

6.15 5 

6.2 2 

6.25 5 

6.3 3 

6.35 5 

6.4 4 

6.45 5 

6.5 5 

6.55 5 

6.6 6 

6.65 5 

6.7 7 

6.75 5 

6.8 8 

6.85 5 

6.9 9 

6.95 5 

errorr > 7 

points s 

408 8 

392 2 

376 6 

361 1 

345 5 

329 9 

313 3 

297 7 

280 0 

264 4 

247 7 

230 0 

213 3 

196 6 

179 9 

162 2 

144 4 

127 7 

109 9 

91 1 

73 3 

55 5 

37 7 

19 9 

0 0 
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7.CC Earnings 

Thee experiment was conducted in the CREED laboratory of the University of Amsterdam 

inn May 2000 and February 2001. The experiment conducted in May 2000 consisted of 7 

groupss of 6 participants doing the Robot treatment. The experiment in February 2001 

consistedd of 6 groups of 6 participants doing the NoRobot treatment. Table 7.A.9 gives 

averagess and variances of the earnings in points for the two different treatments. The 

tablee also splits the whole time interval in two subinterval (periods 1 - 2 5 and periods 

266 - 50 (51)), to see if there is a learning or coordination effect over time. Earnings are 

Earnings s 

Treatment t 

NoRobot t 

Robot t 

11 - 25 

average e 

9448 8 

24600 0 

st.dev. . 

6585 5 

6904 4 

266 - 50 (51) 

average e 

4367 7 

26680 0 

st.dev. . 

2336 6 

8822 2 

11 - 50 (51) 

average e 

13815 5 

51281 1 

st.dev. . 

7067 7 

14852 2 

Tablee 7. A.9: Average earnings and average standard deviation of earnings for the NoRobot 
andd the Robot treatment. 

muchh higher in the Robot treatment than in the NoRobot treatment, probably due to 

thee fact that prices are much higher in the NoRobot treatment. Table 7.A. 10 and 7.A.11 

givee individual earnings of participants in the different groups. The last column gives 

group p 

groupp 1 

groupp 2 

groupp 3 

groupp 4 

groupp 5 

groupp 6 

Earningss in 

part. . 

1 1 

9.83 3 

8.55 5 

22.17 7 

3.91 1 

11.59 9 

4.94 4 

part. . 

2 2 

11.54 4 

8.91 1 

19.73 3 

4.61 1 

14.88 8 

9.79 9 

Dutchh guilders (Norobot treatment) 

part. . 

3 3 

14.74 4 

8.46 6 

20.52 2 

9.27 7 

8.57 7 

11.98 8 

part. . 

4 4 

12.45 5 

9.64 4 

25.96 6 

4.72 2 

14.80 0 

9.55 5 

part. . 

5 5 

13.66 6 

8.90 0 

18.48 8 

5.00 0 

16.85 5 

6.53 3 

part. . 

6 6 

7.04 4 

9.77 7 

20.09 9 

5.00 0 

15.72 2 

10.42 2 

sample e 

average e 

11.54 4 

9.04 4 

21.16 6 

5.42 2 

13.73 3 

8.87 7 

sample e 

variance e 

2.54 4 

0.50 0 

2.41 1 

1.76 6 

2.81 1 

2.40 0 

Tablee 7.A. 10: Individual earnings in the NoRobot treatment. 

thee average earnings the robot trader would have made. A striking result is that this 

robott trader always has the worst average earnings. In fact there is only one exception 

too this observation, namely the robot earns (slightly) more on average than participant 1 

inn group 6. This implies that predicting the fundamental price is far from optimal in this 

experiment. . 
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Earningss in Dutch guilders (Robot treatment) 
group p 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

part t 

1 1 

43.19 9 

48.88 8 

42.25 5 

20.23 3 

48.30 0 

41.94 4 

36.90 0 

part t 

2 2 

42.38 8 

49.96 6 

40.33 3 

15.61 1 

50.14 4 

43.04 4 

30.72 2 

part t 

3 3 

43.68 8 

49.29 9 

40.28 8 

12.30 0 

50.18 8 

46.29 9 

23.02 2 

part t 

4 4 

44.66 6 

49.66 6 

42.22 2 

11.06 6 

49.46 6 

47.34 4 

34.96 6 

part t 

5 5 

44.33 3 

48.26 6 

41.89 9 

18.97 7 

47.95 5 

45.12 2 

34.21 1 

part t 

6 6 

44.17 7 

50.08 8 

42.48 8 

17.31 1 

48.15 5 

44.90 0 

30.63 3 

sample e 

average e 

43.73 3 

49.36 6 

41.58 8 

15.91 1 

49.03 3 

44.77 7 

31.74 4 

sample e 

variance e 

0.84035 5 

0.693167 7 

0.999485 5 

3.650683 3 

1.019428 8 

2.002974 4 

4.928667 7 

average e 

robot t 

34.46 6 

30.62 2 

14.60 0 

10.06 6 

37.00 0 

42.41 1 

29.47 7 

Tablee 7.A.11: Individual earnings in the Robot treatment. 

7.DD Individua l prediction strategies 

Robott  treatment 

Thiss appendix contains the estimated individual prediction strategies in the 7 different 

groupss of the Robot treatment. The estimated relationship has the following general 
structure e 

44 3 

PM+II = <*h  + £ PhiPt-i + £ HhjPht-j' (7.A.1) 

Thiss was estimated on individual forecasting data of 42 participants in the Robot treat

mentt for periods t = 11 to t = 51. The first 10 periods are neglected in order to allow for 

somee coordination or learning. The following Table 7. A. 12 show the results. We have one 

tablee for each group and for each participant this table gives the estimated relationship. 

Thee constant term is always part of the regression although sometimes it is not signifi

cantlyy different from 0. These cases are indicated with a *. We tried to fit the simplest 

model,, so that there is no serial correlation in the residuals at the 5% significance level. 

Somee remarks: 

1.. The estimates indicated by a * are not significantly different from 0 at the 5% level. 

2.. Group 2: for participant 1 the null hypothesis of adaptive expectations, H0 : 

(QQ = 0 and fa + 70 = 1), cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level; for par

ticipantss 2 and 6 the null hypothesis of naive expectations, Ho : (a = 0,/?i = 1) 

cannott be rejected at the 5% significance level, for participant 3 this hypothesis is 

rejected.. °̂ For the sample considered participant 5 exactly uses naive expectations. 
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groupp 1 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

groupp 2 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 a ) 

part.. 6 

groupp 3 

part.. 16) 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

groupp 4 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

a a 

26.83 3 

18.42 2 

28.43 3 

29.24 4 

34.35 5 

20.53 3 

a a 

-2.59* * 

-1.08* * 

-6.38 8 

3.76 6 

7.22* * 

a a 

13.74 4 

-32.49 9 

0.25* * 

2.25* * 

10.60 0 

10.97 7 

a a 

10.26* * 

4.36* * 

13.87 7 

15.76 6 

1.87* * 

16.82 2 

0x 0x 
1.58 8 

1.22 2 

1.55 5 

1.22 2 

1.61 1 

1.94 4 

0i 0i 

0.27 7 

1.02 2 

1.11 1 

0.91 1 

1 1 

0.87 7 

0i 0i 

0.74 4 

1.60 0 

1.82 2 

0.24 4 

1.20 0 

1.30 0 

0i 0i 

1.28 8 

2.14 4 

1.85 5 

1.65 5 

1.86 6 

1.38 8 

02 02 

-1.05 5 

-0.55 5 

-1.05 5 

-0.72 2 

-1.23 3 

-2.24 4 

02 02 

02 02 

-0.83 3 

-0.41 1 

-0.51 1 

02 02 

-1.96 6 

-3.27 7 

-1.10 0 

-0.89 9 

-1.49 9 

-0.70 0 

03 03 

1.88 8 

03 03 

03 03 

03 03 

0.84 4 

3.08 8 

0.54 4 

04 04 

-0.71 1 

04 04 

04 04 

04 04 

-1.31 1 

7o o 

0.48 8 

7o o 

0.78 8 

0.32 2 

7o o 

0.71 1 

7o o 

0.63 3 

7i i 

-0.60 0 

7i i 

0.21 1 

7i i 

7i i 

0.90 0 

72 2 

72 2 

72 2 

72 2 

-1.45 5 

73 3 

73 3 

73 3 

73 3 

0.84 4 

B? B? 

0.83 3 

0.79 9 

0.81 1 

0.84 4 

0.77 7 

0.95 5 

RR2 2 

0.98 8 

0.88 8 

0.92 2 

0.97 7 

1 1 

0.77 7 

RR2 2 

0.85 5 

0.68 8 

0.94 4 

0.81 1 

0.88 8 

0.85 5 

RR2 2 

0.79 9 

0.80 0 

0.82 2 

0.85 5 

0.70 0 

0.57 7 
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groupp 5 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

groupp 6 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

groupp 7 

part.. 1 

part.. 2 

part.. 3 

part.. 4 

part.. 5 

part.. 6 

a a 

1.36* * 

11.32 2 

7.18 8 

2.00* * 

12.08 8 

2.97* * 

a a 

3.17* * 

-9.60 0 

12.83 3 

32.53 3 

6.70 0 

21.43 3 

a a 

41.77 7 

41.54 4 

11.08* * 

61.71 1 

28.52 2 

30.08 8 

0i 0i 

0.49 9 

0.80 0 

0.87 7 

0.63 3 

0.79 9 

0.79 9 

0i 0i 

1.36 6 

2.48 8 

1.85 5 

2.05 5 

1.94 4 

1.32 2 

Pi Pi 

0.85 5 

0.99 9 

2.11 1 

0.67 7 

1.77 7 

1.47 7 

Pi Pi 

0.48 8 

-0.41 1 

02 02 

-0.41 1 

-0.80 0 

-1.06 6 

-1.60 0 

-1.06 6 

-0.69 9 

02 02 

-0.55 5 

-0.68 8 

-1.31 1 

-1.82 2 

-1.00 0 

03 03 

03 03 

03 03 

0.56 6 

7o o 

0.33 3 

0.57 7 

7o o 

7o o 

7i i 

7i i 

-0.52 2 

7i i 

-0.72 2 

RR2 2 

0.80 0 

0.79 9 

0.88 8 

0.93 3 

0.75 5 

0.83 3 

RR2 2 

0.96 6 

0.96 6 

0.90 0 

0.93 3 

0.97 7 

0.95 5 

0.45 5 

0.66 6 

0.84 4 

0.47 7 

0.67 7 

0.71 1 

Tablee 7.A.12: Individual estimation results of (7.A.1) for Robot treatment. The table only 

showss the significant parameters. Sometimes the constant a is not significant, indicated 

byy (*). 

3.. Group 3: for participant 4 the null hypothesis of adaptive expectations, H0 : (a = 

0,0ii  +7o = 1) cannot be rejected. ^Participant 1 submitted an exceptional expec

tationn of 5.25 in period 42, where we have a strong belief that he planned to submit 

55.25.. We therefore, replaced the 42'th observation of this participant by 55.25, see 

footnotee 5. 

4.. Group 5: for participant 1 the null hypothesis that this participant averages over 

thee last two prices, H0 : (a = 0,0\ = 02 = ~) cannot be rejected; for participant 4 

thee null hypothesis of adaptive expectations cannot be rejected. 

5.. For all groups with AR (2) strategies we find that for the estimated AR (2) strategies 
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thee variation in fai + Ph2 is much smaller than the variation in j3hi alone. We know 

thatt the prediction strategy can be represented as 

Ph,t+iPh,t+i =ah + PhPt-i + k ipt-i - Pt-2), (7.A.2) 

wheree (3h = 0hl + /3hi and 8h = ~@h2- Our hypothesis now is that (3h = 0 (and 

possiblyy afc = a) is the same for all participants in a group and 6h differs across 

participantss in a group. We tested this hypothesis in all groups where the AR (2) 

predictionn strategy emerges. We cannot reject the hypothesis at a 5% level for the 

,4^(2)) prediction strategies in groups 1 and 4. We thus estimated the following 

model: : 

PM+ii = a + 0P»-i + h (Pt-i " Pt-2), (7.A.3) 

Thee results are given in Table 7.A. 13. For group 1 we have no significant differences 

groupp 1 

groupp 4 

a a 

--

15.48 8 

0 0 
0.52 2 

0.74 4 

Si Si 

1.06 6 

--

ss2 2 

0.62 2 

--

<53 3 

1.04 4 

1.11 1 

6, 6, 

0.71 1 

0.90 0 

6, 6, 

1.17 7 

--

6* 6* 

--

0.36 6 

Tablee 7.A. 13: Estimation results for a simultaneous regression of (7.A.3)for group 1 and 

44 in the Robot treatment. 

inn Phi + A12, for group 4 we have no significant differences in ah and in phi + Ph2-

Inn all other groups the hypothesis is rejected. 



Chapterr 8 

AA Strategy Experiment in Asset 
Pricing g 

8.11 Introductio n 

Inn the previous chapter we have seen that in a simple experimental asset market popu

latedd by six participants prices generally do not converge to the RE fundamental price, 

butt (temporary) speculative bubbles emerge with asset prices growing at a constant rate. 

Wee find that simple prediction strategies describe participants behavior in the experi

mentss well. In this chapter we employ the strategy method to investigate in more detail 

whatt kind of prediction strategies individuals use and whether, as participants gain more 

experience,, prices settle down at the RE fundamental steady state. 

InIn Chapter 5 we used the strategy method to investigate expectation formation in 

ann experimental cobweb economy. In this chapter we will use the same procedures and 

methodss to investigate how subjects form expectations in a simple asset pricing experi

ment.. The strategy method provides a nice approach to investigate the way subjects form 

expectations.. In most economic laboratory experiments subjects only make relatively few 

decisionss and learning possibilities are limited. 

Thee subjects of the strategy experiment first participate in a introductory laboratory 

experimentt to gain experience in their forecasting task. In the instructions we inform the 

subjectss that they are an advisor to a pension fund. The task of the advisors is to give an 

accuratee prediction of the price of a risky asset. The pension fund bases its investment 

decisionn in the risky asset upon the price forecast of the advisor/participant. The market 

pricee of the risky asset is determined by equilibrium of demand and supply. At the end of 

thee introductory experiment the subjects formulate and hand in their first strategy for the 

163 3 
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strategyy experiment. This strategy has to be a complete representation of the subject's 

predictionss in all possible states. Each period the price, pt+i, has to be predicted. The 

strategyy experiment consists of four rounds. In each round we simulate 1296 markets with 

sixx randomly drawn strategies for each market. At the end of each round the subjects 

receivee feedback. The feedback for each participant consists of the price and the prediction 

off the strategy in 5 randomly selected simulations of fifty periods. The ranking of the 

strategiess as well as a programmed version of their own strategy are also included in the 

feedback.. The ranking of the strategies is based on the performance, measured by the 

quadraticc forecasting rule. 

Afterr the subjects submit their fourth round strategies but before they receive the 

resultss of the fourth round we conduct & final laboratory experiment. The goal of this final 

experimentt is to study the relationship between the actual behavior of subjects and the 

strategyy they submit. We inform the subjects that they are in a market with five strategies 

fromm the third round. Since the subjects, in the final experiment, have information up 

tilll round 3 we can compare the prediction of the participant in the final experiment with 

thee prediction of their fourth round strategy. 

Thee main research questions of this chapter are: (1) What kind of strategies do subjects 

use?? (2) Does the market price eventually converge to the fundamental price? (3) How 

doess learning affect the price dynamics in the consecutive rounds? (4) How do individual 

strategiess attribute to market stability or instability? (5) Is the submitted strategy an 

accuratee description of the decisions subjects make in a regular experimental environment? 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 briefly recalls the asset pricing model 

off Chapter 6. In Section 8.3 the experimental design is explained. In Section 8.4 we study 

thee similarities and differences between the submitted strategies, the short, medium and 

longg run price dynamics and the results of the final experiment. We summarize and 

concludee in Section 8.5. Appendix 8.A contains all procedures and information given to 

thee participants. 

8.22 An asset pricing model 

Inn this section we briefly recall the asset pricing model of Chapter 6 with H different kinds 

off traders or strategies. Traders can choose between a risk free asset that pays a fixed 

returnn r or a risky asset that pays an uncertain dividend yt in period t. Let pt denote the 

pricee of the risky asset. Market equilibrium in the asset pricing model with H different 
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traderss is given by: 
11 H 

(11 + r)pt = 77 £ Eh,t(pt+i + I/i+i), (8-1) 
""  h=l 

wheree r denotes the risk free rate of return, Eht(pt+1 + yt+i) denotes the expectation or 

belief,, formed at the beginning of date t, of trader h about next periods price plus next 

periodss dividend. In the strategy experiment H will be fixed at six. Notice that in this 

setupp there is no robot trader and that there are no exogenous price shocks added to the 

equilibriumm price. 

Wee specialize on the simplest case of an independent and identically distributed process 

forr dividends, that is, 

VtVt = V + St. (8.2) 

Wee assume that expectations about future dividends are equal and correct for all traders, 

thatt is, we assume that Eht{yt+i) = y and St ~ N(Q,crj). 

Lett us first recall the important benchmark when all traders have rational expectations. 

Noticee that since all traders have correct expectations about future dividends the noise 

termm 6t of the I ID dividend process does not affect the realized market price which is 

givenn by 
11 1 H 

VtVt = T—-(V + 77 E EhtPt+i). (8.3) 
11 "  T n h=i 

Whenn expectations are homogeneous and all traders have rational expectations (with 

speculativee bubble solutions excluded by the so called transversality condition), the ra-

tionaltional expectations or fundamental price p{ is given by the discounted sum of expected 

futuree dividends, that is, 
ff _ ™ Et{yt+k) 

Givenn that the dividend process is IID as in (8.2) the fundamental price p / is constant 

andd given by 

PPff = - . (8.5) 
r r 

8.33 Experimental design and procedures 

Thee experiment lasted for eight weeks. The subjects are recruited from a course "Dynam

icall Systems", a mathematical introduction to dynamical systems in the undergraduate 

econometricss program, and from the course "Micro Economics", a course in the under

graduatee economics program. Participation is not a course requirement. Students have 
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noo prior knowledge about dynamic economic systems and the asset pricing model is not 

taughtt in the courses. 

Too gain some experience with their forecasting task the subjects first participate in 

ann introductory laboratory experiment, similar to the NoRobot treatment asset pricing 

experimentt of Chapter 7. Subjects participate sequentially in two different markets of 

500 periods. In both markets they can earn 1300 points each period. The earnings are 

negativelyy related to the size of the quadratic forecasting error. The number of points 

earnedd in period t by participant h is given by the quadratic scoring rule 

eehtht = max{1300 - ^ ( p f - p\t)\ 0}, (8.6) 

wheree 1300 points is equivalent to 0.65 Dutch guilder. Notice that earnings in period t 

aree zero when \pt - pe
ht\ > 7. The average earnings of the 21 participating subjects, in 

approximatelyy 1.5 hours, were 31 Dutch guilders (14 Euro), where the maximum total 

earningss are 65 Dutch guilders (30 Euro). 

In t roductor yy exper iment. 

Thee goal of the introductory experiment was to give the subjects some experience in their 

forecastingg task. The experiment was completely computerized and took place in the 

CREEDD experimental laboratory. The participants understanding of the instructions was 

checkedd by control questions. The forecasting task was presented as follows (this is a 

summary,, for the complete instructions see Appendix 8.A): 

•• You are a financial advisor  to a pension fund that wants to optimally invest a large 

amountt of money. The pension fund has two investment options: a risk free investment 

andd a risky investment. In each time period the pension fund has to decide which fraction 

off their money to put on the bank account and which fraction of the money to spend on 

buyingg stocks. In order to make an optimal investment decision the pension fund needs 

ann accurate prediction of the price pt of stocks. As their financial advisor, you have to 

predictt the stock market price pt (in guilder) during 51 subsequent time periods. 

•• Informatio n about the stock market 

Thee price pt of the stocks is determined by market equilibrium, that is, the stock market 

pricee pt in period t will be the price for which aggregate demand equals supply. The supply 

off stocks is fixed during the experiment. The demand for stocks is mainly determined by 

thee aggregate demand of a number of different pension funds active in the stock market. 

•• Informatio n about the investment strategies of the pension funds 

Thee precise investment strategy of the pension fund that you are advising and the invest

mentt strategies of the other pension funds are unknown. The return of the stock market 
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perr time period is uncertain and depends upon (unknown) dividend payments. As the 

financialfinancial advisor of a pension fund you are not asked to forecast dividends, but you are 

onlyy asked to forecast the price of the stock in each time period. Based upon your stock 

markett price forecast, your pension fund will make an optimal investment decision. The 

higherr your price forecast the larger will be the fraction of money invested by your pension 

fundd in the stock market, so the larger will be their demand for stocks. 

•• Forecasting task of the financial advisor 

Thee only task of the financial advisors in this experiment is to forecast the stock market 

indexx pt in each time period as accurate as possible. The price of the stock will in the first 

twoo periods always be between 0 and 100 guilders. The stock price has to be predicted 

twoo time periods ahead. After all participants have given their predictions for the first 

twoo periods, the stock market price p\ in the first period will be revealed and based upon 

yourr forecasting error pi — p\ your earnings for period 1 will be given. 

•• Summary of informatio n 

-- past prices up to period t - 2: {pt-2,Pt-2, • • • ,Pi} 

-- past predictions up to period t — 1: {Pt_i,P(_2, • • • ,pf} 

-- past earnings up to period t — 2 

•• Earnings 

Earningss will depend upon forecasting accuracy only. The better you predict the stock 

markett price in each period, the higher your aggregate earnings. Earnings will be according 

too the following earnings table. If you are the best advisor in the experiment, you can 

earnn an additional bonus of DFL 50,-. This bonus will be given to the financial with 

thee smallest average prediction error during the experiment. 

Givenn the six individual predictions, the realized price is determined by the market 

equilibriumm equation (8.3) with H = 6. In the introductory experiment subjects par

ticipatee sequentially in two markets with different composition of subjects and different 

meann dividend y and risk free interest rate r. At the beginning of the markets the exact 

valuess of the mean dividend and interest rate are announced. In the first market the 

meann dividend and interest rate are y = 3 and r = 5% while in the second market they 

aree y = 2.4 and r = 6%. According to (8.5) the corresponding fundamental prices for the 

twoo markets are thus given by: pf =  ̂ = 60 and pf = ~ = 40. 

Strategyy exper iment 

Thee strategy experiment consists of four rounds. In each round the subjects have to sub

mitt a strategy. Participants can submit their strategy anytime before a biweekly deadline 
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butt preferably after class. The number of participants decreased over the rounds, in round 

11 all 21 participants submitted a strategy but in round 2 there were 19 participants who 

submittedd a strategy. In rounds 3 and 4 we still had 17 and 16 submitted strategies, 

respectively.. The first round started at the end of the introductory experiment when all 

participantss had to submit their first strategy. The participants are given a folder with all 

necessaryy information about the procedures and the forecasting task. Appendix 8. A con

tainss all information (translated from Dutch) included in the folder. The experimenters 

checkedd these strategies for clarity, completeness (whether the strategy provides a predic

tionn in all possible situations), uniqueness (whether the strategy always provides exactly 

onee prediction) and informational correctness (whether the strategy does not use infor

mationn that is not available, such as the price pt~\ when forecasting price pt, future prices 

orr previous predictions of other strategies). Every participant has his own personal code 

andd we use this code to identify the subjects over the rounds. The participants do not 

knoww the personal codes of other participants. 

InIn every round we simulate the experimental asset market 1296 times. Each market 

consistss of six different, randomly drawn, strategies. For the simulations we use 9 different 

valuesvalues of the mean dividend (y = 2, 2.25, 2.5, . . . , 4) and 9 different values of the interest 

ratee (r = 4%, 4.25%, 4.5%,... ,6%). The fundamental price is therefore always in the 

intervall [331,100]. Every combination of mean dividend and interest rate we simulate 16 

times,, resulting in a total of 1296 simulations. The average number of simulations for a 

particularr strategy is then 362,409,457 and 486 for rounds 1-4, respectively. The subjects 

aree informed that the exact values of the mean dividend and the interest rate are not the 

samee for every simulation but are available to the participating strategies at the beginning 

off each simulation. At the end of each round the subjects receive private information about 

howw their strategy predicts in the simulations. The private information consists of a page 

withh the programmed version of their strategy (programmed in Borland Pascal) and five 

pagess containing for each subject five randomly chosen simulations in which his or her 

strategyy has participated. They also receive public information, namely information given 

too all participants, about the ranking of the strategies by mean quadratic forecasting error. 

Onee week after they receive this information a new strategy has to be submitted. 

Wee recognized that a similar incentive structure as in the introductory experiment and 

thee asset pricing experiments of Chapter 7 in the strategy experiment might stimulate the 

subjectss to cooperate and share their strategies and private information. For example, 

alll subjects benefit from a fast convergence to the fundamental price. In the strategy 

experimentt we therefore employ a tournament incentive structure: payment is based 

uponn relative performance of the strategies. The performance is based upon the average 
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squaredd prediction error of the strategy over all simulations in that round. The participant 

withh the strategy with the smallest average quadratic forecasting error receives 50 guilders 

(approximatelyy 22.70 Euro) in rounds 1, 2 and 3. In the final round three prizes of 250, 

1500 and 50 guilders (113.60, 68.20 and 22.70 Euro respectively) are awarded. In addition 

too this students receive a flat fee of 5 guilders (2.25 Euro) for each strategy they submit. 

AA possible disadvantage of payments based upon relative performance is that subjects 

mayy try to destabilize markets in order to make it harder for the other market participants 

too forecast prices. However, it is easy to see that this cannot work. If all strategies 

predictt the fundamental price except for one strategy that tries to destabilize the market 

byy predicting a higher (lower) price, the realized price will be higher (lower) than the 

fundamentall price but since the price is determined by the average of all predictions the 

pricee will always be closer to the fundamental price than to the prediction of the strategy 

thatt tries to destabilize the market. A single destabilizing strategy will thus end up 

withh a larger quadratic prediction error than the other strategies in that market. Even 

moree importantly, one can only affect realized prices in the market in which the strategy 

participates;; an increasingly unstable market will cause a comparative advantage of the 

strategiess active in the other markets. No subject ever mentioned (in the questionnaires1 

orr in class after the experiment ended) that he or she had tried to destabilize markets. 

Finall  experiment 

Afterr subjects submit their final, fourth round strategy, but before they receive the final 

resultss we conduct another laboratory experiment. The main goal of this experiment is to 

investigatee whether the strategies are a good representation of the actual behavior of the 

subjectss in a laboratory experiment. In the final experiment the subjects are informed that 

theyy are in a market with five strategies from the third round. Since the participants have 

alreadyy submitted their fourth round strategy but did not receive the results of the fourth 

roundd simulations yet, we can compare their fourth round strategy with their behavior 

inn the final experiment2. For every participant we conduct two sequential markets of 
11 Subjects fill in a small questionnaire every round. In this questionnaire they are asked about (among 

otherr things) their considerations when changing their strategy, the effect of the feedback upon their new-

strategy,, whether they had talked with other subjects about the experiment and how well they thought 

theirr new strategy would perform. 
2Thee participants are informed about how their third round strategy predicts in round 3. They have 

noo information about how their fourth round strategy predicts in the fourth round. Therefore their 

predictionss in the final experiment are based upon the same information as their fourth round strategy. 

Thee only difference is that in the experiment the participants are more flexible since they can update and 

changee their prediction strategies during the two markets of 50 periods each. 
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500 periods. A market consists of one participant and five third round strategies. The 

fivee strategies that participate in each market are randomly drawn from the submitted 

thirdd round strategies. The fundamental price in the first market is different from the 

fundamentall price in the second market but in each of the two markets for all participants 

thee same. For the final experiment we also use the tournament structure for the earnings. 

Thee winner, that is, the subject with the lowest average quadratic error over the two 

markets,, earns 100 guilders, the runner up earns 95 guilders etc.. 

8.44 Results 

Thiss section reports the results of the strategy experiment. We first look at the specific 

characteristicss of the strategies that are submitted. After that we will investigate the short 

runn dynamics in Section 8.4.2, the medium run price dynamics in Section 8.4.3 and the 

longg run price dynamics in Section 8.4.4. In Section 8.4.5 we investigate the behavior of 

particularr strategies in the simulations and in particular the effect of individual strategies 

onn the convergence of the market price. Finally in Section 8.4.6 we investigate whether 

thee submitted strategies are a good description of the behavior of the participants in an 

experimentall setting. 

8.4.11 What kind of strategies do the participants use? 

Inn most studies on economic dynamics researchers make assumptions about the expec

tationss of the agents in the model. Usually the agents are assumed to be rational or 

boundedlyy rational using a simple prediction rule. In this study we are interested in what 

kindd of strategies/prediction rules subjects actually use. In this section we will focus 

onn the general characteristics of the submitted strategies. We will not try to describe 

everyy strategy separately in detail since the strategies differ a lot. Table 8.1 summarizes 

thee main characteristics of the strategies. In total 73 strategies are submitted3. About 

onee quarter of all submitted strategies is continuous. The strategies are continuous if a 

smalll change in the realized price will also result in a small change of the prediction. If a 

strategyy is not continuous it is in almost all cases conditional4. The conditions on which 

thesee strategies depend differ from past prices, past predictions, past prediction errors to 

thee mean dividend or the interest rate. An example of a conditional strategy is "if the 
3Inn rounds 3 and 4 a couple of subjects only made small changes in their strategy. 
4Thee strategy of subject 6 in round 2 is the only strategy that is both conditional and continuous. 

Thiss strategy is conditional on the mean dividend. Given this initial condition on the mean dividend the 
strategyy is continuous. 
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Round d 

Numberr of strategies 

Continuous s 

Conditionall (+conditional 

onn error) 

Meann dividend included 

Interestt rate included 

Includess prediction (s) of 

previouss period (s) 

Includess (weighted) average 

off previous prices 

Includess latest observed price pt-2 

Trendd following 

Meann number of code lines 

1 1 

21 1 

8 8 

77 (+6) 

14 4 

13 3 

7 7 

6 6 

21 1 

7 7 

19.71 1 

2 2 

19 9 

5 5 

77 (+8) 

13 3 

12 2 

10 0 

7 7 

19 9 

7 7 

26.35 5 

3 3 

17 7 

3 3 

66 (+8) 

12 2 

11 1 

9 9 

3 3 

17 7 

9 9 

30 0 

4 4 

16 6 

3 3 

66 (+7) 

13 3 

12 2 

8 8 

3 3 

16 6 

6 6 

26.31 1 

Total l 

73 3 

19 9 

266 (+29) 

52 2 

48 8 

34 4 

19 9 

73 3 

29 9 

25.59 9 

Tablee 8.1: Characteristics of the strategies 

pricee in period t — 3 is smaller than the price in period t — 2 my prediction is ... if not 

myy prediction is...". About 75% of all strategies is conditional. In 52 strategies the mean 

dividendd (y) is included; in most of these cases the interest rate is then also included. In 

onlyy seven strategies the fundamental price p ' = Ms used for the prediction. In six of 

thesee strategies the fundamental price is only used in predicting the first and/or second 

price.. Not a single participant had the fundamental price as its prediction for periods 

33 - 50. All strategies include the price of two periods back (this is the last observed 

price).. Almost 40% of all strategies is following a "trend". For example if the last ob

servedd price, p t_2, was higher/lower than the price p t_3 the prediction of the price will be 

thee last observed price plus/minus a term, which differs per individual5. There axe even 

twoo strategies anticipating on cyclic behavior trying to detect a cycle. If the strategy 

observess a cycle, say of period 8, the strategy predicts the price eight periods back. The 

strategiess get more complicated (measured by the total lines of program needed) until 

roundd 3; in round 4 there is a (slight) decrease of the complexity. 
55 An example of a trend following strategy is strategy 14 in round 3: If p{t-2) < p(t-3) THEN V[T] = 

P(t-^-\/iELP(t-^-\/iEL33(p(t-k)~p(t-k-l)yELSEV[T]=p(t-2)(p(t-k)~p(t-k-l)yELSEV[T]=p(t-2) + yJ^L3(p(t~k)-p(t-k-l)^. 
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8.4.22 Short run dynamics 

Inn this section we will study the winning strategies and the price behavior in the first 50 

periods.. We will refer to the first 50 periods as the short run dynamics. The incentives 

off the subjects and the ranking of the strategies are based upon the first 50 periods. 

Thereforee the first 50 periods are of special interest. Figure 8.1 shows the average absolute 

distance,, \pt — p?\, between the realized market price and the fundamental price for the 

firstfirst 50 periods for each of the four rounds averaged over 1296 simulations. We find that 

thee average prices in the first round are close to the fundamental price (average absolute 

distancee around 20). 

200--

150 0 

100 0 

50--

roundd 2 

roundd 3 

. . 

^ 2 1 1 
roundd 4 

roundd 1 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

55 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Figuree 8.1: Average absolute distance from the fundamental averaged over 1296 simula

tions.. All 81 pairs of mean dividend, y, and interest rate, r, were simulated 16 times 

Inn round 2 we see a slow increase in this distance in the first periods but then after period 

100 we observe a fast increase until period 30 where the average price distance is about 200 

fromm the fundamental. From period 30 on the average absolute distance remains more or 

lesss constant with prices far from the fundamental price. Another obvious result is that 

inn rounds 3 and 4 the distance increases until period 13. After period 13 the distance 

too the fundamental price in both rounds 3 and 4 is more or less constant. In round 4, 

afterr period 13, the mean distance seems to gradually decrease over time. At period 50 

thee distance to the fundamental in round 4 is small and close to the distance in round 

1.. Furthermore, notice that the average absolute distance to the fundamental in the first 
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periodd is almost the same in every round6. 

Notee that Figure 8.1 only gives us the average distance to the fundamental price and 

doess not give much information about how well the strategies predict (since the strategies 

hadd to predict the realized price and not the fundamental price). Therefore we have to 

studyy the strategies more carefully. We will now investigate the prediction errors of the 

strategies,, the price behavior and the winning strategies. Table 8.2 summarizes the mean 

quadraticc forecasting error, the mean quadratic forecasting error of the winner, the mean 

variancee of the prices and the winning strategies7. 

Round d 

Meann quadratic 

forecastingg error 

perr period 

Meann quadratic 

errorr winner 

perr period 

Samplee mean 

firstfirst 50 prices 

Samplee mean 

standardd deviation 

firstfirst 50 prices 

Winning g 

strategy y 

1 1 

87.54 4 

20.64 4 

56.99 9 

4.96 6 

subjectt 12 

P?? = 
Pt-2+Pt-3+Pt-4 Pt-2+Pt-3+Pt-4 

2 2 

7148.75 5 

659.58 8 

192.24 4 

86.74 4 

subjectt 17 

Pff = 

Pt-t+P'Pt-t+P'tt-2 -2 
2 2 

3 3 

6486.76 6 

965.76 6 

101.34 4 

34.42 2 

subjectt 11 

PtPt = 
Pt-2Pt-2 ~ ïb 

4 4 

1077.19 9 

600.79 9 

78.65 5 

22.34 4 

subjectt 19 

PtPt = 

Pt-2Pt-2 + 2(p(_2 ~ Pt-3) 

Tablee 8.2: Results of the simulations (1296 simulations per round). In each simulation 

aa market is formed with 6 randomly drawn strategies. The mean quadratic forecasting 

errorr is the average quadratic forecasting error over all strategies and all periods. The 

thirdd and fourth row report the sample mean and the sample mean standard deviation 

off the realized prices over all simulations. The last row presents the prediction strategies 

off the winner. To limit the size of the table we only report the most relevant part of the 

strategy. . 
88 An explanation for this may be that in each round the predictions in the first two periods have to be 

betweenn 0 and 100 
7A111 winning strategies are conditional and therefore too complicated and too long to report in the 

table.. We report that part of the strategy for which the condition (for example an "if condition) was 

satisfiedd most of the time. 
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Thee mean quadratic error in the first round is the smallest and the mean quadratic 

errorr in the second round is largest. After round 2 the mean quadratic error decreases 

considerablyy but at round 4 it is still much larger than in round 1 (around 12 times as 

large).. Notice that, the mean quadratic error of the winner in round 2 is smaller than the 

meann quadratic error of the winner in round 3. The other strategies in round 2 perform 

muchh worse than in round 3. 

Promm Figure 8.1 we saw that the prices in round 2 are on average far from the fun

damental.. Table 8.2 shows similar results. The sample mean price in round 2 is much 

higherr than the sample mean prices in the other three rounds. Furthermore, from the 

fourthh row of the table we find that the mean variance of the first 50 prices is lowest in 

roundd 1 and highest in round 2. There is little volatility in the market prices in round 

11 compared to the volatility of the prices in round 2. In rounds 3 and 4 the prices are 

lesss volatile than in round 2 but still much more volatile than in round 1. The last row 

off Table 8.2 shows the winning strategies. The winning strategy in round 1 predicts the 

meann price over the last three periods. In round 2 an adaptive expectations rule with 

adaptationn weight of 0.5 is the winning strategy. The winning strategy in round 3 is 

naivee expectations minus a small constant depending on the interest rate. In round 4 the 

winnerr has a trend following strategy (conditional on P[T — 3] < P[T — 2]). Hence, in the 

relativelyy tranquil market the winning strategy predicts the mean price while in the very 

volatilee market the winning strategy is an adaptive strategy. Furthermore, in the slightly 

volatilee markets (rounds 3 and 4) the winning strategies are a trend following strategy 

andd a naive strategy. 

Tablee 8.3 shows the percentages of convergence over the rounds in the short run. We 

Shortt  run convergence, sample period 25-50. 

steadyy state 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

non-convergence e 

roundd 1 

6.9% % 

2.5% % 
0.4% % 

1.3% % 

0.5% % 

88.4% % 

roundd 2 

6.3% % 

2.5% % 
0.0% % 
0.4% % 

0.0% % 

90.8% % 

roundd 3 

2.0% % 
0.0% % 

0.1% % 
0.0% % 
0.0% % 

97.9% % 

roundd 4 

1.8% % 

0.1% % 

0.0% % 

0.1% % 

0.0% % 

98.1% % 

Tablee 8.3: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 

3-55 and non-convergence (i.e non-convergence and convergence to period 6 or higher-order 

cycles)) of 1296 simulations, based upon periods 25-50. 

usee the following measure of convergence: a price sequence converges if the maximum 
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differencee between the highest and lowest price over the last 25 periods is smaller than 

0.1.. A similar criterion is used for cycles; for example in a 2-cycle the prices in all odd 

periodss are within a 0.1-point range and the prices for all even periods are within a 0.1-

pointt range (and we do not observe a steady state). The percentage of convergence to 

aa steady state is very low, and decreases over the rounds from 6.9% in the first round 

too 1.8% in the fourth round. Furthermore, the percentage of non-convergence increases 

fromm 88.4% in round 1 to 98.1% in round 4. Although we would expect an increase in the 

percentagee of convergence and a decrease of non-convergence over the rounds we observe 

thee opposite. 

Inn this section we found that the distance between the price and the fundamental price 

increasedd by a factor of almost 10 from round 1 to round 2. After round 2 the distance 

decreasedd but was in round 4 still larger than in round 1. A tentative explanation why 

roundd 2 is much worse than round 1 may be the following. The majority of the strategies 

inn round 1 are cautious. However, in round 2, the exploration of the patterns in past prices 

leadss to large deviations from the fundamental price due to overreaction. In rounds 3 and 

44 the strategies get more cautious again due to the bad performance in round 2. Another 

strikingg result is the large difference between the mean standard deviation of prices in 

roundd 2 and round 1; the prices in round 2 are further away from the fundamental price, 

thee sample mean of the prices is almost 200 in round 2 compared to 60 in round 1, and 

thee prices in round 2 are also more volatile. In the last part of this section we found 

thatt there is almost no convergence to a steady state. Furthermore, the percentage of 

non-convergencee increases over the rounds. An important question that remains is: how 

cann we explain the low percentages of convergence in the short run? 

8.4.33 Medium run dynamics 

Inn the short run there is little convergence to a steady state. A question we therefore 

addresss in this section is: is the low percentage of convergence due to an inherently 

unstablee steady state, or is it due to a slow speed of convergence to a stable steady 

state.. In this section we will therefore study the medium run dynamics, i.e. the first 200 

periods.. Table 8.4 summarizes percentages of convergence to a steady state, convergence 

too a cycle and non-convergence in the medium run. From now on we use a slightly different 

measuree of convergence than in the short run: A price sequence converges if the maximum 

differencee between the highest and lowest price over the last 50 periods (instead of the 25 
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periodss in the short run) is smaller than 0.18. Prom Table 8.4 we find that in the medium 

runn the convergence of the price to a steady state is highest in the third round and lowest 

inn the first round while the non-convergence is highest in the first round and lowest in the 

secondd round. Table 8.4 shows that in rounds 1 and 2 the percentage of convergence to 

periodicc cycles is still above 20% (with about 14% of 2-cycles). Moreover, in rounds 3 and 

44 this fraction has decreased to about 5% and 1.6%, respectively. Furthermore, in round 

Mediumm run convergence, sample period 151-200 

steadyy state 

22 cycle 

33 cycle 

44 to 10 cycle 

non-convergence e 

roundd 1 round 2 round 3 round 4 

24.31%% 43.13% 54.78% 49.31% 

14.12%% 13.73% 0.00% 0.15% 

0.23%% 0.15% 0.08% 0.08% 

7.03%% 9.12% 4.86% 1.39% 

54.32%% 33.87% 40.28% 49.07% 

Tablee 8.4: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 

3-100 and non-convergence (i.e non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-

orderr cycles) of 1296 simulations, based upon the periods 150-200. 

44 about 50% of all simulations has settled down to a steady state in round 4, but also 

almostt 50% of all simulations does not converge within 200 periods. After 200 periods we 

observee much more convergence than after 50 periods. In the next section we will report 

thee long run dynamics and study whether for some markets it takes even more than 200 

periodss for prices to converge to a steady state. 

8.4.44 Long run dynamics 

Inn the previous section we have shown that the percentage of convergence to a steady 

statee is increasing over the rounds, but there are still about 50% non-converging price 

sequencess in round 4. One explanation for this phenomenon is that the steady state is 

stablestable but the learning process converges only slowly. Another explanation can be that 

thee steady state is intrinsically unstable and that prices will never converge to the steady 

state.. To investigate which of the scenarios explains the properties in the medium and 
8Ourr results do not change much if we take another measure of convergence. For example, if for 

convergence,, the difference between the highest and lowest price must be smaller than 1 (instead of 

thee 0.1) we find the same amount of convergence to a steady state and with a small period (smaller 

thann 4) cycles. We do on the other hand observe more convergence to higher periods and therefore less 

non-convergence. . 
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shortt run dynamics we study the long run dynamics. The long run dynamics is defined 

heree as 1000 periods. 

Tablee 8.5 shows the results for the long run dynamics. Convergence is defined in 

thee same way as in the medium run analysis of Section 8.4.3, that is, a price sequence 

convergess if the maximum difference between the highest and lowest price over the last 50 
periodss is smaller than 0.1. In Table 8.5 we also make a distinction between convergence 

too the fundamental steady state or to a steady state different from the fundamental 

price.. We find that as the convergence to a steady state increases over the rounds the 

convergencee to the fundamental price also increases. In the long run the majority of the 

simulationss converges to a steady state. Where in round 1 we only observe approximately 

40%% convergence to a steady state, in round 4 the convergence has doubled to 80%. 

However,, most of the simulations converging to some steady state, do not converge to the 

Longg run convergence, sample period 951-1000. 

fundamental l 

non-fundamental l 

steadyy state 

22 cycle 

33 cycle 

44 to 10 cycle 

non-convergencee LE < 0 

non-convergencee LE > 0 

roundd 1 round 2 round 3 round 4 

10.80%% 11.73% 20.76% 39.74% 

27.78%% 45.45% 39.43% 40.66% 

38.58%% 57.18% 60.19% 80.40% 

18.75%% 18.21% 0.00% 0.08% 

0.15%% 0.23% 0.08% 0.00% 

10.65%% 11.73% 7.41% 0.62% 

7.01%% 5.69% 9.38% 5.86% 

24.86%% 6.96% 22.95% 13.04% 

Tablee 8.5: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 

3-100 and non-convergence (i.e non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-

orderr cycles) of the prices within 1000 periods of 1296 simulations. Two different kinds of 

non-convergencee simulations are distinguished based upon the estimated largest Lyapunov 

Exponentt (LE)(1000 periods are used to estimate the Lyapunov exponent). A positive 

Lyapunovv exponent implies chaotic price fluctuations. 

fundamentall steady state. In round 4, 40% of all simulations converges to a steady state 

differentt form the fundamental steady state. 

Iff we compare these results with the results from the medium run, we find that in 

thee long run there is more convergence to a steady state and less non-convergence. Many 

off the non-converging sequences in the medium run have dissolved and converged in the 

longg run. Hence, the speed of convergence is slow. 
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Inn this section, like in Section 5.3.4, we are also specially interested in the non-

convergencee and the possible occurence of chaos and strange attractors. We apply the 

Wolff algorithm (Wolf et al. (1985)) to estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent over the 

periodd 1-1000. A positive Lyapunov exponent implies that the system exhibits sensitive 

dependencee upon initial conditions and is chaotic (see Chapter 5 footnote 10). We find 

thatt almost 70% of the non-converging price sequences has a positive Lyapunov exponent, 

i.e.. 16.95% of all simulations has a positive Lyapunov exponent. In contrast with Chap

terr 5, in this experiment we thus find a relatively low fraction of price sequences with a 

positivee Lyapunov exponents. A possible explanation for this lower fraction of chaotic 

marketss may be that the asset market is stable under naive expectations. In such a stable 

markett chaos can only arise when there are strong trend extrapolating strategies. 

Wee will now focus on the sequences that converge to a steady state price. We inves

tigatee whether these sequences converge to the fundamental price or to another steady 

state.. Figure 8.2 shows the frequency distribution of the distance between the steady 

statee price and the fundamental price after 1000 periods. Figure 8.2 shows that most 

off the price sequences converge to a price close to the fundamental price. Especially in 

roundd 2 there are a lot of sequences converging to a price far from the fundamental price 

(Figuree 8.2 (b)). In round 1 the maximum distance of the steady state prices to the fun

damentall steady state price tends to be less than 10. In round 2 the maximum distance 

increases.. A relatively large part of the steady state prices is far from the steady state. 

Theree are two peaks with prices far from the fundamental steady state, one at distance 

4000 and one at 700. The maximum distance in rounds 3 and 4 for most price sequences 

iss again relatively small, 6 and 3 respectively. In 11% of all simulations in round 1 the 

sequencee converges9 to the fundamental price. In round 2 12% of all simulations con

vergess to the fundamental while in round 3 and 4 these percentages are 21% and 40%, 

respectively.. In round 2 the standard deviation of the distance between the steady state 

pricee and the fundamental price is large, 300. The standard deviation in round 1, 3 and 

44 is much smaller, 8.25, 2.02 and 1.40, respectively. 

Summarizing,, we find that a large fraction of the simulations converges to the funda

mentall price. For round 2 we find convergence to a steady state far from the fundamental. 
9Wee use the same definition of convergence as in Section 8.4.3, i.e. a price sequence converges to a 

steadyy state if the maximum difference between the highest and lowest price over the last fifty periods is 
smallerr than 0.1. However, the percentage of convergence to the fundamental steady state is measured 
differently.. A price sequence converged to the fundamental steady state if the price sequence converged 
andd the distance to the fundamental price is smaller than 1 point. That is, for a fundamental steady 
statee price of 50 all sequences that converged to a steady state price in the interval [49,51] converged to 
thee fundamental steady state. 
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Figuree 8.2: Frequency distribution of the difference between the steady state price, at 

tt = 1000, and the fundamental price. In round 1 500 simulations converged to a steady 

state,, in round 2, 3 and 4 741, 781 and 1038 simulations converged to a steady state. The 

distancee is zero if the price converges to the fundamental price p? = ^. 

Thee fact that the underlying dynamics may have a steady state attractor far from the 

steadyy state may explain why in the short run the absolute distance to the fundamental 

steadyy state is large and why the mean squared forecasting error and the sample variance 

off prices are so high in round 2. Nevertheless a large part of the simulations converges to 

aa price close to the fundamental. The fraction of convergence increases over the rounds 

andd is even 80% in round 4. Furthermore, a small fraction of the price sequences has a 

positivee Lyapunov exponent, implying sensitive dependence on initial conditions. In the 

nextt section we will investigate whether there are strategies that 'destabilize' the market. 

Thatt is, if we remove a strategy that does not predict very well from the simulations will 
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wee then observe more or less convergence or is there no difference? 

8.4.55 Homogeneous strategy simulations. 

Inn the previous section we found that about 20% of the price sequences does not converge 

withinn 1000 periods. On average only approximately 20% of all simulations converges 

too the fundamental steady state price. In this section, we study the cause of this non-

convergence.. We try to answer the following questions: "Is most of the non-convergence 

causedd by the interaction of strategies or are there a couple of strategies that 'destabilize' 

thee markets?" and "If a strategy does not converge in a homogeneous market, does such 

aa strategy then contribute to the non-convergence in the heterogeneous simulations?". 

Wee first report the findings of the homogeneous simulations, i.e. simulations where the 

predictionn of one strategy determines the price or, equivalently, all six prediction strategies 

aree the same. Every round we simulate for all submitted strategies 81 markets (9 different 

valuesvalues of the interest rate and 9 different values of the mean dividend). From Table 8.6 

wee find that the percentage of convergence to a steady state price, after 1000 periods, is 

almostt constant over the rounds. On average in every round about 60% of the markets 

Convergencee of homogeneous simulations. 

fundamental l 

non-fundamental l 

steadyy state 

22 cycle 

33 cycle 

44 to 10 cycle 

non-convergence e 

roundd 1 round 2 round 3 round 4 

43.68%% 42.69% 48.29% 39.89% 

19.17%% 30.15% 16.99% 19.06% 

62.85%% 72.84% 65.29% 58.95% 

9.64%% 0.13% 0.44% 0.46% 

0.18%% 5.33% 5.95% 6.33% 

1.17%% 0.32% 0.43% 7.41% 

26.16%% 21.38% 27.89% 26.85% 

Tablee 8.6: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of periods 

3-100 and non-convergence (i.e non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or higher-

orderr cycles) of the price within 1000 periods. Total number of simulations changes over 

thee rounds since the number of submitted strategies changes. Each strategy is simulated 

811 times for 9 different values of mean dividend and 9 different values of the interest rate. 

convergee to some steady state price. The convergence to the fundamental steady state is 

approximatelyy 40%. Notice that in round 2 the convergence to a non-fundamental steady 

statee is 30%, much higher than in rounds 1,3 and 4. The percentage of non-convergence 

iss more or less constant over the rounds, ranging from 21% to 28%. There is hardly 
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anyy convergence to cycles of period 4-10 although there are some cycles of period 2 or 

3.. If we compare the long run convergence from Table 8.5 with the convergence of the 

homogeneouss simulations from Table 8.6 we find that the percentage of convergence in 

roundss 1 and 2 is much higher in the homogeneous simulations. Furthermore, in rounds 

11 and 2 the convergence to periodic cycles is much lower in the homogeneous simulations 

andd the percentage of convergence to a steady state in round 4 is much lower. 

Tablee 8.7 shows the non-converging strategies in the homogeneous simulations, i.e. 

thee strategies for which there are simulations that do not converge in a specific round 

andd the number of times that it does not converge. In the last column of Table 8.7 

Strategy y 

round d 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

1 1 

81 1 

81 1 

81 1 

71 1 

5 5 

1 1 

1 1 

X X 

1 1 

9 9 

81 1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

10 0 

10 0 

X X 

X X 

X X 

11 1 

58 8 

30 0 

30 0 

30 0 

13 3 

0 0 

77 7 

77 7 

77 7 

17 7 

78 8 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

18 8 

81 1 

61 1 

61 1 

38 8 

19 9 

52 2 

53 3 

53 3 

50 0 

20 0 

0 0 

81 1 

81 1 

81 1 

total l 

4455 w 26% 

3299 « 21% 

3844 « 28% 

3488 « 27% 

Tablee 8.7: For every strategy a homogeneous market is simulated 81 times. The first 

roww shows the "non-converging strategies". These are the strategies for which there are 

simulationss that do not converge within 1000 periods. The second to the fifth row show 

forr each round the number of times these strategies do not converge. The last column 

showss the percentages of non-convergence. The total number of simulations changes over 

thee four rounds since the number of submitted strategies changes from 21 in the first to 

166 in the fourth round. The last column shows the total number of markets that do not 

convergee and the subsequent percentage of the total number of simulated markets. 

thee total number of non-converging simulations and the percentage of non-convergence 

iss shown. From the table we find that there are a number of strategies that almost 

neverr converge in the homogeneous simulations. Note that convergence of a strategy 

inn this homogeneous setting does not mean that the strategy is also converging in the 

heterogeneouss setting. The strategies that are not listed in the table converge in every 

simulation.. The strategies of subjects 1, 13 and 20 almost never converge. The strategies 

off Table 8.7 perform relatively poorly; most are in the bottom half of the ranking of the 

shortt run simulations. Only five of these 28 non-converging strategies end up in the top 

partt of the ranking. Strategy 19 in round 1 is the winning strategy in that round and 

thee third and fourth place are taken by strategies 11 and 18. In round 3 the winning 

strategyy is strategy 11 which in 30 out of 81 simulations does not converge. From these 

resultss it is hard to conclude that the non-convergence in the heterogeneous markets is 
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causedd by these non-converging strategies. For the next simulations we excluded some of 

thesee non-converging strategies to investigate whether the convergence increases without 

suchh a non-converging strategy. We excluded those strategies that participated in non-

convergingg markets more than average (see Table 8.C.13 in Appendix 8.C). In round 1, 

forr example, we find that strategies 9 and 17 are more than average in non-converging 

simulations.. In round 2 strategy 13 converges only in 70% of the simulations while the 

averagee that round is 87%. Strategies 9 and 13 in round 3 also converge less than average 

too a steady state. In round 4 all strategies perform almost the same. In total we find 

ninee 'destabilizing' strategies. These strategies belong to five participants10. Table 8.8 

Convergencee of long run dynamics, sample period 951-1000. 

convergence e 

fundamental l 

non-fundamental l 

steadyy state 

22 cycle 

33 cycle 

44 to 10 cycle 

non-convergence e 

roundd 1 round 2 round 3 round 4 

24.07%% 10.57% 21.68% 42.67% 

38.04%% 53.78% 52.93% 47.14% 

62.11%% 67.13% 74.61% 89.81% 

22.76%% 21.45% 0.08% 0.08% 

0.00%% 0.08% 0.08% 0.15% 

7.03%% 10.03% 11.57% 0.85% 

8.10%% 1.31% 13.66% 9.03% 

Tablee 8.8: Percentage of convergence to a steady state, a period 2-cycle, cycles of pe

riodss 3-10 and non-convergence (i.e non-convergence and convergence to periods 11 or 

higher-orderr cycles) of the prices within 1000 periods of 1296 simulations without the 

'destabilizing'' strategies. In round 2, 3 and 4 we excluded 2 strategies while in round 1 

wee excluded three strategies. 

showss the percentages of convergence and non-convergence in the long run, where we 

excludedd the destabilizing strategies (the bold faced strategies in Table 8.C.13). That is, 

wee exclude the strategies that contributed most to the non-convergence in the long run 

simulations11.. From Table 8.8 we find that the percentage of convergence to a steady 

statee increases over the rounds. In round 1 the percentage of convergence to a steady 

statee is 62.11% while in round 4 the percentage has increased to 90%. The percentages of 
10Inn round 1 we excluded three strategies, 9, 11 and 17. Strategies 13 and 19 were excluded in round 

2.. In round 3 and 4 strategies 9 and 13 were excluded. 
111 We first excluded the strategy with the lowest percentage of convergence. After this we examined 

thee results again and simulated with excluding one more strategy. If excluding one strategy resulted in 

moree convergence to a steady state and less non-convergence we excluded that strategy. We followed this 

proceduree until the moment where the results did not change anymore. 
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convergencee to the fundamental price have increased a little in comparison with Table 8.5. 

However,, the percentage of non-convergence has decreased enormously. In rounds 1, 3 and 

44 the percentage of non-convergence is close to 10%. Note that in round 2 the percentage 

off non-convergence is almost zero. In round 4 there is almost no convergence to periodic 

cycless while in rounds 1-3 we still find 30%, 31% and 10% convergence to periodic cycles, 

respectively. . 

Fromm the previous section we found that although some strategies do not converge in 

thee homogeneous simulations this does not mean that these strategies are the main cause 

off the non-convergence. We even found some non-converging strategies that performed 

veryy well (based upon quadratic forecasting error) in the long run dynamics simulations. 

AA better way to find the destabilizing strategies is by looking at the non-convergence 

off a strategy as a percentage of the total number of simulations a strategy participates 

in.. By excluding the strategies that performed bad compared to the other strategies the 

percentagee of convergence to a steady state increased. Furthermore the percentage of 

non-convergencee decreased. In round 2 the percentage of non-convergence after excluding 

onlyy two strategies is reduced to 1%. There are some strategies ('rotten apples') that 

contributee more than average to the non-convergence, by excluding these strategies from 

thee simulations the percentage of convergence increases. However, when removing these 

unstablee strategies the percentage of convergence to the fundamental steady state only 

increasess a bit. The remaining non-convergence is probably caused by the interaction of 

thee strategies. 

8.4.66 Final Experiment 

Afterr the participants submit their fourth round strategy and before they receive the 

fourthh round results we conduct a final laboratory experiment. The main goal of this 

finall experiment is to study the relationship between actual behavior of subjects and the 

strategyy they submit. Since the participants did not yet receive the fourth round results, 

thee information in the final experiment is the same as for the third round strategies. 

Wee can, therefore, compare their predictions in the experiment with the third round 

predictionss of their strategies12. Just like in the introductory experiment in the final 

experimentt we conduct two markets. The fundamental price in the first market is p* — 60 

whilee the fundamental price in the second market is p1 = 40. We employ a tournament 

incentivee structure. The participant with the lowest average quadratic error over the two 
12Forr comparison, we let the strategy of the participant predict in the same market but the strategy 

doess not participate in the market, i.e. the strategies prediction does not influence the realized market 

price. . 
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markets,, earns 100 guilders the second lowest earns 95 guilders etc.. Table 8.9 shows 

thee average quadratic error of the participants (columns two to four) and the average 

quadraticc error of the strategies (columns five to seven). A striking feature of Table 8.9 

Subjec t t 

1 1 

2 2 

4 4 

7 7 

9 9 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

Participant t 

quadra t i cc error 

P a r t t 

11 2 

0.399 5.53 

17.633 33216.28 

0.933 1.04 

1648.244 20.33 

11.277 5.46 

7.377 2.72 

5.144 21171.29 

11.388 12.72 

1.988 11.27 

9242.288 15266.57 

2.011 22.49 

6.033 3.61 

13.311 6.83 

15172.333 30.34 

65.066 20.40 

Total l 

average e 

2.96 6 

16616.96 6 

0.99 9 

834.28 8 

8.37 7 

5.05 5 

10588.21 1 

12.05 5 

6.62 2 

12254.43 3 

12.25 5 

4.82 2 

10.07 7 

7601.33 3 

42.73 3 

S t ra tegy y 

quadra t i cc e r ror 

P a r t t 

1 1 

0.61 1 

50,91 1 

3.56 6 

1399.83 3 

23.01 1 

7.89 9 

19.64 4 

10.13 3 

1.70 0 

14283.55 5 

3.32 2 

6.16 6 

13.18 8 

24413.09 9 

103.09 9 

2 2 

10.04 4 

30602.30 0 

7.51 1 

8.23 3 

10.34 4 

13.99 9 

86231.34 4 

17.68 8 

14.48 8 

76663.36 6 

73.24 4 

18.38 8 

13.51 1 

11.66 6 

22.93 3 

Total l 

average e 

5.33 3 

15326.61 1 

5.54 4 

704.03 3 

16.68 8 

10.94 4 

43125.49 9 

13.91 1 

8.09 9 

45473.46 6 

38.28 8 

12.27 7 

13.35 5 

12212.38 8 

63.01 1 

Tablee 8.9: The first column shows the participants number, The second and the third 

columnn show the average quadratic error per period of the participant in the two parts, 

off the final experiment. The fourth column shows the total average quadratic error per 

period.. The fifth and sixth column show the average quadratic error per period of the 

strategiess in each of the two parts and the total average quadratic error of the strategy is 

shownn in column seven. 

iss that the strategies and the participants have a qualitatively similar average prediction 

error.. More in particular large errors by the participants coincide with large errors by 

theirr strategies. This suggests that the strategy and the participants make on average the 

samee mistakes. In 23 out of 30 cases the participants average quadratic prediction error 

iss smaller than the error of the strategy. From the fourth column we find that participant 

44 has the smallest average quadratic prediction error over the two parts of the experiment 

andd therefore won the prize of 100 guilder (45 Euro); participant 1 was runner up and 

earnedd 95 guilders (43 Euro). 

Tablee 8.10 shows the average quadratic distance per round between the strategy and 

thee prediction of the participant. If this average quadratic distance is zero, the participant 
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inn the experiment makes exactly the same prediction as his strategy. If the quadratic 

distancee is larger than zero either the participant uses his strategy as a rule of thumb or 

hee does something completely different. Prom the table we find that in 6 out of 30 cases 

Subject t 

1 1 

2 2 

4 4 

7 7 

9 9 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

quadrati cc distance 

Part t 

11 2 

0.144 3.04 

22.977 23090.18 

1.199 6.18 

2822.666 8.84 

28.011 7.86 

5.377 13.58 

18.011 80114.95 

1.944 17.05 

0.77 1.37 

14113.633 56956.14 

0.377 38.13 

5.44 7.9 

7.233 12.25 

9289.399 45.3 

125.011 11.4 

Total l 

average e 

1.59 9 

11556.58 8 

3.685 5 

1415.75 5 

17.935 5 

9.475 5 

40066.48 8 

9.495 5 

1.035 5 

35534.89 9 

19.25 5 

6.65 5 

9.74 4 

4667.345 5 

68.205 5 

Tablee 8.10: The first column shows the participants number. The second to the fourth 

columnn show the average quadratic distance per period between the prediction of the 

strategyy and the participants prediction in the two parts of the final experiment and the 

averagee total quadratic distance per period. 

thee average quadratic distance is larger than 965.76 per period13. The other strategies 

aree on average close to the predictions of the participants. Table 8.11 shows the ranking 

off the participants and of the strategies based on the average quadratic prediction error. 

Thee difference between the ranking of the participant and the ranking of its strategy is 

neverr more than 2. That is, the strategy of the subjects who perform good/bad also 

performm good/bad. The Pearson correlation between the total average quadratic errors 

off the participant in the final experiment (column 4 in Table 8.9) and the total average 

quadraticc errors of the strategy (column 7 in Table 8.9) in the experiment is 0.80. The 

predictionprediction errors of the participants and their strategies are thus strongly correlated. The 

Pearsonn correlation of the rankings (the correlation between row 2 and row 3 in Table 8.11) 

iss 0.96, i.e. the rankings after the final experiment of the strategies and of the subjects 
13Thee mean quadratic error of the winner in round 3 equals 965.76. 
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Ranking g 

subjectt  # 

participant t 

strategy y 

1 1 

2 2 

1 1 

2 2 

15 5 

13 3 

4 4 

1 1 

2 2 

7 7 

11 1 

11 1 

99 11 

66 4 

88 4 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

13 3 

8 8 

7 7 

15 5 

5 5 

3 3 

16 6 

14 4 

15 5 

17 7 

9 9 

9 9 

18 8 

3 3 

5 5 

19 9 

7 7 

6 6 

20 0 

12 2 

12 2 

21 1 

10 0 

10 0 

Tablee 8.11: The second row shows the ranking of the subjects based upon the average 

quadraticc forecasting error in the final experiment, whereas the third row shows the 

rankingg for the strategies. The difference between these rankings never exceeds 2. 

iss high and almost perfect. Another way to measure whether the strategy is a good 

representationn of the participants behavior is to count the times that the strategy and the 

participantt adapt their prediction in the same direction14. 

subjectt  # 
signn perc. 

pred,, corr. 

1 1 

0.91 1 

0.98 8 

2 2 

0.85 5 

0.90 0 

4 4 

0.95 5 

0.72 2 

7 7 

0.85 5 

0.98 8 

9 9 

0.85 5 

0.67 7 

11 1 

0.85 5 

0.91 1 

12 2 

0.66 6 

0.68 8 

13 3 

0.90 0 

0.93 3 

15 5 

0.71 1 

0.91 1 

16 6 

0.79 9 

0.90 0 

17 7 

0.77 7 

0.92 2 

18 8 

0.86 6 

0.57 7 

19 9 

0.74 4 

0.97 7 

20 0 

0.76 6 

0.82 2 

21 1 

0.91 1 

0.91 1 

Tablee 8.12: The second row (sign perc.) shows the fraction that the participant adapts 

hiss prediction in the same direction as his strategy. The third row (pred. corr.) shows 

thee average correlation (over the two parts) between the strategies predictions and the 

subjectss predictions over 50 periods. 

Promm Table 8.12 we find that 9 out of 15 participants adapt their prediction in the 

samee direction as its strategies in more than 85% of the times. From the third row of 

Tablee 8.12 we see that the correlation between the predictions of the strategy and the 

predictionss of the participants is high. Table 8.12 summarizes the average correlation, over 

thee two parts, between the prediction of the participant and its strategy. Participants 1 

andd 4 both have a correlation of 98%, i.e. almost perfect correlation. This suggests that 

strategiess are a fairly good representation of participants forecasts. 

Inn summary, in this section we showed that the forecasting errors of the participants 

inn the final experiment seem to be of the same magnitude as the errors of their strategies. 

Thee strategies seem to be a fairly accurate description of the actual forecasts of the 

participantss in the experiment. 

8.55 Concluding remarks 

Inn this chapter we have reported the results of a strategy experiment. One of the goals 

off this study is to investigate what kind of prediction strategies participants use in an 
14Wee count the times that the prediction, p\, is higher/lower than the previous prediction, pf_j for 

bothh the participant and the strategies. 
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experimentall setting. We find that only few participants use simple linear strategies. 

Mostt of the participants submit complicated strategies and the strategies become more 

complicatedd over the rounds. Furthermore, the strategies in the first round predicted the 

markett prices best. 

Wee show that in the short run (within 50 periods) the prices have not yet converged 

too either the fundamental price or another steady state price or periodic cycle. In round 1 

thee distance to the fundamental is fairly small, the distance is much larger in round 2 and 

decreasess again in rounds 3 and 4. However, in round 4 the distance to the fundamental 

iss still larger than in round 1. A tentative explanation for this is that the strategies in 

roundd 1 are cautious but in round 2, while trying to improve predictions, the strategies 

becomee less cautious and there is more overreaction. As a result of the bad performance 

inn round 2, the strategies in rounds 3 and 4 become more cautious again. Prediction 

errorss decrease and prices are closer to the fundamental price. 

Wee find that the number of converging price sequences increases over the rounds in 

bothh the medium and the long run. In the medium run the prices convergence to a steady 

statee or periodic cycles but this percentage is not very high. However, in the long run in 

roundd 4 almost 40% of the price sequences converge to the fundamental value. Another 

40%% also converges to a steady state price but not to the fundamental value. These results 

suggestt learning of the subjects over the rounds. 

Whetherr individual strategies attribute to market stability or instability is difficult to 

say.. A couple of strategies never converge in the homogeneous simulations. But whether 

thesee strategies cause the non-convergence in the normal simulations is hard to prove since 

somee of the "non converging strategies" are doing very well in the normal heterogeneous 

agentss simulations. Excluding destabilizing strategies from the simulations results in an 

increasee of convergence to some steady state. However, the percentage of convergence to 

thee fundamental value only slightly increases. 

Fromm the final experiment we find that the correlation between the strategies prediction 

andd the participants forecast is high. Also the ranking of the strategies and the ranking of 

thee participants based on the quadratic forecast errors are almost the same. This suggests 

thatt the strategies prediction is 'close' to the forecast of the participant. Furthermore, 

thee average quadratic distance between the prediction of the strategy and participant is 

small.. Together with the high percentages of adaptation in the right direction and the 

highh correlation between the strategies and the predictions of the participants we conclude 

thatt the strategies are a good representation of what participants do in an experiment. 

Summarizing,, in round 1 only a small fraction (7%) of the prices converges to the 

fundamental.. However, the realized market prices do not move too far from the funda-
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mental.. In contrast, in round 2 we find more convergence but the realized market prices 

aree further away from the fundamental. This is probably due to an overreaction of the 

strategiess to improve prediction accuracy. In rounds 3 and 4 the convergence results im

provee somewhat. The percentage of convergence to a steady state increases to 80% in 

roundd 4. More importantly, the convergence to the fundamental steady state is only 40%, 

inn the long run, most markets converge to a steady state close to the fundamental, but 

thee convergence is slow. Moreover, in a dynamic asset pricing model it turns out to be 

hardd to learn the correct price level as determined by the underlying fundamentals. 
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8.AA Instruction s for  formulatin g a strategy (trans-

latedd from Dutch) 

Contentss of information-folder 

•• Time schedule 

•• Earnings 

•• Instructions for making strategies 

-- The situation and available information 

-- How to formulate a strategy 

•• How do the simulations work 

•• Examples of simulation results that you receive 

•• First round strategy form 

•• Questionnaire with first round strategy form 

•• Second round strategy form 

•• Questionnaire with second round strategy form 

•• Third round strategy form 

•• Questionnaire with third round strategy form 

•• Fourth round strategy form 

•• Questionnaire with fourth round strategy form 

•• Save a copy of your submitted strategy and the simulation results in this folder. 

•• Questions, problems or remarks address them to Henk van de Velden, tel: xxx, or 

email:: veldenh@fee.uva.nl 

mailto:veldenh@fee.uva.nl
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Tim ee Schedule 

Weekk 2 Wednesday January 10 

Weekk 3 Wednesday January 17 

Wednesdayy January 24 

Weekk 5 Wednesday January 31 

Wednesdayy February 7 

Weekk 7 Wednesday February 21 

Wednesdayy February 28 

Weekk 9 Wednesday March 7 

Introductoryy Experiment. Earnings are payed 

rightt after the experiment 

Submitt first round strategy 

Resultss first round 

Submitt second round strategy 

Beforee Friday January 26 

Resultss second round 

Submitt third round strategy 

Beforee Friday February 16 

Resultss third round 

Submitt fourth round strategy 

Beforee Friday March 2 

Resultss fourth round 

ThereThere are no classes in the week of 12 to 16 February 

Confidential l 

Yourr submitted strategies will be confidential. During the experiment the other partici

pantss will get to know your strategy. We ask you not to talk about the experiment 
orr  strategies unti l after  Wednesday March 7 

Earnings s 

Thee goal of this project (the experiment and the formulations of the strategies) is scientific, 

wee want to know how people form expectations in special cases. Because of the scientific 

purposee of this research there is money to motivate you. You can earn money: 

•• In the introductory experiment 

•• Every time you submit a strategy and the questionnaire you receive 5 guilders. 

•• The best strategy in every round earns 50 guilder 

•• The students who submitted every round a strategy make a change on winning a 

largee price. The winning strategy of the last round wins 250 guilder! There is also 

aa second prize of 150 guilder  and a third prize of 50 guilder. 
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Yourr strategy has to predict prices in a situation that is much like the experiment 

inn which you participated. Therefore we first summarize the essential features of that 

situation. . 

Thee situation 

Youu are a financial advisor  to a pension fund that wants to optimally invest a large 

amountt of money. The pension fund has two investment options: a risk free investment 

andd a risky investment. The risk free investment is putting all money on a bank account 

payingg a fixed interest rate. The alternative risky investment is an investment in the 

stockk market. In each time period the pension fund has to decide which fraction of 

itss money to put on the bank account and which fraction of the money to spend on 

buyingg stocks. In order to make an optimal investment decision the pension fund needs 

ann accurate prediction of the price pt of stocks. As their financial advisor, you have to 

predictt the stock market price pt (in guilder) during 51 subsequent time periods. Your 

earningss during the experiment depend upon your forecasting accuracy. The smaller your 

forecastingg errors in each period, the higher your total earnings. 

Forecastingg task of the financial advisor 

Thee only task of the financial advisors in this experiment is to forecast the stock market 

indexx pt in each time period as accurate as possible. The price pt of the stock in the first 

periodd will always be between 0 and 100 guilder. The stock price has to be predicted 

twoo time periods ahead. At the beginning of the experiment, you have to predict the 

stockk price in the first two periods, that is, you have to give predictions p\ and p\ for 

timee periods 1 and 2. After all participants have given their predictions for the first two 

periods,, the stock market price px in the first period will be revealed and based upon 

yourr forecasting error px - p\ your earnings for period 1 will be given. After that you 

havee to give your prediction p% for the stock market index in the third period. After all 

participantss have given their predictions for period 3, the stock market index p2 in the 

secondd period will be revealed and, based upon your forecasting error p2 —p\ your earnings 

forr period 2 will be given. This process continues for 51 time periods. To forecast the 

stockk price pt in period t, the available information thus consists of 

•• past prices up to period t - 2 {pt-2,Pt-2, —,Pi}, 

•• past predictions up to period t — 1 {Pt-DK-2' •••)Pi)i 

•• past earnings up to period t — 2. 
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Informatio nn about the stock market 

Thee stock market price pt is determined by equilibrium between demand and supply of 

stocks.. The supply of stocks is fixed during the experiment. The price pt of the stocks is 

determinedd by market equilibrium, that is, the stock market price pt in period t will be 

thee price for which aggregate demand equals supply. 

Informatio nn about the investment strategies of the pension funds 

Thee precise investment strategy of the pension fund that you are advising and the invest

mentt strategies of the other pension funds are unknown. The bank account of the risk 

freee investment pays a fixed interest, the exact interest rate is announced at the beginning 

off the experiment. The holder of the stocks receives an uncertain dividend payment in 

eachh time period. These dividend payments are uncertain however and vary over time. 

Economicc experts of the pension funds have computed the average dividend payment; 

thee exact average dividend is announced at the beginning of the experiment. The return 

off the stock market per time period is uncertain and depends upon (unknown) dividend 

paymentss as well as upon price changes of the stock. As the financial advisor of a pension 

fundd you are not asked to forecast dividends, but you are only asked to forecast the price 

off the stock in each time period. Based upon your stock market price forecast, your pen

sionn fund will make an optimal investment decision. The higher your price forecast the 

largerr will be the fraction of money invested by your pension fund in the stock market, 

soo the larger will be their demand for stocks. 
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Strategy-experiment t 

Information Information 

Everyy simulation is a different market with different characteristics. Especially the mean 

dividendd and the risk free rate of interest per period (constant during one simulation) 

cann differ over simulations. This information is available at the beginning of a simulation. 

Youu have information about all past stock prices up till period t — 2 and all your past 

predictionss up till period t — 1. You do not know: how many pension funds operate on 

thee market in which your pension fund is active and you also do not know the predictions 

off other participants (strategies). 

Howw to formulat e a strategy 

AA  strategy is a complete plan of action. If you would give your strategy to someone else, 

hee or she should be able to make exactly the predictions that you yourself would have 

made. . 

Yourr strategy should comply with three requirements: your strategy should be com

plete,, unambiguous and informational correct. The requirement of completeness means 

thatt your strategy should provide a prediction in all possible situations. The requirement 

off unambiguousness means that your strategy should provide exactly one prediction 

thatt is a real number in all possible situations. The requirement of informational cor-
rectnesss means that your strategy only uses information that is available at that moment. 

Examplee of an incomplete strategy 

"Inn the first period my prediction is 40. In the next periods my prediction is 60 if the 

previouss price was larger than 50 and 40 if the previous price was lower than 50". This 

strategyy is not complete because it provides no prediction if the previous price was exactly 

50. . 

Examplee of an ambiguous strategy 

"Inn the first two periods my prediction is 70. In the next periods I will look at the period 

off the last realized price, t — 2. If in that period my prediction was too low, then my 

predictionn for the price at period t is my prediction for period t — 2 plus 10. If in that 

periodd t — 2 my prediction was too high then my prediction for period t is my prediction 

off period t — 2 minus 10. If my prediction error in t — 2 was smaller than 5 my prediction 

forr the price in period t will be my prediction of period t - 2." 

Thiss strategy is ambiguous because it is unclear what the prediction should be if the 
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predictionn at t — 2 was (for example) 3 above the realized price: should the prediction be 

maintainedd or decreased by 10? By indicating which rule has priority this strategy can 

bee made unambiguous. 

Examplee of an informational incorrect strategy 

"Inn the first period my prediction is 45 and in the second period my prediction is 50. In 

thee other periods my prediction depends on the price in period 5. If the price in period 5 

wass larger than 40 I predict 30 and otherwise I predict 70." This (rather strange) strategy 

iss informational incorrect because in period 3 through 5 it is unknown what the price in 

periodd 5 will be. 

InIn the examples above the strategies are described in words. However, it is easier to 

checkk whether a strategy complies to all requirements if everybody uses the same no

tation.. The present period is indicated as t. The information you can use in period t 

containss the realized prices of the previous periods p(i), 1 < i < t — 2 and the predictions 

off your strategy in the previous periods V(i), 1 < i < t — 1. You know the interest rate r, 

whichh is constant during the entire simulation (51 periods), and also the mean dividend 

d,d, which is also constant during the simulation (51 periods). 

AA strategy consists of two columns. In the first column you put the periods in which that 

partt of your strategy is valid, in column 2 you put your strategy for these periods. You 

cann use conditions when describing your strategy, like in the example of a (not necessarily 

successful)) strategy below. 

Periods: : 

t=t=  1 

t=2 t=2 

tt = 3 

tt > 3 

Prediction n 

V(t)V(t) = 50 + 2r-d 

V(t)V(t) = 50 + 2 * (r + d) 

V(t)=p{t-2) V(t)=p{t-2) 

iff \V{t - 2) - p{t - 2)| < 10 then V{t) = p{t - 2) else 
y(Qy(Q - P(t-3)+V(t-3) 

Explanation Explanation 

Thee prediction of the first period can not depend on previous prices or predictions (be

causee no information is yet available) in the second period the prediction can not depend 

onn previous prices but can depend on the previous prediction. In this example a number 

iss also given in period 2. In periods 4 to 51 this strategy first checks if the absolute value 

off the error in period t — 2 {\V(t — 2) -p(t - 2)|) was less than 10. If that is the case, the 

predictionn is the price in period t — 2. If that is not the case the prediction is the mean 
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off the price of three periods ago and the prediction of three periods ago. 

NotationNotation of more complicated strategies If you want to construct more complicated con

ditionall strategies, you have to use brackets. For example the strategy "If \V(t — 2) -

p{tp{t - 2)| < 10 then (If p(t - 2) > 60 then V{t) = p(t - 2) else V(t) = V(t - 2)) else 

V(00 = ( P ( * - 3 ) + V(i-3))/2". In this strategy the prediction depends on the last realized 

price,, if the absolute error in the period t — 2 was less than 10. If you have experience with 

programmingg in Pascal or Basic, you may also use the regular IF-THEN-ELSE statements 

off Basic or Pascal. 

Youu may use all usual mathematical notations you need. If you are not sure whether 

yourr strategy will be clear for our programmer you should tell us when you hand in your 

strategy,, and we will check the strategy immediately. 

HowHow to check a strategy 

11 Check the left column. Does the strategy predict a price in all periods? If not, your 
strategyy is not complete. 

22 Check the right column. For each cell in this column (each sub-strategy) you should 

checkk the completeness and unambiguousness: is exactly one prediction generated 

inn each possible situation? Check also the information that is used in each column: 

iss this information indeed available? In the example above the sub-strategy in the 

bottomm right cell uses the price of two periods ago, and such a strategy can only 

workk from period 3 onwards. 

Thee computer  simulations 

Alll submitted strategies will be programmed and several thousands of simulations will be 

run.. Each simulation starts with the random draw of some strategies, these strategies will 

formm a market for 51 periods. Subsequently some random parameters will be drawn which 

determinee the demand and production curves. The market is run for 51 periods and for 

eachh participating strategy the quadratic prediction errors are calculated. After thousands 

off simulations for each strategy the mean quadratic prediction error is calculated and a 

rankingg is made. At the top of this list is the strategy with the smallest mean quadratic 

error,, and strategies below have an increasing mean quadratic error. 

InformationInformation about the simulations As soon as the simulations are run, the ranking list 

willl be made public on the website of CeNDEF. On this list all strategies are identified 

withh a personal code. 
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AA printed version of the ranking list will be distributed at the Monday classes. All 

participantss will then also get a printout of the results of 5 simulations in which their 

strategyy participated. These 5 simulations are randomly chosen. 
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8.BB Example of a strategy form (translated from Dutch) 

Strategyy Form 

Yourr personal code: 

Yourr strategy: 

Periods: : 

tt = 1 

tt = 2 

Prediction n 

Pleasee use the following notation: 

tt period number 

p(t)p(t) realized price in period t 

V{i)V{i)  your prediction in period t 

rr  the risk free rate of interest 

dd mean dividend 

Thee information you can use in period t are the realized prices of the previous periods 

p(i),p(i), 1 < i < t — 2 and the predictions of your strategy in the previous periods V(i), 1 < 

ii  < r - l . 

Wee will do the best we can, but in case you later find out that the programmer did 

nott program your strategy the way you meant it, there is nothing we can do about it. 
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Thee results of the simulations are final. Therefore, be sure to make exactly clear what 

youu want your strategy to be and please writ e legible. 

Don'tt forget to fill in the questionnaire! 
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8.C C 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

16 6 

17 7 

18 8 

19 9 

20 0 

21 1 

22 2 

average e 

roundd 1 

74% % 

72% % 

72% % 

78% % 

72% % 

75% % 

72% % 

3 1 % % 

72% % 

64% % 

73% % 

72% % 

70% % 

71% % 

69% % 

56% % 

69% % 

61% % 

72% % 

70% % 

62% % 

68% % 

roundd 2 

90% % 

89% % 

X X 

87% % 

92% % 

91% % 

88% % 

82% % 

X X 

86% % 

89% % 

70% % 

89% % 

87% % 

91% % 

89% % 

86% % 

8 1 % % 

86% % 

88% % 

87% % 

87% % 

roundd 3 

67% % 

73% % 

X X 

71% % 

X X 

X X 

70% % 

47% % 

X X 

74% % 

72% % 

5 5 % % 

70% % 

78% % 

73% % 

70% % 

72% % 

66% % 

68% % 

70% % 

53% % 

68% % 

roundd 4 

80% % 

83% % 

X X 

81% % 

86% % 

X X 

82% % 

73% % 

X X 

79% % 

77% % 

75% % 

X X 

85% % 

84% % 

82% % 

82% % 

80% % 

84% % 

84% % 

X X 

81% % 

Tablee 8.C.13: Percentages of convergence of the strategies, i.e. the number of converging 

simulationss a strategy participates in as a percentage of the total number of simulations 

thee strategy participates in. 
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Summary y 

Expectationss play a key role in dynamic economic models. Many "theories of expecta

tions"" have been proposed in the literature, but these theories are hard to test on real 

data.. The goal of this thesis is to get some insights in the way economic agents form ex

pectationss and to test different theories of expectations in the laboratory. We conducted 

experimentss with two different types of dynamic economic models with expectations feed

back,, namely the cobweb model and an asset pricing model. 

Thee first model corresponds to the classical cobweb or 'hog cycle' model. Participants 

off the experiments are asked to give a prediction of next periods price of some unspecified 

producedd commodity. The market price is a function of his own expectation and of 

fivee other participants. Market equilibrium equations are unknown and subjects form 

expectationss based upon time series observations. An important feature of the cobweb 

modell is that it has a unique RE steady state. 

Thee second model used in our experiments stems from the finance literature and is a 

standardd asset pricing model. In these experiments participants give a prediction of the 

pricee of a risky asset two periods ahead and the market price is a function of the average 

predictionn of six participants. In contrast to the cobweb model, the asset pricing model 

hass multiple RE solutions: a constant RE fundamental price as well as infinitely many 

REE bubble solutions. 

Thiss thesis may be seen as an experimental testing of various expectations hypotheses 

proposedd in the (theoretical) literature. In this chapter we summarize our main findings 

off the experiments with these two models. Section 9.1 discusses the main results from the 

cobwebb experiments and Section 9.2 discusses the results from the asset pricing model. 

Wee conclude this thesis with some general remarks, comparing the results for both models. 

201 1 
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9.11 Cobweb experiments 

InIn Part I we study expectation formation in the cobweb model. Probably due to its simple 

structure,, this model has played an important role in the literature on expectation for

mation.. In particular, adaptive expectations (Nerlove (1958)) and rational expectations 

(Muthh (1961)) were first introduced in the cobweb model. More recently, different bound-

edlyy rational learning models have been applied to this model (e.g. Bray (1982), Bray 

andd Savin (1986), Arifovic (1994), Hommes and Sorger (1998) and Brock and Hommes 

(1997)). . 

Inn the instructions, at the beginning of the experiment, the participants are informed 

thatt they are an advisor to a producer, and that they have to predict next period's price 

forr a certain produced commodity. The producer's production decision depends on the 

forecastt of the price of the advisor (i.e. the participant). Participants are given some 

generall market information. However, they are not explicitly informed about the price 

generatingg process, which among other things depends upon their own prediction, and 

havee no exact knowledge of the market equilibrium equation. An important feature of 

thee cobweb economy is that a high (low) prediction leads to a high (low) production and 

thiss results in a low (high) realized market price and therefore to a large forecast error. 

Wee run experiments with the cobweb model with a number of different treatments. 

Wee distinguish between a stationary permanent shock treatment and a non-stationary 

treatmentt noise treatment. In the non-stationary treatment the demand curve is shifted 

threee times during the 50 periods of the experiment. As a consequence, in different periods, 

participantss face a different RE steady state equilibrium. In the stationary treatment the 

REE steady state equilibrium is constant over time. A second distinction is made between 

single-agentsingle-agent and multi-agent treatments. In the single-agent treatment the market price is 

aa function only of the participants own prediction whereas in the multi-agent treatments 

thee market price is a function of the prediction of six or twelve participants. The third 

distinctionn is made between a stable, unstable and strongly unstable treatment depending 

uponn the ratio of marginal demand and supply at the RE steady state. We call the cobweb 

modell stable if under naive expectations there is convergence to the RE steady state price. 

Chapterr 3 reports results on the strongly unstable single-agent treatment. The most 

strikingg result is that, even in this simple stationary environment, about 65% of all sub

jectss is apparently unable to learn the unique RE steady state. Furthermore, a minority of 

thee subjects that are able to learn the RE steady state seem to use some kind of adaptive 

strategy,, i.e. they adapt their last prediction in the direction of the last realized market 

price.. These kind of simple strategies work very well. However, a majority of the subjects 
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iss unable to find such a simple strategy and does not learn the RE steady state. 

Forr the multi-agent treatments discussed in Chapter 4 the amplitude of the price 

oscillationss is smaller than in the single-agent treatment. For all the stationary treatments 

wee cannot reject the null hypothesis that the sample mean of realized prices is equal to 

thee RE steady state price. This means that participants are on average able to learn 

thee correct price level. Secondly, in the strongly unstable multi-agent treatment we find 

significantt excess volatility. Price fluctuations are significantly larger than under the RE 

benchmark.. A final observation is that there is little linear predictability left in the 

realizedd prices. 

Thee results for the non-stationary treatments are mixed. For half of the groups the 

nulll hypothesis that the sample mean is equal to the RE steady state price cannot be 

rejected,, for the other half the null hypothesis is rejected. Also in this treatment we find 

excesss volatility in market prices. In a non-stationary it is thus hard to learn the correct 

pricee level. 

Forr the stationary treatments we investigated how robust our results are with respect 

too the group size and the stability of the cobweb model. Although excess volatility tends to 

decreasee with group size, our experiments show strongly significant excess price volatility 

forr all (strongly) unstable treatments with group sizes of one, six and twelve, respectively 

andd the excess volatility result therefore seems to be robust with respect to the group size. 

Thee experimental outcome may thus be described as a boundedly rational heterogenous 

expectationss equilibrium where predictions are correct on average, prices converge to the 

REE steady state in the mean, but diversity of beliefs leads to excess price volatility. For 

thee stable treatment the results are quite different and excess volatility disappears. If we 

accountt for a learning phase of 25 periods then the null of RE cannot be rejected for all 

66 groups. Hence, even when agents have limited information and do not know market 

equilibriumm equations the RE equilibrium concept may be a useful description. 

Thee question of which expectations hypothesis is a good description of realized market 

pricee fluctuations in a cobweb economy thus depends crucially on market stability. In a 

stablee market after a short learning phase RE is a fairly good description. In contrast, RE 

iss not a good description of market fluctuations if the market is unstable because price 

volatilityy is higher than under RE. 

Inn Chapter 5 we use the strategy approach to investigate expectation formation in the 

cobwebb model. Participants in this experiment have to submit a prediction strategy, that 

iss a complete representation of the subjects predictions in all possible states. We introduce 

aa tournament incentive structure, i.e. the ranking is based upon the performance of the 

strategyy measured by the average quadratic forecasting error. The winner is the strategy 
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withh the smallest average quadratic forecasting error. A motivation for the strategy 

approachh is that the behavior of the subjects in Chapter 4 is difficult to interpret since 

thee learning possibilities are limited (only 50 periods). In particular, we study whether in 

thee strongly unstable case convergence to RE occurs if the participants are given repeated 

possibilitiess to learn. The individuals in the strategy experiment have ample opportunity 

too learn and revise expectations in each of the 4 rounds. The submitted strategies differ 

aa lot and tend to get more complicated over the rounds. Over the rounds the quadratic 

forecastingg errors decrease and realized market prices move to a neighborhood of the RE 

steadyy state, but at the same time the complexity of the price fluctuations increases. 

Convergencee to the unique RE steady state occurs in less than 10% of all cases. In the 

finalfinal round 60% of the price fluctuations appears to be chaotic. Strategy simulations 

withh homogeneous agents typically show regular behavior, with prices converging to a 

steadyy state or to a 'far from the steady state' stable cycle with large amplitude. It seems 

thatt in a strongly unstable cobweb economy heterogenous interaction of simple prediction 

strategiess is the main source of the endogenous price fluctuations, frequently leading to a 

boundedlyy rational equilibrium of 'close to the steady state chaos'. 

9.22 Asset pricing experiments 

Inn the second part of the thesis we studied an asset pricing model with expectations 

feedback.. The underlying equilibrium model is discussed in Chapter 6. Traders can 

investt in two assets: a risk free asset which gives a fixed return and a risky asset which 

payss a stream of uncertain dividends. The subjects in the experiment are informed that 

theyy are advisors to a pension fund and have to forecast the price of the risky asset. 

Thee investment decision of the pension fund depends upon the expected price of the 

riskyy asset: the higher the expected price, the higher the investment into the risky asset. 

Participantss are informed about the mean dividend y and the interest rate r and are thus 

ablee to compute the fundamental price (p* = *). An important feature of the asset pricing 

modell is that it has a self-fulfilling or self-confirming expectations feedback mechanism: 

iff agents forecast a high (low) price of the risky asset the demand for the risky asset 

willl be high (low) and therefore the realized market price will be high (low). A high 

forecastt thus leads to a high realized market price and hence expectations are confirmed. 

Thee asset pricing model has multiple RE solutions, a RE fundamental price will prevail 

whenn all participants predict the RE fundamental price and a bubble will emerge when 

alll participants believe in the bubble. 

Inn Chapter 7 we report the results of two treatments of the asset pricing experiments. 
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Inn the first treatment (NoRobot treatment) the asset market is populated by six subjects. 

Inn the second treatment (Robot treatment) the market is populated by six subjects and 

aa robot trader who always predicts that the price of the risky asset is equal to the fun

damentall price. The robot trader may be seen as a 'stabilizing force', since its influence 

onn the realized market price increases as the spread between the realized market price 

andd the fundamental price increases. Another important difference between the two treat

mentss is that in the NoRobot treatment the prices are restricted to be below a large upper 

boundd of 1000 while in the Robot treatment prices are restricted to be below 100. We find 

somee similarities and differences between the Robot and NoRobot treatment. Let us start 

withh the similarities. In both treatments we find that participants seem to coordinate 

onn a common prediction strategy. The predictions of the participants in the same group 

havee the same structure and in particular the dispersion between individual predictions 

iss on average smaller than the forecast errors the participants make. There are also some 

importantt differences. In the NoRobot treatment long lasting speculative bubbles occur 

too the upper bound of 1000 in 5 out of 6 groups. Notice that, for the RE benchmark 

pricess are in 95% of the time in the interval [59,61]. On the other hand, in the Robot 

treatmentt we observe oscillating asset prices in some groups and (slow) convergence to 

thee fundamental price in others. In both treatments we find that most participants make 

structurall forecast errors. However, for the NoRobot treatment if only consider the ob

servationn until the bubble bursts we find almost no significant lags of the autocorrelation 

functionn of the excess returns. The asset market is in this sense informationally efficient. 

Ann econometric analysis suggests that participants, in the Robot treatment, learn to use 

simplee linear prediction rules. 

InIn Chapter 8 we report the results of a strategy experiment. The goal of this study 

iss to investigate what kind of prediction strategies participants use in a laboratory ex

periment.. The strategy experiment consists of an introductory experiment, where the 

subjectss get experience in their forecasting task, a four round strategy experiment and 

onee final laboratory experiment. In the short run, the first fifty periods, we do not observe 

anyy convergence to a steady state price. The distance of the price to the fundamental 

pricee in round 1 is fairly small while the distance in round 2 is very large. In rounds 3 and 

44 this distance decreases again but is still larger than in round 1. An explanation for this 

wouldd be that the strategies of the participants in round 1 are cautious but in round 2, 

whilee tryingg to improve prediction accuracy, the strategies become less cautious and there 

iss overreaction. As a reaction of the bad performance in round 2 the strategies in round 

33 and 4 become more cautious and the distance of the price to the fundamental price de

creasess again. However, over the rounds the percentage of convergence to a steady state 
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pricee increases in the long run (1000 periods). In round 2 after 1000 periods, the long run 

dynamics,, we find that only around 17% of the simulations converged to a steady state 

farr from the fundamental. The underlying dynamics may have a steady state far from the 

fundamentall price. In the long run in round 4 only 40% of all simulations converged to 

thee fundamental steady state while another 40% converged to a steady state price differ

entt from the fundamental. The other 20% of the simulations does not converge, neither 

too a steady state or to a periodic cycle. In a simple stationary asset pricing experiment 

participantss have a hard time in learning the correct RE fundamental price level. The 

finall laboratory experiment suggests that participants use their formulated strategy as a 

rulee of thumb in the laboratory experiment. 

9.33 General conclusions 

Wee have used laboratory experiments to study expectation formation in two different 

dynamicc economic models: the cobweb model and an asset pricing model. An important 

differencee between these models is that the cobweb model has an expectations reversing 

(highh forecast - high production - low realized market equilibrium price) whereas the asset 

pricingg model has an expectation confirming (high forecast - high demand - high realized 

markett equilibrium price) structure. When evaluating the results we should take this 

differencee into account. 

AA first observation is that we find that, for all stationary cobweb model treatments, 

participantss are on average able to learn the correct price level. However, there is excess 

volatilityy in the prices when the cobweb model is unstable under naive expectations. For 

aa stable stationary cobweb model we do not observe excess volatility. 

Forr the asset pricing experiments we find that it is hard to learn the 'correct' funda

mentall price level, even though the model is stable under naive expectations. 

AA third result is that in the asset pricing experiments we find that long lasting de

viationss from the RE fundamental price may occur. However, along such a temporary 

bubblee we do not find significant structure in the forecasting errors. The asset market 

iss in this sense (that participants do not make structural forecast errors) informationally 

efficient. . 

Whatt have we learned from these experiments and what can we say about the real 

world?? Is it possible to say something about stock prices in general given the results from 

ourr experiments? Since we use a somewhat 'abstract' dynamic financial environment for 

ourr experiments it is hard to derive exact conclusions about real financial markets. We 

findfind that in a very simple, stationary asset pricing laboratory environment it is hard to 
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learnn the correct fundamental price level. Furthermore, we even observe non-rational 

largee and long lasting deviations from the fundamental price. Based on our experiments 

onee might draw the following tentative conclusion about real financial markets. In an 

uncertainn world with little or diverse information about the fundamentals long lasting 

deviationss from the fundamental may arise. Future experiments may reveal more insight 

intoo this problem. 
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Samenvattingg (summary in Dutch) 

Verwachtingenn spelen een belangrijke rol in het tot stand komen van economische groothe

denn zoals marktprijzen en beurskoersen. Keuzes die mensen maken met betrekking tot 

hethet kopen van duurzame consumptiegoederen of het investeren in risicovolle beleggingen 

zoalss bijvoorbeeld aandelen hangen af van verwachtingen van en over toekomstige prijzen 

enn rentevoeten. Met name op financiële markten lijken verwachtingen en marktpsycholo-

giee een belangrijke rol te spelen. Verwachtingen over de toekomstige prijs van een aandeel 

beinvloedenn de huidige koers van dit aandeel. 

Inn theoretische economische modellen worden dan ook vaak veronderstellingen gemaakt 

overr hoe mensen verwachtingen vormen. Er is een aantal modellen dat veelvuldig wordt 

gebruikt,, deze modellen zijn echter puur theoretisch. 

Err is nog maar weinig empirisch onderzoek gedaan naar hoe mensen verwachtingen 

vormen.. Eerder onderzoek naar verwachtingen in de economie zijn gebaseerd op en

quêtes.. Het nadeel van enqueteonderzoek is dat er geen controle is over de omgeving, de 

dataa zijn dan ook moeilijk te interpreteren. In dit proefschrift maken we gebruik van een 

experimenteell laboratorium, het voordeel hiervan is dat de 'economische omgeving' gecon

troleerdd kan worden. We onderzoeken welke van de theoretische "verwachtingsmodellen" 

dee beste beschrijving geeft van hoe mensen verwachtingen vormen in een experimentele 

context. . 

Dee experimenten zijn uitgevoerd in het laboratorium van CREED1 en tijdens cursussen 

aann de Faculteit der Economische Wetenschappen en Econometrie van de Universiteit van 

Amsterdam.. Het proefschrift is opgedeeld in twee delen en in elk deel wordt het vormen 

vann verwachtingen in een specifiek en bekend economisch dynamisch model bestudeerd. 

Inn Deel I (Hoofdstukken 2-5) bestuderen we hoe mensen verwachtingen vormen in het 

spinnenweb-- of varkenscyclusmodel. In Deel II (Hoofdstukken 6-8) onderzoeken we hoe 

mensenn verwachtingen vormen in een eenvoudig model van een financiële markt, vanaf 

hierr beurskoersmodel genoemd. In beide modellen spelen verwachtingen over toekomstige 

prijzen/koersenn een belangrijke rol in het tot stand komen van de huidige prijzen en 
lCenterr for Research in Experimental Economics and political Decision-making. 
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koersen. . 
Hett spinnenwebmodel is één van de bekendste economische dynamische modellen en 

beschrijftt een eenvoudig model van vraag en aanbod. Er is/zijn één of meerdere be

drijvenn die een bepaald goed produceren, bijvoorbeeld graan. Omdat het de bedrijven 

éénn tijdseenheid kost om het goed te produceren moet men de omvang van de productie 

éénn periode van te voren bepalen. De optimale hoeveelheid hangt af van de dan heersende 

prijss en de producenten moeten deze prijs één periode van te voren voorspellen. Als een 

producentt verwacht dat de prijs in de volgende periode hoog zal zijn, zal de producent veel 

produceren.. De vraag naar het goed neemt af naarmate de prijs stijgt. De evenwichtsprijs, 

datt wil zeggen die prijs waarvoor de markt ruimt en het totale aanbod gelijk is aan de 

totalee vraag hangt sterk af van de verwachtingen van de producenten. 

Inn hoofdstuk 2 behandelen en analyseren we het prijsgedrag in het spinnenwebmodel 

voorr verschillende, in de literatuur veel gehanteerde, verwachtingsprocessen. De be

langrijkstee zijn: 

(i)) naïeve verwachtingen: de verwachte prijs voor de volgende periode is gelijk aan de 

laatstt geobserveerde prijs, 

(ii)) adaptieve verwachtingen: de verwachte prijs voor de volgende periode is gelijk aan 

dee laatste voorspelling aangepast in de richting van de laatst geobserveerde prijs, 

(iii)) rationele verwachtingen of perfecte verwachtingen: de verwachte prijs voor de vol

gendee periode is gelijk aan die prijs of gelijk aan de mathematische conditionele 

verwachtingg van die prijs. De agenten weten dus precies wat de volgende prijs zal 

zijn. . 

Hett blijkt dat onder de verschillende hypothesen het prijsverloop in het spinnenwebmodel 

verschillendee patronen kan vertonen. We laten zien dat in het spinnenwebmodel opeenvol

gendee prijzen naar het unieke evenwicht kunnen convergeren, maar ook periodiek gedrag, 

a-periodiekk of zelfs chaotisch gedrag kunnen vertonen. Ook in het spinnenwebmodel met 

heterogenee producenten die verschillende verwachtingsprocessen gebruiken kan chaotisch 

prijsgedragg optreden. 

Inn Hoofdstukken 3 en 4 rapporteren we de resultaten van laboratoriumexperimenten 

mett het spinnenwebmodel. De vraag- en aanbodcurves zijn constant gedurende het ex

perimentt (uitgezonderd enkele onverwachte exogene schokken). Aan de deelnemers aan 

hett experiment wordt gevraagd om van een niet nader bepaald goed de prijs in de vol

gendee periode te voorspellen. De marktprijs is een functie van de prijs verwachting van de 

deelnemers.. Het experiment duurt 50 perioden en na elke periode wordt de deelnemer op 
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dee hoogte gebracht van de gerealiseerde prijs en van zijn voorspelfout, dat wil zeggen het 

(absolute)) verschil tussen zijn voorspelling en de werkelijke prijs. Om de deelnemers te 

stimulerenn een zo goed mogelijke voorspelling te geven kunnen zij geld verdienen. De ver

dienstenn zijn omgekeerd evenredig met de voorspelfout. Dit wil zeggen dat de deelnemers 

beterr verdienen naarmate de voorspellingen beter zijn. 

Verschillendee varianten van het experiment zijn onderzocht. Het belangrijkste on

derscheidd is tussen éénpersoons en meerpersoons varianten. De evenwichtsprijs in de 

éénpersoonsvariantt (Hoofdstuk 3) wordt bepaald door de prijsverwachting van de deelne

merr zelf, terwijl in de meerpersoonsvariant (Hoofdstuk 4) de marktprijs bepaald wordt 

doorr de individuele verwachtingen van een groep van zes of twaalf deelnemers. 

Inn de éénpersoonsvariant is slechts ongeveer 35% van de deelnemers in staat op den 

duurr de evenwichtsprijs te voorspellen, bij de overige 65% van de deelnemers blijven de 

prijzenn fluctueren rond de evenwichtsprijs. In de meerpersoonsvariant zijn de voor

spelfoutenn kleiner en daardoor de verdiensten van de deelnemers hoger dan in de één

persoonsvariant.. Ondanks dat in de meerpersoonsvariant de amplitude van de prijsfluc

tuatiess significant kleiner is dan in de éénpersoonsvariant, convergeren de prijzen in het 

algemeenn niet naar de unieke evenwichtsprijs. 

Eenn ander onderscheid in de meerpersoons variant is tussen stabiele en instabiele va

rianten.. In de stabielevariant zal iemand met naïeve verwachtingen uiteindelijk naar het 

uniekee rationele verwachtingen evenwicht convergeren. We vinden we dat de deelnemers 

inn de instabielevariant gemiddeld genomen het prijsniveau goed voorspellen maar de am

plitudee van de prijsfluctuaties blijkt significant hoger dan onder rationele verwachtingen te 

zijn.. Voor de stabielevariant zijn het gemiddelde en de variantie niet significant hoger dan 

onderr rationele verwachtingen. Deze experimenten suggereren dat in instabiele dynami

schee economische modellen met verwachtingsterugkoppeling een verhoogde prijsvolatiliteit 

kann optreden door heterogeniteit van verwachtingen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 5 rapporteren we de resultaten van een strategie-experiment met het 

spinnenwebmodel.. Om ervaring op te doen in het voorspellen van de volgende prijs 

doenn de deelnemers eerst mee aan een inleidend laboratorium experiment (zoals hier

bovenn beschreven). Na dit inleidende experiment wordt de deelnemers gevraagd om een 

strategiee te formuleren die voor elke prijsgeschiedenis een prijsvoorspelling geeft. Het 

experimentt duurt in totaal 8 weken en bestaat uit vier ronden, waarbij in elke ronde 

eenn strategie ingeleverd moet worden. In elk van de vier ronden worden, na inlevering 

vann de strategieën, 600 markten gesimuleerd. Elke markt bestaat uit zes verschillende 

strategieënn en duurt 20 perioden. De marktprijs wordt bepaald door vaste, maar voor 

dee deelnemers onbekende, vraag- en aanbodcurves. In elk van de vier ronden van het 
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strategie-experimentt worden financiële prikkels gebruikt om de deelnemers te motiveren. 

Dezee financiële prikkel is gebaseerd op de nauwkeurigheid van de voorspellingen. Aan het 

eindd van elke ronde krijgen de deelnemers informatie over het succes van hun strategie. 

Opp basis van de kwadratische voorspelfout wordt een ranglijst samengesteld die aan het 

eindd van elke ronde wordt uitgedeeld. De strategiemethode geeft ons informatie over wat 

voorr soort regels individuen gebruiken om prijzen te voorspellen. Het verschaft ons ook 

dee mogelijkheid om: (1) de stabiliteit en de instabiliteit van het dynamische economische 

modell nauwkeurig te analyseren en (2) te analyseren of door herhaald leren convergentie 

naarr het rationele verwachtingen evenwicht op zal treden. 

Wee vinden dat de strategieën in de laatste ronde ingewikkelder zijn dan in de voor

gaandee ronden. Verder blijkt dat de amplitude van de prijsfluctuaties afneemt maar de 

complexiteitt van de prijsfluctuaties toeneemt over de ronden. Voor de strategieën uit 

rondee 4 vinden we dat in meer dan 60% van de simulaties chaotische prijsfluctuaties rond 

dee instabiele evenwichtsprijs optreden. 

InIn Deel II van dit proefschrift bestuderen we een eenvoudig dynamisch model van de 

financiëlee markt, dat in Hoofdstuk 6 besproken wordt. Er zijn meerdere handelaren die 

investerenn in een risicovrije en/of een risicovolle belegging. De risicovrije belegging levert 

elkee periode een vast rendement op (denk aan de rente op een spaarrekening). De risi

covollee belegging betaalt elke periode een onzekere winstuitkering waarvan de verwachte 

waardee bekend is bij de handelaren. De prijs van het risicovolle aandeel wordt bepaald 

doorr evenwicht van vraag en aanbod. Als de vraag naar aandelen hoog is zal de marktprijs 

ookk hoog zijn, als er weinig aandelen worden gevraagd zal de marktprijs laag zijn. Ook in 

ditt model wordt de prijs bepaald door verwachtingen die teruggekoppeld worden in het 

prr ij smechanisme. 

Eenn belangrijk verschil tussen het spinnenwebmodel van Deel I en het beurskoersmodel 

iss dat er in het spinnenwebmodel een uniek evenwicht is terwijl het beurskoersmodel 

meerderee evenwichten heeft: (i) een constante prijs die gelijk is aan de fundamentele 

waardewaarde van het risicovolle aandeel, ofwel de verwachte verdisconteerde waarde van alle 

toekomstigee winstuitkeringen, en (ii) zogenaamde "rationele zeepbellen" waarbij de koers 

vann het risicovolle aandeel met een vaste groeivoet stijgt. Een ander belangrijk verschil 

tussenn de twee modellen is dat het spinnenwebmodel instabiel is onder naïeve verwacht

ingenn terwijl het beurskoersmodel stabiel is onder naïeve verwachtingen. Dit wil zeggen 

datt de marktprijs van het risicovolle aandeel langzaam naar de fundamentele waarde con

vergeertt als alle handelaren in het beurskoersmodel naïeve verwachtingen hebben. Een 

belangrijkee karakteristiek van het beurskoersmodel is verder de 'zelfbevestigende' struc

tuurr van het model: als alle handelaren een hoge prijs verwachten zal de prijs ook hoog 
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zijn,, als alle handelaren een lage prijs verwachten zal de prijs laag zijn. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 7 onderzoeken we hoe mensen verwachtingen vormen in een gecon

troleerdee experimentele omgeving met het beurskoersmodel. De deelnemers aan het 

experimentt wordt verteld dat ze financieel adviseur zijn van een pensioenfonds. Dit 

pensioenfondss beslist elke periode welke fractie van haar vermogen zij investeert in een 

risicovoll en een risicovrije belegging. Om een optimale beslissing te nemen wil het pen

sioenfondss een nauwkeurige voorspelling van de koers van het risicovolle aandeel. De 

financieelfinancieel adviseur (de deelnemer) wordt gevraagd een voorspelling te geven van de prijs 

vann het aandeel in de volgende periode. Verder weten de deelnemers dat de vraag naar 

hett risicovolle aandeel constant is en dat de marktprijs tot stand komt door evenwicht van 

vraagg en aanbod. In het experiment wordt de deelnemers gevraagd om een voorspelling 

tee doen van de prijs voor de volgende periode van een risicovol aandeel. De deelnemers 

kennenn de onderliggende evenwichtsvergelijking niet, maar zijn wel op de hoogte van de al 

gerealiseerdee prijzen en natuurlijk van hun eigen voorgaande voorspellingen. Ze hebben 

ookk genoeg informatie omtrent belangrijke economische variabelen zoals de rente en de 

verwachtee winstuitkering om de fundamentele waarde te voorspellen. De verdiensten van 

dee deelnemers zijn omgekeerd evenredig met hun kwadratische voorspelfout. 

Wee beschouwen twee verschillende varianten. In de eerste variant (NoRobot variant) 

bevindenn zich zes deelnemers op de markt. In de tweede variant bevinden zich zes deel

nemerss en een robothandelaar op de markt. De robothandelaar verwacht elke periode dat 

dee marktprijs gelijk zal zijn aan de fundamentele waarde. De invloed van de robot han

delaarr op de marktprijs wordt groter naarmate de marktprijs verder van de fundamentele 

waardee ligt. Deze robothandelaar heeft dus een stabiliserende invloed op de beurskoers. 

Wee vinden dat in beide varianten deelnemers efficiënt gebruik maken van de informatie 

waaroverr ze beschikken, maar dat de marktprijs niet gelijk is aan de fundamentele waarde. 

Hett lijkt erop dat de deelnemers coördineren op eenzelfde voorspelstrategie. In de 

NoRobott variant vinden we speculatieve zeepbellen in zes van de zeven groepen terwijl we 

inn de Robot variant in enkele groepen prijsfluctuaties rond de fundamentele prijs vinden 

enn in andere groepen langzame convergentie naar de fundamentele prijs. 

Ookk voor het beurskoersmodel maken we weer gebruik van de strategiemethode om 

verwachtingenn te bestuderen. Dit strategie-experiment duurt in totaal 8 weken en bestaat 

uitt vier ronden. In elke ronde moeten de deelnemers een strategie inleveren. Om er

varingg op te doen met de voorspeltaak van de strategie doen de deelnemers mee aan 

eenn inleidend experiment (zonder robothandelaar). Aan het eind van het inleidende ex

periment,, bestaande uit twee markten van 50 perioden, wordt de deelnemers gevraagd om 

eenn strategie voor de eerste ronde in te leveren. Deze strategieën worden vervolgens ge-
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programmeerd.. Met de geprogrammeerde strategieën simuleren we 1296 markten waarbij 

eenn markt uit zes strategieën bestaat. Aan het eind van elke ronde krijgen de deelnemers 

informatiee over het succes van hun strategie. Op basis van de kwadratische voorspelfout 

wordtt een ranglijst samengesteld die aan het eind van elke ronde wordt uitgedeeld. Na 

hett inleveren van de strategieën voor ronde 4, maar voordat de deelnemers de resultaten 

vann ronde 4 krijgen, doen de deelnemers nogmaals een laboratorium experiment. In dit 

experimentt bestaat een markt uit 5 strategieën van de derde ronde en de deelnemer zelf. 

Dee resultaten van dit experiment kunnen we vergelijken met de resultaten van ronde 4 

omdatt de deelnemers dezelfde informatie hebben. 

Eenn van de meest opmerkelijke resultaten is dat we op de korte termijn (eerste 50 

perioden)) geen convergentie vinden naar een evenwichtsprijs. In tegenstelling tot de korte 

termijnn vinden we in bijna 80% van al de simulaties op de lange termijn in ronde 4 conver

gentiee naar een evenwichtsprijs. Desondanks convergeert slechts 40% van al de simulaties 

inn ronde 4 naar de fundamentele waarde. Hoewel de "economische fundamentals" con

stantt zijn, zijn de deelnemers niet in staat om strategieën te maken die het correcte 

(fundamentele)) prijsniveau voorspellen. 

Samenvattendd kan gezegd worden dat de experimenten naar verwachtingen laten zien 

datt de rationele verwachtingen hypothese vaak geen goede beschrijving geeft van prijs

fluctuatiesfluctuaties in het spinnenwebmodel en in het beurskoersmodel. Alleen voor een stabiel 

spinnenwebmodell convergeren de prijzen naar het rationele verwachtingen evenwicht. Bij 

eenn instabiel spinnenwebmodel zijn de prijsvoorspellingen gemiddeld genomen wel cor

rect,, maar is de amplitude van de prijsfluctuaties significant hoger dan onder rationele 

verwachtingen.. Bij het beurskoersmodel wijken de prijzen veelal langdurig af van de 

fundamentelee waarde. 
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Stellingen n 

behorendee bij het proefschrift 

Ann Experimental Approach to Expectation Formation 
inn Dynamic Economic Systems 

vann Henk van de Velden 

1.. Laboratoriumexperimenten zijn een goede manier om verwachtingen 
vann mensen te meten omdat er controle is over de economische omge
ving.. (Hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift.) 

2.. De hypothese van rationele verwachtingen geeft een goede beschrijving 
vann het prijsgedrag in de spinnenwebmodel-experimenten. (Hoofdstuk 
44 van dit proefschrift.) 

3.. Door de interactie van verschillende strategieën in het strategie exper
imentt met het spinnenwebmodel ontstaan chaotische prijsfluctuaties. 
(Hoofdstukk 5 van dit proefschrift.) 

4.. De structuur, self-reversing versus selfconfirming, van de twee type 
modellenn die in dit proefschrift behandeld worden, het spinnenweb
modell en het beurskoersmodel, is van grote invloed op de dynamica 
vann de prijzen. (Hoofdstuk 7 van dit proefschrift.) 

5.. De deelnemers in het beurskoersmodel-experiment coördineren hun 
verwachtingenn op een voorspelstrategie die niet noodzakelijkerwijs cor
rectt is. (Hoofdstuk 7 van dit proefschrift.) 

6.. De fundamentalist is een stabiliserende factor. (Hoofdstuk 7 van dit 
proefschrift.) ) 

7.. Leren is moeilijk. (Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift.) 

8.. De kunst van spreken is verstaan te worden. 

9.. Vrede is iets anders dan de uitkomst van een conflict dat door oorlog 
wordtt opgelost. 

10.. Iemand die te druk is om afspraken na te komen kan geen prioriteiten 
stellen. . 

11.. Het is onbegrijpelijk dat mensen die veel waarde aan vrijheid en de
mocratiee hechten zich op sportgebied zo laten onderwerpen aan dicta
torialee organisaties zoals het IOC, de FIFA, de FIDE en de UEFA. 





Expectationss play a key role in economics. In the theoretical economic 
literaturee a number of expectations hypotheses have been proposed, 
forr example, rational expectations and adaptive expectations. 
Thesee models are purely theoretical and empirical research about 
howw people form expectations is scarce. Previous research about 
expectationss in economics is mainly based upon survey data but 
thesee data are often hard to interpret. In this thesis we run 
laboratoryy experiments to investigate expectation formation in a 
controlledd dynamic economic environment. We analyze how subjects 
formm expectations in two standard dynamic economic models, the 
cobwebb model and a standard asset pricing model. We investigate 
whichh of the benchmark expectation hypotheses describes human 
behaviorr in the laboratory and in particular we test the validity and 
limitationss of rational expectations. 
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